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Subject: Definition of 
Academic Titles 












It is expected that the min·imal requirements 
will be used in determining rank of regular 
faculty members. Requests for exceptions 
must be submitted to the President· through 
the Tenure and Promotion Committee, 
Department Chair, the Dean, and the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs with the 
recommendations from each recommending party. 
A Clinical Faculty Appointment is used for 
supervisor-instructors in such programs as 
Medical Technology, Nursing, and Radiologic 
Technology. such individuals normally are 
professional staff employees o! the off-
campus clinical affiliates associated with 
such programs. They are not paid by the 
U:i.iversity; however, the title may !Je used to 
iOentify their role with University programs. 
Visiting appointment titles (see Types of 
Appoint~ents ?G - 3) are used to designate 
individuals from other institutions or 
employees who teach eithe: full-time or ?a:t-
t!:ne for a h:'!li ted period of time (us:.iall::,· no 
more than a year). Titles used may be 
visiting P:ofessot, Visiting Associate 
Professo:, or Visiting Assiscant Professor. 
Page 4 of 4 
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To define the criteria, procedures, and 
cdnditions of the review of University 
academic personnel .for granting promotion. 
The· faculty adhere to the principle and 
purpose inhetent in privilege in rank. 
Within each rank from instructor through 
professor, rank shall be a major determinant 
in administrative de~isions reg~rding 
salaries, teaching ::esponsibi'lities, release 
time, committee assignmen~s, summer 
emplcy:nent, and sabbatical leaves. Without 
this principle and purpcse, ?COmotion is 
meaningless and the system is without me::it. 
I. GENERA:. ?R.!1~C:PLES 
Faculti· :ner.:~erS na·;e sn i::i;crtant 
res;onsi~i:ity ;:, fr3v:d~n; eval~a::~ns of 
t=eer s i:, ':::-:e ?ror..ot: :in pro-:-ess. Th is 
res?onsi:n lit.;' ..r-:,•ol v,e,s :::e applica:: :.en c: 
acade::iic and pr~iessi'-:::1al Judgments 1:, a 
f::a;ne.,,orlt :f shared a:.::hor1tv a:nong v.:1.::ious 
levels ;:( =~,..i~w and t:et..-ee:, !"ac.Jl':j" a:1d 
~r.3.~eT•r ;~-.-'s~-, ►--~. 
7he r=romotion ;;roceJures cons:.st of sever:1.l 
levels ~= J:1d;:nent and review: t:le 
depart:i:ent, '::le college, and t:le Jniversity. 
The 1:,1tial revie1o1s •ill :a\::e place at the 
levels of t:ie de~art:ner.t and college and will 
focus o:, profes.:ional anJ scholarly judgments 
of the q;Jali:::,.· of :!'le i:idiv1dual's acade:nic 
worl(. S1..bseq•Je:it levels -:,i university revie..., 
..iill :Jrinc t.r:iader ~acul:·: =:nd iidministrati".-e 
judgment • to :::le:,,r and -..iill 3lso monitor 
general standarJs of qua~::y, equity, and 
adequac~· ::,f the ::r~cedur'c!s :1sed, At ~ach 
level, the :evi,:.,. proce~s w!ll reflect the 
competence and pe:spec:~·..-e of the :eviewing 
body. 
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An important part of the whole ·promotion 
process for facult/ members i~ that a-lf 
parties to the process share common 
expectations and understandings. Since 
general statements of principles will be 
broad and inclusive, each academic unit may 
develop its own specific expectations and 
standards in add1tion to the broad, 
Univers:it:,--•,dde standards as the operational 
basis for pro:notio!l recommendations. 
Statements concerning these additional 
expectations and standards will be available 
and on file in the Offi::e of the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, and will be 
given to each faculty :nemCe:. 
The re·;iew precess !:or promotion is conce:ned 
with the acade:nic and professiona: merits of 
part1cular candidates, judged i:-i reference to 
all al'::ernative candidates, incltJding 
prospec:ive fac~l'::1 me~be:-s. ?romo~ion 
standards, t!'leref=:e, cannot be fixed and 
abso!Jte ~ut ~ill reflect t-::> so~e 
va::1ing cornFe~1ti~e positions 
Univer3i:i in attracting 
Ac:::ordin~l.::·, evai..:ations •ill !:Je 





Like...,i:;e, =r•::lressh,.e1:; more 
scruti:ii· wil
0
l -~Jt'.e pl;ce as the 
mem::ier advunces in ac3de::,:.::: rank.. 
stanC :.n;. · 
exacti:,g 
~ac::lt.i· 
II. CP.ITEP.:.!:. FGR PRm-10':'~'.)tl 
?t-::>motions shoi! be ::iased on recognized 
per for:nance !!l e3ch o[ t~e following areas as 
.J.??ropr ~ate to the part:cu!ar 
responsi::>ilities assigned to. the faculti' 
member. Prorr,otion .:.::; :-:eL'::her an. unqualified 
right nor an automatic conseguence of :1a·1ing 
=omple~eJ a certain ?ericd of ~ervice. 
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The minimal requirements listed below aC'e not 
the sole determinants in the pr.Ocess: 
' l. Teaching excellence-·-as recognized by 
colleagues, department chairs, and 
deans and as assessed by students. 
Other evidence may include, but not 
be limited to, the following: 
student contact activities 
(advisement, supecvision of 
internships and theses}; development 
of new courses, programs, or 
innovative instructional techniques; 
teaching awards and honors. 
2. Professional achievement--as related 
to the teaching area may include, but 
not be limited to, the following: 
research, scholarly or creative 
achievements; attendance at 
professional meetings and leadership 
roles in professional organizations; 
participation in seminars and 
works hops; add 1 tional graduate study 
in the teaching field; work 
expe:ience; and consulting. 
3. Service to the ins ti tut ion and the 
conur.unity--may include, but not be 
l1m1 ted to, the following: active 
participation on University, college, 
department, and Faculty Senate ad 
hoc and standing corrut'.i ttees; service 
as an official representative of tile 
University; sponsorship of approved 
co-cur:icular activities; 
coordination -:if and parcicipati.on i!l 
University workshops, conferences, 
clinics, inservice, and special 
events; development of proposals; 
de'1elopment of :elationships with 
professional groups in business, 
ind us tr:,,, trade, education, and 
,,-- Pagelofl3 ,, 
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govecnment: non-University service 
rendered as a citizen, not as a 
representative of Morehead State 
University. 
STATEMENTS REGARDING PROMOTION 
The promotion portfolio must contain a 
curriculum vita, supporting documents, and a 
lette[' of intent. The letter of intent, 
addressed to the Department Chair, will state 
the dl?s ire to be considered for a promotion 
and should contain a summary of major 
responsibilities and activities since the 
last rank assignment that merit consideration 
f:::,r the promotion. The candidate's portfolio 
must document all qualifications, and it must 
be complete at the time of submission. 
The following are guidelines for constructing 
the curriculum vita. All categories will not 
apply to each candidate. Whenever 
appropriate, specific titles, dates, pages, 
and publishers should be included. A 
reasonable sample of items t1nder numbers r:.r 
and IV should be presented. 
I. Personal Data 
A. Narne-
B, Present rank, adrninistrative title 
(if applicable), and department 
C. Oates of initial rank assignment 
and promotions at Morehead Stat~ 
Un1versit:,, 
D. Field or fields of specialization 
L, Education completed: degrees, 
certifications, and/or licenses 
with institutions and d.ites awarded 
or granted 
Page 4 of 19 
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r. r..11~hin•1 rrlnr to 
u:,iv,r11ty Qt 
~•pf'1ie11cc· frh,r 




re 1at,c., wor1t 
to Hor41htc-ad 
J. Responeibi!it1oa 
4. R.11q11: ch-,nq'!'« and dat•• 
J. Hf't:1bwr 11hits 1n 
or,;anl.tatloru 
il. T,n.hln;·•-!lot• v.,e:,~\."PT 
tiDe W,iJ!] 'fJVf!O. 
!h.1r.:ihf!'r, •:,d tl~ 1-.0: ..,! ecur!llr!I 
:,1u9ht 
Ci"di:: hourc. 'wc!'lrJoarl 
1. Htt'llb~r of .,:,vi•,~.,! 
1raduat~, u~d-l~rar!uzte 
2. SJf!rvis~r of in~~rnahip, 
~- trirection or thf!aes ,.,d 
service on t.~e11tHII i:on111itte 1f!io 
•· Dirti-;ti..,,, c[ lndll!pitnd•nt 
st.udl~• 
5. Service on oral ~-B~in~~i~~ 
,:oir.c,i ':.te~~ 
f. Ott:l!r 
C'. 1•cw co:Jt a:~s 
de•1elop~d 
D. Innovative 
techn 1 SUt!'9 de·,.-top~d 
.1.nstruetio1o!11l 
E. Teachin9 awa!js an~ ~onors 
r. Other ev ldene11 o! e L(ec! he 
t.e.t't'h Ing 
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L List of published articles 
2. List of published books 
J. List of published reviews 
4. List of papers read at 
conferences 
s. Editorship of O[ service on 
editorial boards of 
professional journals 
6. Scholarly grants 
1. Sabbaticals 
8. Pure research completed 
9. Applied research completed 
10. Fellowships awar:led 
11. Awards fot scholarship 
Creative Productions--Li5t of: 
1. Exhibits 
2. Musical compositions published 
3. Poems, plays, stories, novels 
published 
4. Artistic performances 
5, Speaking engagements 
6. Inventions 
7. Awards for creative 
productions 
C. Academic and/or profes:;ional 
organizations 
l. Memberships 
2. Leadershi? roles 
3. Attendance at confetences 
4. Awai~s for service 
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evidence of professional 
A. List of Uni·1ersity, collec;e, 
departraent, and Faculty senate · ad 
hoc and standing committees with 






Service as officlal 
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o. Coordination of and participation 
in Morehead State University 
workshops, conferences, clinics, 
inservice, and special events 
l. Title 
2. Form of participation 
3, Date 
E. Development of proposals tc benefit 
the University 
l. Title of proposal 
2. Date sub;ni tted 
). Accepted or rejected 
F. Development of relations wit.h 
H. 
professional groups (business, 
industry, trade, educ at ion, and 
government) 
Hono:s and awards for se: ... ,11ce 
Otller Un1versity service 
~on-University service 
The supporting documents should be a.::n,nged 
1n the following categories: 
;,.., Documents whic~ SUi)port personal 
data (for example} 
--copies of ~fficial transcripts 
--co?ies cf official le!:.ters of 
promctic~ 3t o~~er ins~i:utionE 




' Promotion Review Section Number: 
Approval Date: 
Revision Date: 
PAc - 2 
7/1/85 
8/6/68 
8. Documents which support effectiveness 
of teaching ( foe example) 
c. 
--copies of results of teacher 
ratings 
--co?ies of descriptions of 
innovative instructional techniques 
--copies cf t~aching awards and 
honor.:; 
Documents ..;r,1ch 
pre ~essi,:,na l 
examrlle) 
support eviden~e of 
ac~ievement (for 
--copies of published articles, 
read at 
books, re·1iews 
--copies of Fapers 
conferences 
--copies, slides, tapes of, or 
patents :~r creative productions 
--evidence of roles in academic 
organizarions 
--:·,;idence of continuing education 
including transc:-ipts of ;C'adu3te 
wor:.. 
j. Docurr,ents -..hich support serl."ice {!:ir 
exa;nple) 
--copies of proposals to benefit the 
U;i.111ersit:t 
--copies of honor~ or a;.iard!:: f:,r 
Sf:t'VlCe 
De~art:nent., ~ollege, and University Pro:flotion 
Committees ..,111 be (o:med and ocerate >il.t~in 
the !:illowi:i~ st:·..:Ct..Jre and proce·t!ures: 
L No candidate for 
candidate's spous~, 
chairs, or deans will 
promotion committee~. 
Plge 9 of l':l 
promotion, 
depactrne:1t 
sec •;e or-. 
( 
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2. No faculty member will serve on more 
than one promotion commltte·e. 
·3_ Preference for com~ittee membership 
shall be given to those who have 
undergone promotion review process. 
4. The chai::-person 
committee shall 
commit tee. 
of each promotion 
be elected by the 
5. In academic areas where schools are 
the administrative unit above the 
department level, the peer review 
wi 11 be by the department, college, 
and University promotion committees. 
6. The Un!versity Promotion Committee 
shall consist of nine (9) faculty 
mer.ibers elected by the Faculty Senate 
from the tenured, full-time faculty 
and must include three 
represent:Jtives f:.Jll each colle,;~ and 
shall bclJde both males and females. 
No two representatives should be from 
the same department/school. 
Committee ::iemb.ers shall be f:Jll 
professors. In the event that full 
professors are una..-ailable, associate 
professors may serve; if no associate 
professors are available, assistant 
p?:ofessors may serYe. Term of 
servii:::e shall be three years, with 
one member from each college being 
rep I.aced each year. A ;nember may not 
hold successive ter~s. 
7. The College Promotion, Committee shall 
consist of one :epresentatiYe from 
each departmi;:.,nt of the college. 
~hese members should be tenured, 
Eull-time faculty members. ::=ach 
department will elect by secret 
Paqe 10 o ~ 19 
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representati11e to. serve a 
term on the college 
8. The Department Proaotion Col!llZlittee 
should consist of the department as 
a whole fif not ezcluded by 
conditions one and two above) • Each 
department may choose to elect a 
Department Promotion Committee-. All 
faculty who ace not excluded b}' 
conditions one and two above are 
eligible for coJ1Uttittee membership 
and are elected by secret ballot. 
9. The quorum necessary for voting will 
be two-thi:-ds of the total 
membership of a committee. 
10. All voting on candidates will be by 
secret ballot. Recommendation for 
promotion requires an affirmative 
vote by a rnaJority of .committee 
members voting. There shall be no 
~bstentions in the voting process. 
In all committee recommendations, 
the number of •yes• votes and the 
number of •no• votes must be 
recorded. 
11. In all cases, promotion committees 
must stat.; in w:: i ting on the 
approprlate form the rationales for 
the majority recoi!Ullendation and a 
numerical rating of qualification 
for promotion. Those in the 
mi:i.or i ty mu'st also state t~eir 
rationale in writing. 
12. Promotion committees' deliberations 
must be treated confidentially and 
must not be discussed outside of 
promotion committee meetings. 
Puyellof13 
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1IV. PROMOTION PROCESS 
7 /1/85 
8/6/88 
All prospective candidates for promotion may 
elect to attend an orientation workshop 
sponsoced and presented by the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs and the previous year's 
chair of the University Promotion Committee 
that shall be held no later than October 15 
of each year. Each candidate for promotion 
will receive peer review at the department, 
college, and University levels. In addition 
to peer review, each candidate will be 
.reviewed by his/her Department Chair, 
Associate Dear: {if applicable), College Dean, 
and the Vice President for Academic Affail"s. 
The P=-esiden~ makes the final recommendation 
to the Board of. Regents. 
3Y JANUARY 15: The candidate applying for 
promotion review has the responsibility for 
s1.:.bmittir.g the requi:ed p.tomotion portfolio, 
wh1c~ 1ncluCes a le::.ter of intent, cu:-rlc:.il,.irr, 
vita, and suppo.tting doc~ments, to his/her 
college dl!an, The dean will place the 
po.ttfoiio in a sec!Jre area for re\•iew by the 
afpr~priate De?artment Promotion Committee, 
College :':emotion Committee, Department 
Chair, Asscci.ate Dean (if applicabli:), and 
Ccllege De.J;;,. · 
The review process will ~t:oceed a.s ries~r ibed 
tlelo"": 
l. BY FERRUARY l: Department Promotion 
Committee, Depart.men~ Chair, Colle-;e 
Promotion Committee, .!\ssociate Dean (if 
applicable) , and College Dean 
independently review the portfolios and 
make a determination regarding a positive 
or negative recommendation. The 
recommendation, supporting rati9nale, and 
numerical rating of qualification 
Pa;;e l 2 ::, { 19 
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for promotion are documented on the 
appropriate form- (see attached Forms 
A ·and B) and submitted to the College 
representatives of the University 
Promotion.CoAtmittee. 
2. BY FEBRUARY 5: As soon as these 
reviews are completed, the College 
Dean sends the portfolios to the Vice 
Preside~t fa: Academic Affairs, who 
places the portfolios fn a secure 
area for re·,iew by the Universit:i:• 
Promotion ·committee. 
3. BY FEBRUARY 5: The two college 
representatives of the University 
Promotion Cammi ttee inform the 
candidates of the appropriate 
Department Promotion Committee's, 
Department Chair's, College Promotion 
committee's, Associate Dean's (if 
arr !ica!::;!e ! . 3:,1 C::.Ue-;e Dean'::; 
recommendations through presentation 
of the summary form (see attached 
Form Ci .• 
If ail recommendations are for 
pr~motion, the portfolio will 
autornaticall:,· be reviewd by the 
University Promotion Committee. If 
any recommendation is against 
promotion, the candidate maj' withdraw 
the portfolio, request that it be 
sent on without responding, or 
request -:hat it be sent on with !3 
letter of response to an/ 
recommendation against fCOmctlon. If 
the candidate chooses to submit a 
l<!tter of response, it :nust be 
submitted to the appropriate 
representative of the Universit7 
Promotion Committee. To withdraw the 
portfolio, a candidate must submit a 
P,J,geUofB 
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written request to the College 
representative oE the University 
Promotion Committee, who will then 
return the portfolio to the 
candid3te. 
S. BY MARCH 1: Trle University Promotion 
Co1t1mittee reviews the candidate's 
portfolio; the recommendations by the 
Department Promotion Col!llQittee, the 
Department Chair, the College 
P~omotion Cornmittep, AssoCiate Dean 
(if applicable}, and College Dean; 
and any letter of response and makes 
a determination regarding a positive 
or negative recommenda:':.ion. The 
recommendation, suppc~ting rationale, 
and numerical rating of qualificatlo11 
fat promotion is documen:ed on t~e 
a~propriate fDrm (se~ -attached Form 
DJ• 
€. ay MARCH :!O; r:ie :..,.o :.ini-..-ers:..ty 
Promotion Committee reFresentatives 
from eac~ college •ill inform thei= 
college's cand~dates for promotion of 
th~ i.Jni·1ersit:; !-'::}::i.otion C:,rn:l':itt~e•s 
recom."Tlenda ticn, If the 
recommendc.1 ti.on is for promo':. io!'l, the 
portfolio will aut-:imatkally be made 
available for review by !:.he 'lice 
President for ;,:::ademic Affairs, the 
President, and t~e i3oard of Regents. 
If the Uni.•1e:::sitJ' i?r-:imot.ion 
Corn;.;ittee's reco1nmendation is against 
promotion, a ~cllege representative. 
·•dll i:ifor:n the candi,jate; and the 
=andidate may -.,ithdraw the portfolio, 
request that it be sent on w~thout 
responding, or request t~at it be 
sent on with a letter of response. 
If the candidate chooses to submit a 
l~tter of response, it must be 
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subrtd tted to the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. To withdraw the 
portfolio, a candidate must submit a 
written request to the college 
re~resentative of the University 
Promotion Committee, who will then 
return the portfolio to the 
candidate. 
7. The Vice Pr':!sident for Academic 
Affairs reviews the portfolio, the 
recommendations, and the letters of 
response. The Vice Prsident makes a 
recommendation on each portfolio to 
the President, who in turn recommends 
to the Board of Regents, who will 
make the fir.al decision. 
8. BY l WEEK AFTER BOARD'S DECISION: 
~ithin one week of the Board of 
Regents' dee is ion, the Pres iCe:-:t 
in(o~:r,s each car:.•~'.da::.~ ~., -~ i':.inoe; :if 
the deciSion. The prcmo~ion 
portfolio will be avai 1..3.ble !or 
::eturn. 
9. BY 2 WEEKS AFTER BOARD'S DECISION: 
Each candidate who does not cec1eve 
promotion will be invited to meet 
with the Vice President for Academic 
A.ffairs for furthier explanation. The 
candidate has the option to de~line 
this invitation. 
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Candidat~•s name: -------------------------------
Department: College: 
to Desires promotion from 
Recommendation {circle one) PROMOTE DO NOT PROMOTE 
Using a scale of l to 10 with 10 being the hi::;hest possible 
score, assign a numer ic.Jl value to each of the following areas 
~nd multiply bi' the asaigned factor. The sum of the .three areas 








Usu t!l£:- re·Je!'ae side 
X 60% 
X 20% 
wh ic!1 ~:.:p;:-:: ts 
i ~ nee~~ l. 
D~?=rt~ent C~air's or Associat~ Oean's nane 
OR :.ist of Committee Membf?rS an•l C!iairper;cr: 
Page l6of 1q 
the ~ !nal 
PORM B: COLLEGE PROMOTION L.._.JMMITTEB RECOMMENDATION OR 
COLLEGE CHAIR OR ASSOCIATE DEAR RECOMMENDA~lOR 
Candidate's name: 
Department: College: 
to Desires promotion from 
Recommendation (circle one) PROMOTE DO MOT PROMOTE 
Using a scale of l to 10 with 10 being the highest possible 
score, assign a numerical vah1e to each of the following ar~as 
and multiply by the assigned factor. The sum of the three areas 
becomes the rating of qual:ification for pfomotion: 
TEACHING 
SERVICE 
PROFESS IOr-lAL ACHIEV~ME1~T 
RATING OF QUALIFlCA'fION FOR PROMOTI011: 
Vote(s) FOR 
1lease provide 
0ecornraenda ti on. 
specific rationale 




Vote (sJ AG,\UlST 
which supper ts 
: : ,eej-=-1-
Co!le~e ~ean's name ______________ _ 
OR List ~f -:ornr.iitt-?e Me:n=>!rs and Chairperson 
Pagel7ofl9 
the final 
PORN C: SOIIIKARY OF RECOl'.JtttGJATIONS 
Candidate's name: 
:>epartment: 
Highest degree held 
College: 
to :>esires promotiQri from 
Time .at Mor~head Time 3ince last advancP.ment 
Depa r tinen t C'omrni ttee Recommendation FOR 
Rating of Qualification for Promotion 
Summary Rationale: 
:Jep.1rtmcnt .:hair':; Recommendation FOR 
Rating ~f Qualification for Promotion"' 
su,;ima!."",l Rationale: 
COll~;e Committee accommP.ndatiQn F'OR 
Rating of Qualification for Promotion 
3:immary nation,Jt<?: 
AGAINST 
.:.ssuciate Dean':; Reco1nrn~ndation (if applicable) FOR_ AGAINST 
Rating of Qualification for Promotion 
Summary Rationale: 
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. Desires promotion Erom ----------- to 
Recommendation (circle one) PROMOTE 00 NOT PROMOTE 
Usi!l~ a s::ale of l to 10 with 10 being the highest possible 
score, assign a numerical value to each of the following areas 
and multiply by the assigned !:actor. The sura of the three areas 










Jse t~e reve=s~ side 
X 60'8 ~ 
X 20% 
X 20', 
Vote (s) AGAIN:57 
wi1ich sapports 
:~ needed. 













Section Num~er: PAC - 3 
Approval Date: 7/1/85 
Revision Date: 
To determine eligib~lity for and the 
privileges of Emeritus Rank upon retirement. 
Emeritus nank is granted in recognition of 
meritorious service to Morehead State 
University. 
Emeritus Rank is granted upon retirement to 
those holding the rank of full Professor if 
recommended by the President to the Board of 
Regents. · 
To be eligible, individuals in the above rank 
must have reached age 55 or have 30 
cont•inuous years of un.iversity service and 
have held that rank at Morehead State --
University for a period of at least five 
years prior to retirement from the 
University. 
Prior to the end of March each year, 
Department Chairs may recommend the names of 
eligible faculty members who are retiring by 
the end of the current fiscal year. Such 
names are submitted to the President with 
recommendations from the appropriate Dean and 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
In addition to those privileges noimally 
available to any retired faculty member, an 
Emeritus Professor is provided with an office 
if feasible. Arrangements may be made by the 
President for the Emeritus Professor to 
participate in part-time teaching, research, 
and/or service to the Univers.ity. 
Faculty members not holding the rank of 
Professor at the time of retirement may be 
named Faculty Emeriti in rank by the 
procedures outlined above. Faculty Emeriti 
under this provision will be listed in 
official University catalogs and will be 
invited spe~ial guests to all major 
University functions. 
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To provide ~he conditions for continuation of 
pay for a regular full-time or continuing 
part-time faculty member who is unable to 
continue ~mployment due to illness or injury. 
Upon appointment, a regular, full-time 
faculty member is credited with a sick leave 
accumulation balance of 12 days. Those who 
are designated as continuing part-time (see 
PG - 1) Will be granted a balance 'of six days 
upon appointment. 
Beginning with the second school year the 
regular, full-time faculty member accumulates 
one Uai of sick lea_ve per ··calendar month 
(12 days per year) which is added to any sick 
leave balance from the first y.ear; after 10 
full ye_ars of service the rate shall .increase 
to one-and-one-half (l½) days per month 
(18 days per .year) •. The continuing par_~-time 
faculty member accumulates one-half (½) day 
of sick leave. pe~ calendar month the first· 10 
fu11 years of continuous employment ,and 
· three-quarter~ (3/4) per month thereafter. 
'Sick leave no·t used may be accumulated 
indefiriitely •. 
Page 1 of ..J..:. 
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A faculty member may utilize sick leave for 
personal illness (including maternity) Or 
injury. A, Department Chair may request 
documentation of the circumstances, if 
extended time off for illness or injury is 
anticipated or if it appears that the 
conditions for the time missed may not be 
appropriate. A Department Chair also may 
request documentation indicating When it is 
anticipated the faculty member will return to 
service. Upon request, up to three days of 
accumulated sick leave may be charged per 
calendar year as emergency leave for illness 
or injury of an immediate. family member 
(spouse, child, parent, brother, .. sister, or 
other relative living in the faculty member's 
household). A Department Chair may request 
documentation of the need for such emergency 
time off. Absence is charged in at least 
half-day units. When a University holiday 
occurs during absence chargeable to sick 
leave, that day is not charged as sick leave. 
Paid sick leaVe may be used to cover.absences 
because of dental or medical appointments. 
such time shall be charged against the sick 
leave accumulation. Short absences shall be 
accumulted and charged in half-day units. 
Unused sick leaVe will not be Paid off upon 
termination of employment, retirement, or 
death. However, a member of a Kentucky 
Retirement System may receive certain service 
credit in. the retirement system for some of . 
the sick leave .balance at time of retirement. 
such c~edit shall be applicable only for 
retirement s.ervice as provided by law and 
shall not apply for any University policies. 
I 
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When a faculty membar has used all of his/her 
accumulated sick leave, a leave of absence 
without pay shall be granted upon request up 
to the limits of the policy on lea-ve of 
absence without sa·lary. 
A faculty member is responsible for notifying 
his/her De_partment Chair as soon as possible 
after it is Jetermined that an absence to be 
charged as sick leave will occur because of 
illness, in order to provide maximum time to 
cover the scheduled responsibilities. 
Failure to do so within 24 hours of the 
beginn~ng of the absence may be cause £6r 
denh.l of sick leave for the period of the 
absence unless the faculty member was 
physically unable to provide such notice. 
The official sick leave record shall be 
maintained in the Office of Personnel 
Serv.ices for· a period o~ five years. 
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To outline the cc.nditions governing private 
consulting by faculty members and academic 
administratocs. To qualify unde·r this 
policy, the activity must be in the 
individual's field and Ce of~ professional 
nature. 
As an agency of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
Morehead State University is charged with 
responsibi·lities for instruction, research, 
and public service. These responsibilities 
often involve University faculty members and 
academic administrators in activities which 
are beyond the campus and in addition their 
foLmally assigned duties. The_ University 
views profeSsional consulting whether private 
or as a representative of the University as 
an activity to be encouraged. This policy is 
an outgrowth of the following institutional 
cohcer.ns: (l)· the need to comply with 
federal regulations concern·ing time- and 
effort reporting for federally-fUnded grants 
and contracts; (2) the need to safeguard the 
University's primary educational mission from 
possible conflicts of int~rest; ~nd (3) the 
need to clar·ify those circumstances when a 
University faculty l_llember or. academic 
administrator may be gainfully employed by a 
third party. 
1. · This policy· is limited to instruction, 
~esearch, professicinal· and/or public 
service cpnsulting activities for Which 
remuneration is received from a third 
party and which occur during the time 
when the employee would nor'mally ·be 
assigned to duties by the University. 
EX.eluded, are vacation periods, weekends, 
holidays, and other times when the 
employee is not assigned duties by the 
Univer~ity. 
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2. University faculty members and academic 
administrators must request authorization 
to pe!'form instruction,. research, and 
publi~ service activities for a third 
party during their.work period. Work 
periods·may vary Widely due to individual 
faculty assignments. Such expectations 
should ~ot be so restrictive as to make 
private consulting prohibitive. A 
written proposal must be submitted and 
permission secured from the individual's 
supervisor and Dean prior to performing 
a~y private consulting activity with 
notification to the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. The proposal should 
indicate the nature of the work to be 
performed, the estimated time per week 
involved, and the duration of the 
as;;ignme_nt. The proposal and 
administrative decision shall be kept as 
a matter of record by-the appropriate 
_ Department Chair and Dean with 
notification to the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, ·11. Dean's personal 
proposals are approved by the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. 
3, Those administrative officers who approve 
-the proposal are instructed to be assured 
that regularly assigned duties of the 
employee will continue to be performed 
satisfactorily. 
A faculty member or academic administra_tor is• 
expected to perfor-m his/her University duties 
in the most effective manner of which he/she 
is capable. The individual's first duty and 
first_ responsibility is to the University, 
outside service should not be undertaken, 
whether with or without pay, that might 
interfere with the discharge of this 
paramount obligation, Administrative 
officers are responsible for seeing that the 
regular University duties are accomplished. 
Page 2 of 4 
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An individual must request apptoval in 
advance of accepting a consulting assignment. 
A written proposal outlining the nature of 
the work· to be performed, the estimated 
schedule of absences, and wheth_er the work is 
undertaken for compensation or otherwise 
shall be given to the next level of 
administration. such request shall be 
submitted through the Dean to the vice 
President for Academic Affairs provided there 
is concurrence at each previous l.evel. The 
final ap~roval authority is the ~ppropriate 
Dean for faculty members and Department 
Chairs and the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs for Deans. 
Time off from the regular work schedule for 
consulting shall be limited to four days per 
month. Time not used is noncumulatTve except 
oys'pecial permission of the Department Chair 
and Dean. 
Activities that involve significant use of 
other University personnel, facili·.:ies, or 
equipment must be performed on a contractual 
basis with the University. 
All individuals performing consulting 
services re-lati!l,9 to externally-fui:ided 
projects are required to comply with Time and 
Effort Reporting regardless.of when the 
service~ are performed. 
The University assumes no responsibility for 
private professional services performed by 
members of its faculty. The name of the . 
University is not in any way to be connected 
with the service rendered or the results 
obtained. The faculty member or academic 
administrator must make it clear that his/her 
consulting work is a personal matter. He/she 
must not use the official stationery of the 
University nor stationery having a University 
addres~ or a University telephone number. 
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A faculty member shall not accept or retain 
employment which would bring him/her as an 
expert, or. in any other capacity, into 
conflict or in competition with the interests 
and purposes of the University. 
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Tof outline the criteria and procedu~es for_ 
appointment to the graduate faculty. 
The following criteria 
considered for Full 
graduate faculty: 
must be met to be 
Membership on the 
l. An earned 
in PAC -
teaching 
ace red i ted 
ter:ninal degree 






2. Coropet-=!ncy and experience at the 
graduate level in teaching, committee_ 
work, student advisement, and 
directing student research as defined 
in the Procedure for Appolntment. 
3. 
4. 
Evidence of recent professional 





~'=ac~ing need at the 
\ 500- or 600-level 
S. Associate mer.ibersh1p for at least one 
year at Morehead State University. 
The following criteria must be met 






l. Either an earned terminal degree as 
defined in PAc - !. in the appropriate 
teaching discipline or an earned 
master's degree plus 15 hours in the 
appropriate teaching discipline from 
an accredited institution or, in the 
absence of this degree, an 
exceptionally high level of scholarly 
productivity, competency, and 
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experience as determined by the 
oniversity Graduate Committee. 
2. Potential for competency at the 
graduate level in teaching, committee 
work, student advisement, and 
directing student research as defined 
in the Procedure for Appointment. 
3. Evidence of recent professional 
growth and/or ri:?search and 
publi ca Hons. 
4. A department teaching need for 500-
level graduate courses. With the 
terminal degree, 600-level courses 
may be taught with the approval of 
the University Graduate Committee. 
S. In the absence o! available graduate 
faculty with Fc11l M.embership, the 
Associate Member may teach courses 
restricted to graduate students, if 
he/she is recommended by the 
departmental graduate faculty, 
department chair, and the college 
dean as being highly competent in the 
teaching discipline, with the 
approval of the Dean of Graduate and 
Special Academic Programs. 
6. All Associate Memberships shall be 
one academic year appointments. 
The following procedure shall be used for 
nomination and review of candidates: 
l. When the department chair of an 
academic department determines that 
he/she needs to assign a graduate 
course to a faculty member who is not 
already a full ■ember of the graduate 
faculty, he/she shall gain the 
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concurrence of the departaental. 
graduate faculty and then nominate 
the individual faculty 11ember: for 
Associate Membership to the graduate 
faculty. 
2. The department chair forwards the 
nomination, with supporting 
documentation (curriculum vita) to 
the College Graduate Committee, The 
supporting documentation shall 
provide evidence of teaching 
excellence, professional activities, 
and university/community service, 
3. Upon approval of the College Graduate 
Committee, the nomination and 
supporting documentation are 
forwarded to the University Graduate 
Cammi ttee. If the nomination is 
rejected, justification shall be 
provided to the nominee and the 
department chair. 
4. The University Graduato:! Committee 
will make the final determination 
regarding the nominee's appointment 
as an Associate Member of the 
graduate faculty. 
5. The Dean of Graduate and Special 
Academic Programs will inform the 
nominee, department chair, and the 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
of the decision of the University 
Graduate Committee. 
6. The University Graduate Committee 
must approve the appointment of 
Associate Members at least two weeks 
before scheduled graduate courses 
begin. 
Page Jof 5 
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When, due to extraordinary circumstances, a 
member of the graduate faculty is unavailable 
to teach a previously scheduled course and 
circumstances will not perm.it appointaent 
under normal pn~cedures, the Dean of Graduate 
and Special Academic Pro9rams may temporarily 
appoint a f:.Jcl!l ty member to temporary status 
on the grad1!,lt:~ faculty. 
Temporary appointments are for one semester 
only. A.t the time of the temporary 
appointment, the department chair requesting 
the appointment must initiate the regular 
appointment procedure. 
In all other respects, a temporary appointee 
must meet the qualifications and exper.;tations 
of a graduate faculty member. ~ 
The Dean of Graduate and Special Academic 
Programs wi.11 inform all appropriate persons 
of hi.s/her decision and direct that the 
procedure for nomination for Associate 
Membership be initiated. 
Reviews of membership are made in accordance 
with the following schedule and principles: 
l. Associate Member;; of the graduate 
faculty will be reviewed by the 
appropriate College Graduate 
Committee and the University Graduate 
Committee after the first year of 
membership to determine if an 
individual should be granted Full 
Membership on the graduate facu_lty. 
2. Full Hembets of the graduate faculty 
will be reviewed by the appropriae 
College Graduate Committee and the 
University Graduate Committee every 
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fifth year of membership 
if an individual should 
the 9 t adua te faculty. 
to deter111.ine 
continue on 
3. In the review process, faculty wi 11 
be .evaluated according to the 
criteria in the section Criteria for_ 
Meml;ership. 
s. 
In response to 
the University 
can: 
the review process, 
Graduate committee 
a. Grant Full Membership to the 
Associate Member 
b. Deny Full Membership to the 
Associate Mecber 
c. Downgrade the Full Member to an 
Associate Member 
d. Renew Full !'!.em=ership for five 
years, 
The Dean of Graduate 
Acade1nic Progra:ns will 
wr1t1ng all appropriate 
the decisions of the 
Graduate Committee within 
days 3ftec the decision. 
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To outline the teaching load expectations of 
faculty members and academic administrators 
(Deans anC Department Chairs). · 
The teaching load per semester is 12 semester 
hours for undergraduate classes and nine 
semester hours for full graduate load or a 
mix of gradu~te and undergraduate semester 
hours. 
A number of factors are considered in 
determining reductions to the teaching load 
includi~g, for example, the number of new 
preparations, class size, and contact hours. 
Variations from the teaching load may be 
granted upon,recommendation by the Dean of 
the college with the approval of the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. Reassigned 
time may be approved for such activities as 
administrative duties associated with program 
coordination, preparation of special 
instructional materials, video tapes, 
research, commUnity service and spe1.;ial 
services -to the University, committee 
asSignments, advising, or the sponsoring of a 
major student activity or group. 
The teaching load for a Department Chair is 
six semester hours during each semester and 
th~ee semester hours during the summer. 
Exceptions to the teaching load may be 
granted by the Vice President for Acadefuic 
Affai_~s upon the recommendation of the Dean 
when other conflicting assignments merit such 
adjustments. 
The teaching load for an academic Dean is 
three semester hours per academic year. 
Exceptions to the teaching load may be 
granted b}' the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs. 
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To outline responsibilities of faculty 
members for office hours and class schedules. 
Each faculty member is expected to observe a 
regular schedule of office hours, which will 
vary from person to person depending on other 
act.ivities and duties. Each faculty member 
shall post= schedule on his/her office door 
and a !=OPY shall, be fil!,!d with the Dean of 
his/her college at the beginning of each 
term. It ;s generally expected that faculty 
members will be available in their offices 
throus~out the 4ay unless they are engaged in 
other University duties. 
A faculty member is expected to meet all of 
his/her classes and other Univeisity 
respOnsibilities. Classes are expected to 
begin and end on tlme. When a faculty member 
know.s in advance that he/she will miss· a 
plass,. he/s.he should inform the Department 
Chai_r who will in turn notify the Dean of the 
college. Such notification shall be given as 
far in advance of the absence as is feasible. 
In the case of a sudden illness·oL emergency, 
the (acUlty membei should notify the 
Department Chair that he/she will not be able 
'to meet his/her class. If the Department 
Chair is unavailable, the Dean of the college 
should be notified. Arrangements for · 
substitute instructors or the rescheduling of 
classes must have prior approval Of the. 
Department Chair and the Dean, with 
notification to the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. 
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All faculty members are expected to attend 
the Spring Commencement, 
Each academic department shall be represented 
by at least two faculty members at 
commencements held at other times of the 
year. Each Department Chair shall have the 
responsibiiity to see that two members are so 
designated, 
Academic attire is req•lired for graduation 
processionals and for other occasions where 
appro~riate. Each faculty member must 
fur~ish his/her own academic attire. 
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To outline r.ay policies foC' services rendered 
in excess of those covered in the basic 
contract [or services. 
N1ne-~nth faculty contracted fer 
instructional purposes during summer terms 
will recei·,-: compensation ~qua! !:o 2 percent 
per cr~dit hour of h!s/her previous year's 
A faculty member's sum.mer compensation is not 
to exceed 24 percent of his/her previous 
contract uniess approval is granted by tne 
President. 
university !aculty supervising/teaching 
credit telecourses offered over the Kentuclcy 
Educational Television network should have 
the telecourse scheduled as part of the 
faculty member's .cegul,1r teaching load. If 
scheduling the class is not feasible as part 
.c1f ~:-.e ~.;1culty :nember 's regl.llar workload and 
the telecou.c se requires an additional 
workload assignCPent, the faculty ,;ember will 
be paid $70 per student up to a maximum of 12 
students 1~ a three-semester-hour telecourse. 
In circumstances whe.ce there are fever than 
12 students, teaching load will be calculated 
at the rate of four students equal one credit 
hour. 
In addition, faculty will be paid $100 for 
preparation of tele~ourse material. This 
compensation is a ~ne-time payment per 
course, not contingent upon the enroll.11:ent of 
the cour.se, 
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Co1t1pensation shall be paid on a per semester 
credit ho1.1r basis. Additionally, such 
faculty who· reside outside the county where 
the course is taught may be te imbur sed for 
travel aind food expenses. The rate of 
expense reimbursement is that fixed by tbe 
State. A receipt may be required for 
expenses other than food. Except in the case 
of an erner;ency, there is no provision to 
reimburse such faculty for overnight lodging 
expenses. 
Each college Dean wi 11 sub.11i t a request to 
the Vice President for Acade11ic Affairs for 
the number of such faculty needed each 
semester. This request ·should be submitted 
only after a check is made to determine if 
qualified faculty in other departments or 
co llege:i at the Un i-.,e r si ty are ava Hable to 
teach the needed coJrses. The Vice President 
for Academic Affairs will respond to the 
requests of the Deans by 111en:t0randum in vhich 
the number of positions available for each is 
designated. [f requested positions are not 
used in a given college, the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs can make them available 
to another college. 
Compensation shall be paid on a per semester 
credit hour basis. Lecturers who live 
outside the county where a regional course is 
taught will receive additional compensation 
based on the distance between place of 
residence and the workplace (time on road). 
The formula for determination of the amount 
of time-on-road pay will be the same as that 
used for full-time faculty with place of 
residence used instead of campus. 
Additionally, such faculty who reside outside 
the county where the course is taught may be 
reimbursed for travel and food expenses. The 
rate of expense reimbursement is that fized 
by the State. A receipt may be required for 
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expenses other than food. Except in the case 
of an emergency, t~ere is no provision to 
rei111burse such faculty for overnight lodging 
expenses. Distance will be determined by the 
official mileage chart that is maintained in 
the Office of Business Services. 
Each college Dean will submit a request to 
the 'Jice President for Academic Affairs for 
the number of such facu 1 ty needed each 
semester. This request should be submitted 
only after a check is 11ade to determine if 
qualified faculty in other departments. or 
colleges at the University are available to 
teach the needed courses. The Vice President 
for Academic Affairs will respond to the 
requests of the Deans by memorandum. in which 
the number of positions available for each is 
designated. If requested positions are not 
used in a given college, the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs can ?Dake them available 
to another =ol!ege. 
The compensation for teaching in the region 
is based entirely upon ::le factor of distance 
from the campus {::me-on-road). The 
compensation is based on the official miles 
for one round trip bet;.,een the campus and the 
center. The formula to oe used is: 
1. S6.00 per mile for the first 50 
miles. 
2. $5.00 per mile for the next SO miles 
or fraction thereof. 
3. $4. 00 per mil~ for all remaining 
miles. 
This formula is for 
course requir in:; a 
sessions. For one-
courses, the formula 
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and two-thirds of the base a110unt, 
respectively. Also, if a three-hour course 
is in the nature of a \olOrkshop and thus 
requires less than 15 sessions or trips, the 
formula is reduced accordingly. 
Bach faculty member who teaches in the region 
1i1ill be contpensated for one course per term 
whether it is tau3ht as in-load or as 
over load. Deans should not schedule a 
faculty member for more than one regional 
course pe[' term. If, because of eztenuating 
circumstances, it is necessary for a faculty 
member to be assigned two regional courses 
during a given term, it must be approved in 
advance by the Vice ?resident for Academic 
Affairs. There w.i.11 r>e no time-on-road 
compensation for the second class. 
Mileage expense and food allowance will be 
disbursed accocding to State cegulations. 
Distance will be determined by the 
mileage chart that is maintained 
Office of Business Services. 
official 
in the 
Faculty who reside in councies where they are 
scheduled to teach an off-ca11pus class - will 
not receive time-on-road pay or travel 
expenses for that class. 
Correspondence course instructors are paid 
$3. 50 per correspondence course lesson graded 
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Tbe compensation for a faculty meaber 
teaching a course in foreign countries or 
within the United States but at a 
considerable distance from the Univesity 
shall be determined by the formula used for 
faculty members who teach in the summer. 
In the event travel expenses are not provided 
by any other agency, the University will 
reimburse the instructor's travel expenses in 
accordance with University travel 
regulations. 
Administrators (other than Depart111ent Chairs 
and Deans) who hold tenure and academic rank 
shall teach one course per calendar year when 
requested. Failuc-e to accept the teaching 
assignment shall c-esul t in the loss of 
faculty status. In very unusual 
circumstances tne President may grant a one-
year exception if other unusual conflicting 
assignments merit such ar adjustment. 
The course shall be taught without eztra 
compensation. 
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Revision Date: 
To outline the process to be followed by 
faculty members interested in undertaking 
research projects. 
Faculty members are encouraged Lo seek and 
participate in opportunities for research. 
Those interested in applying for a University 
research grant should contact a member or the 
Chairpers·on of the University Research 
Committee. 
If the'te is an interest in appl·,·ing for a 
"grant to be funded by an external agency, the 
individual should contact the Office of 
Research, Grants and Contracts. 
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The University, as an institution of learning 
and a community of persons •with a speciar 
purpose, accepts its obligation to provide 
for its members an atmosphere which protects 
and promotes its educational mission ind 
which guarantees its orderly and effective 
operation. To·accomplish these goals, the 
University r.~st require certain standards of 
conduct. University standards of conduct do 
not replace or relieve the requirements of 
civil or cr_iminal laws. 
The un:versity has established standards of 
conduct related to its special educational 
mission. Specifically, members of the 
University community charged or convicted of 
violations under civil or criminal law may be 
subject to University discipline procedures 
and sanctions for the same conduct when the 
conduct occurs on campus or when the conduct 
occurs off campus and is a threat to the 
continuing protection of other me·nbers of the 
University community or the safeguarding oP 
the educational process. 
The.faculty member assum~s reSponsibilities 
·in many .areas • 
Professors, guided by a deep conviction of 
the worth and dignity of the advanceffient of 
knowledge, recognize the special 
responsibilities placed upon them. Their 
primary responsibility to their ·subject is to 
seek and to state the truth as· they see it. ·· 
To this end they devote their energilis to · 
developing and improving scholarly 
competence. They accept the obligation to 
exercise critical self-discipline and 
judgment in using, extending, and 
transmitting knowledge. They practice 
intellectual honesty. Although they may 
follow subsidiary interest, these interests 
must neve~ seriously hamper or compromise 
their freedom of inquiry. 
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As teachers, professors encourage the free 
pursuit of lear~ing in their students. They 
ho~d before them the best scholarly standards 
of t;heir discipline. They demonstrate 
respect for the student as an individual and 
adhere to this proper role as intellectual 
guide and counselor. They make every 
reasonable effort to foster honest academic 
conduct and to assure that their evaluation 
of students reflects true merit. They 
respect the confidential nature of the 
relationship between professors and students. 
They avoid any exploitation of students for 
their private advantage and acknowledge 
sig,tificant assistance from the~. They 
protect their academic freedom. 
As colleagues, professors have obligation·s 
that derive from common membership in the 
community of scholars. They respe~t and 
defend the fcee inquiry of their associates • 
. In the exchange of criticism and ideas they 
show due respect for the opinions of others. 
They acknowl~dge their academic debt5 and 
strive to be objective in their professio~al 
judgment of colleagues. They accept their 
sh~re of faculty responsibilities for the 
governance of the institution. 
As members of the University community, 
professors seek above all to be effective 
teachers and scholars. Although they observe 
the stated regulations of the institution, 
provided they do not contravene ac~demic 
freedom, they maintain their. ·right to , 
criticize and seek revision. They determine 
the amount and.character of the work they do 
outside the institution with due regard to 
their paramount responsibilities within it. 
When con'sidering the intenuption or 
termination of tbeir service, they recognize 
the effect of that decision upon the program 
of the institution and give due notice of 
their intentions, · 
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As membecs of their community, professors 
have the rights and obligations of any 
citizen. They measure the urgency of these 
obligatio:-,s in the light of their 
responsibilities to their subject, to 
students, to their profession, and to the 
institution. When they speak or act as 
private pe~sons they avoid creating the 
impression that they speak or act for the 
University. As citizens engaged in a 
professio_n that depends upon freedom for its 
health and integrity, professors have a 
parti~ular obligation to promote conditions 
of free inquiry. 
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To define the role of faculty members as 
student counselors. 
Counseiing of students is an integral part 
and oblig~tion of each faculty member. 
Stu~ents may be referred to professionals in 
. the Univereity Counseling Center for special 
assistance. 
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To outline the conditions of academic freedom 
and responsibility for faculty and staff 
members who teach or perform research. 
Academic freedom is the right of members of 
the acade.nic community freely. to study1 
discuss, investigate 1 teach, conduct 
research, publish or administer as 
appropriate to their respective roles and 
responsibilities. It is the responsibility 
of administrators to protect and assure these 
rights within the governing framework of the 
institution. Teachers are~ entitled to 
freedom in the classroom in discussing their 
subject, but they should be careful to 
present the various scholarly views related 
to their subject and to avoid introducing 
into their teaching controversial or other 
matter which has no relation to their 
subject. 1'eachers are entitled to full 
freedom i~ research and in the publication of 
the results therefrom, subject to the 
adequate performance of their other academic 
duties. 
However, academic freedom should be 
distinguished clearly from constitutional 
freedom, which all citizens enjoy equally 
under the law. Academic freedom is an 
additional assurance to those who teach and 
pursue kno_wledge, and, thus, properly should 
be restricted to rights of expression 
pertaining to teaching and research ·,dthin 
their areas of recognized profes·sional 
compe tenc 1es. Beyond th is, ex?ress ions by 
;;,.embers of the academic communit:r· should 
carry no ::icre weight or protection than that 
accorded .l~:i' other citizen under the 
guarantee of constitutional rights: that is, 
out;;ide of one's pi:ofessional field, one ..lust 
accept :.he same responsibility which all 
other i:idi,.-iduals bear for their acts and 
utterances. In these cases, there is and 
should =~ no guaranteed i~~unity from 
Subject: Academic Freedom 
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possible criticism under the guise of 
academic freedom; however, when members of 
the academic community speak or write as 
citizens, they should be free from 
institutional censorship or discipline, but 
as persons of learning they should remember 
that the public may judge their profession 
and their institution by their utterances so 
tney should at all tiraes be accurate, should 
exercise appropriate restraint, should show 
respect for the opinions of others and should 
indicate that they are not institutional 
spokespersons. 
The concept of academic freedom ·must be 
accompanied by an equalli' demanding concept 
of academic responsibiliti'. The concern of 
the institution and its members for academic 
freedom safeguards must exte:--.d equally to 
requiring responsible service, consistent 
with the objectives of the institution. 
Institutions of higher eci~cation are 
committed to open and rational discussion as 
a principal means for the clar~fication of 
issues and the s~lution of i?roCle::is. In the 
solution of certain diffic:.11: ;:roblems, all 
members of the academic comm:.:n it::· :n:.ist take 
note of their responsibilit.:· :a:: ,;ac:ety, to 
the institution and to each .:it!':.e: 3nd must 
recognize th.at at times the :~:e:est.s of each 
may vary and will have to be reconciled. The 
use of physical force, ~s:z=~olog ical 
ha:3ssment, or other disrupt:·,.;, ==:s, which 
intecfere with institutior.a: ~=:ivities, 
freedom of movement on the ca:r.::_s, .;: freedom 
of all members of t.he acade;.:f:: =::;:..::::•.mity to 
?ursue their : ightful 1oa:s, is the 
antithesis of academic ::eedom and 
responsibility. ·so, also, are a::::s ·•hich, in 
effect, deny freedo:n to speaio:, :::, ::e heard, 
to study, to teach, to a:i!:.:.~~s::.:: and to 
c:usue research. It is 1:1::..:.nce:it u,pon 
;e:ncers of the academic commun1~:· ::o te 
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acquainted with their individual 
responsibilities, as delineated by 
appropriate institutional statements. 
The universal responsibility of the teaching 
faculty member is effective teaching. A 
proper academic climate can be maintained 
only when members of the academic community 
meet their fundamental responsibilities 
regularly, such as preparing for and meeting 
their assignments, conferring with and 
advising students, evaluating fairly and 
reporting promptly student achievement and 
participation in group deliberations which 
contribute to the growth and development of 
students and the institution. All members of 
the academic community also have the 
responsibility to accept those reasonable 
duties assigned to them within their fields 
of competency, whether curricular, 
cocur r icular or extracurricular. 
Additionally, the concept of •institutional 
loyalty• still has a proper place within the 
academic community and i~poses the further 
responsibility on all members of the academic 
community to attempt, honestly afld in good 
faith, to preserve and defend the institution 
and the goals it espouses, without 
restricting the right to advocate change. 
Administrators must protect, defend and 
promote academic freedom, must assure that 
members of the academic community fulfill 
their responsibilities and, in addition, must 
recognize that they have special 
responsibilities for which they a:::e held 
accountable--namely, the marshaling of human, 
physical and financial resources 1=1 order to 
realize institutional goal3. (Source: 
American Association of State Colleges and 
U~iversities, adopted Nove~ber 9, 1971) 
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To provide for reports on time and effort on 
externally funded projects. 
Recognizing the need to comply with 0MB 
C°ircular A-21 and the Education Division 
General Admin1st'rative Regulations (EDGAR), 
Morehead State University shall account for 
the time and effort of University personnel 
working on ~xternally funded projects. 
University personnel, where all or part of 
their total cqmpensation. (including 
consulting, overload, etc.)' is paid by 
external sources and/or where their time and 
effort.are donated by Morehead State 
University to an externally sponsored 
project, shall .complete periodically a 
•unive_rsity Personnel Activity Report• which 
documents their time and effort. Personnel 
Activity Report forms shall be obtained from 
the Division of Administrative and Fiscal 
Services, Offic~ of Bu-~iness Services. 
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To encourage faculty members to asSume 
editorship of professional journals or 
offices in professional organizations. 
If a faculty member assumes an editor,ship of 
a professional journal or an office in a 
professional organization, that individual 
shall infer.=, hiS/her Department Chair about 
such activity. 
In addition, if there is need for 
institutional support in the form of a 
specia! telephone line, mailing privileges 
(costs), paper costs, convention budgets, and 
so forth, the faculty member shall include in 
the report information about the organization 
and its impact upon the region or the nation, 
the types of responsibilities being assumed, 
and a proposed budget to cover the requested 
funds. 
That _request shall be forwarded through 
channels· to the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs. 
The Department Chair and Dean shall collllllent 
on the value to the institution When 
reviewing the request. The Vice President 
for Academic Affairs is resPOnsible for 
approving or disapproving such requests. 
If approved, ·the Program shall be reported on· 
at least annually by the faculty member. 
Such reports shall be sent through channels 
to the Vice. President for Academic Affairs. 
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To provide a leave of absence with pay for 
research and independent study, professional 
education preparation programs such as 
institute.:. and workshops, and travel related 
to the applicant's professional interests. 
A sabbatical is a privileg~ which may be 
granted to ~n individual who has demonstrated 
by publication, teaching, exhibition or 
performance an above average ability in 
scholarship, research, or other creative 
accomplishment. 
Standing appointment, full-time, tenured 
faculty members and academic administrators· 
who hold tenure in an academic rank, meetin~ 
the following conditions: 
1. They hold the rank of Professor, 
Associate Professor, or Assistant 
Professor, 
2. They have served the University for a 
minimum of six consecntive contract years 
of full-time service. Time sr,ent on any 
type of leave of absence is not counted 
as full-time service. 
3. They are tenured (if they are paid 
through the University) or if paid with 
funds provided bj' an agency ott'!er than 
the Univeristy, and in a non-tenured 
position, they have served at least seven 
years in one of tile ranks listed above. 
In these cases, the use of restricted 
funds for sabbatical must be allowed by 
the granting agency. 
A sabbatical leave will not be granted to an 
individual who, because of mandatory 
retirement age requirements, cannot provide 
two contract years of full-time service to 
the University following return from leave. 
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Factors considered in evaluating an 
application for sabbatical leave are: 
1. The validity of purpose. 
2. The potential value of the leave to 
Morehead State University. 
J. The quality 
applicant, 
of service by the 
4. The distribution of approved leaves· 
among the University's departments 
and colleges. 
5. The length of service of the 
applicant. 
6. The availabilj.tz of institutional 
funds. ' 
7. The means required to handle the 
workload of the applicant during the 
leave period. 
8. The determination of •hether or not 
the applicant has previously been 
granted a sabbatical leave. 
The following guidelines .3hall Oe consiCe=eJ 
in considering applica:1ts for sabbatical 
leaves: 
1. Sabbatical 1ea1;e ~: • .J:1t1es :;hall be 
based primarily ~po:1 factors which 
ar~ felt to be ~o~t. valuable and 






shall !:ill a;.iarded to those 
who ca:1 receive tn~ 
without. t~e necessity of 
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3. Priority shall be awarded to those 
faculty who are in need of training in 
another field in order to remain in 
emplo7ment with the University and meet 
the University's needs, 
The faculty member is responsible for 
submitting his/her application for a 
sabbatical leave on a form provided by the 
University, Such applications should be 
submitted to the Department Chair by the 
February 1 preceding the fiscal year during 
which tne leave is to begin. 
The applica•tion must be accompanied by the 
following: 
1. A statement giving full details 
concerning the purpose of the leave and 
plans for its use; 
2. A vita giving full details of the 
applicant's educational preparation, work 
history, and accomplishments at Morehead 
State University. 
The applications shall be reviewed by the 
Department Chair, the Dean, the University 
Sabbatical Leave Committee, the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, and the 
President. The findings of each review level 
shall be recorded and passed along to each 
higher level of review. 
Sabbatical leave applications which are 
recommended by the President are sent to the 
Board of Regents for approval. 
Persons granted leaves may receive full 
salary for up to one semester or one-half 
salary for up to two semesters. The salary 
will be based upon that which would have been 
earned during the time of the sabbatical 
leave. 
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The successful ~pplicant ~ill ~njoy the 
following rights regarding tim~ spent on a 
sabbatical leave of absence: 
1, The recipient may share in the salary 
increases awarded by the University. 
2. Leave tj 11u:: will be credited as active 
service for ret~rement purposes. 
University and faculty contributions will 
continue on the basis of full salary. 
3. Th~ leave p~riod counts toward 
requirements for promotion. 
4. The recipient may return to his/her 
former position with the University 
unless otherwise agreed to by the 
employer and employee. 
5. The recipient who is a membe[ of the 
University insurance coverages shall 
continue in those plans at the same rates 
while on a sabbatical leave. This 
applies to deperidents as w~ll. 
The successful applicant will have the 
following obligations regarding the 
sabbatical leave of absence: 
1. The recipient of a leave will submit the 
following reports to the appropriate 
college Dean: 
a. An interim [eport dudng the 
sabbatical leave indicating how the 
leave is being spent. This report 
will consist of a description of 
activities O[ coursework being taken 
and credit being earned. 
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b. The Hnal report consisting of a 
description of how the leave was 
spent and supporting documents sucn 
a.s transcripts. 
2. Return to service at Morehead State 
University for at least two years after 
the sabbatical leave expires or repay the 
amount of compensation received while on 
leave. If the recipient of a sabbatical 
leave returns to the University for a 
period less than two ye~rs, the amount 
repayable shall be prorated in relation 
_to the amount of return service given. 
For example, if he/she returns for one 
yea_r, the repayable amount shall be one-
half the compensation received while on 
leave. · 
3. The recipient of a paid sabbatical leave 
must not be gainfully employed during the 
period of the leave. This restriction, 
howe'ver, is not to be construed to mean 
that an individual who has been awarded a 
scholarship, assistantship, o. other 
honorary stipend be deprived of the 
sabbatical leave if the scholarship, 
assistantship, or stipend does not 
involve duties separate from the purpose 
for. which the leave is granted. 
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4. An agreement wUl be drawn up betwer.n the 
recipient and the Uhiversity stating the 
approved activities during the sabbatic~l 
and the recipient's rights and 
obligations. Failure to comply with the 
contracted provisions of the sabbatical 
will result in cancellation of the 
sabbatical, repayment of all ralaries 
received as a result of being granted the 
leave, and forfeiture of all rights 
specified in the sabbatical agreement. 
The cost of legal proceedings will be 
borne by the .party breaking the 
agreement. 
An individual becomes eligible to apply for a 
subsequent sabbatical leave· under the terms 
and conditions specified above, provided that 
a minimum of six contract years of full-ti1ne 
service has elapsed since ending a previous 
sabbatical leave. (Time spent on any leave 
is not counted as a part of the six contract 
years of full-time service.) 
The President has the option ~f making 
exceptions to the above stated policy when 
deemed iri the best interest of the 
Unive[sity. 
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To define the procedures to be foll\Jwed when 
issues involving faculty rights and 
responsibilities have not been resolved 
successfully through the normal channels of 
administrative responsibility and pr~cedure. 
All individuals in the acade1:1ic 
classific~tion category plus those 
individuals in the administrative category 
Who hav~ tenure-eligible academic rank and 
who have grievances of an academic nature. 
The Committee on Faculty Rights and 
Re~ponsibilities established by these 
procedures may review petitions from all 
faculty members {described under Eligibility 
above) ln any situation in which a faculty 
member asserts that he/she has eUffered a 
substantial injustice resulting from a 
violation of academic freedom, professional 
ethics, or procedural fairness, 
dis~rimination or due process. 
Disputes about the d-ismh.sal of a 
probationary tenure eligible faculty member 
or a fixed-term appointee before ·the end of 
the term of appointment or of a tenured 
faculty member are covered under Kerttucky 
Revise~ Statutes (KRS 164.360 - KRS 164.365). 
Faculty members, who have been employed full 
time at Morehead State University for seven 
or more consecutive years and are unt.enured, 
shall be afforded the same rights of Academic 
Freedom and Due Process as a tenured faculty 
member; upon the recommendation of the 
President and ap;>roval of the Board of 
Reg·ents. 
Any issue to be reviewed under these 
procedures must be presented by the 
particular faculty member whO has the issue. 
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The Committee on Faculty Rights and 
Responsibilities shall consist of seven 
members: two tenured faculty member& from 
each college. 
Nominees for faculty repreeentatives for each 
college shall be made by the Faculty Senate 
and voted on by the t~nu::ed members of the 
faculty in that college. The Faculty Senate 
will elect a voting chair from the faculty at 
large. The term of the chair shall be for 
one year. 
Terms of faculty members from each college 
shall be for three yea-rs and shall be 
staggered to provide continuity of 
membership. No mefflber may serve for more 
than two cons~cutive terms. 
A quorum of the Committee will be a majority 
of those rema1n1ng after any member is 
disquallfied because of blood or marriage 
relationship to the aggrieved party· or 
because of a member's personal involvement in 
the case. 
Upon receiving a petition, the Committee wiil 
make a preliminary determination as to the 
extent of its review of the matter. The 
Committee Will reserve the right not to take 
up a complaint that it judges without mer it 
or where it appears that other remedies 
should be sought before coming to the 
Committee. 
The Committee may decide to have an informal 
review Qr to establish a Hearing Board. If a 
Hearing Board is not established,· ·the 
Committee may attempt to bring about a 
satisfactory settlement. 
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A Hearing Board will be establishqd· only on 
the vote of a majority of membership of 
Committee upon a determination that c> prima 
facie basis for the complaint hs.s be.en shown 
and may not reasonably be dealt with through 
an informal resolution proc~ss. 
The bur-.J~n of proof in. e.stablishing a pdma 
facie case will be on the complaining party. 
The Committee on Faculty Rights and 
Responsibilities should attempt to settle 
matters brought to it as quickly as possible 
without sacrificing fai_rness to all parties. 
Onl1 in extraordinary circumstances should 
there be a time span longer than 30 da~•s 
between the· receipt of a complaint by the 
Committee and a decision as to whether thete 
will be a fotmal heating. 
The Committee shall not consider the 
substantive academic judgment aspects of such 
matters as promotion, tenure, compensation, 
and ev,"l.luation of performance. In such 
mattez::s as these, acade,nic freedom, 
professional ethics, discrimination, or due 
process may be reviewed. 
For a particular case, a Hearing Boar-3, 
consisting of all eligible members of Lhe 
Committee will be established· to hear the 
case. Members wlll remove themselves from a 
case if they deem themselves disqualified by 
reason of bias or interest. 
If a specific hearing is scheduled, notice 
will be served with a specific statement of 
the complaint at least 20 days prior to the 
hearing. The party complained against may 
waive a hearing or may respond to the 
complaint in writing at any time before the 
hearing. 
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Hearings before a Hearing Board will not be 
public. Publicity and public statements 
about the case by either the corup:aining 
party or the nearing Board will be avoided 
until the proceedings have heen completed. 
The Hear lng Board and both pat'ties may have 
present at the hearing such assistance as 
they deem necessary. 
During the proceedings the parties will be 
entitled to have an advisor and counsel of 
their own choice. The Hearing Board wi 11 not 
be bound by strict rules of legal evidence 
and may acimit any evidence of probative value 
in determining the issues involved. Every 
possible effort will be made to obtain the 
most reliable evidence available and to avo.a.d 
excessively legalistic procedures, 
A tape recording of the hearings will be made 
and wi~l be available to both parties. 
The parties will be afforded an opportunity 
to obtain neces~ary witnesses and documentary 
or other evidence. The University 
administration will make reasonable efforts 
to cooperate with the Bearing Board in 
securing witnesses and making available 
documentary and other evidence. 
Parties will have the right to co~front and 
cross-examine all witnesses. 
The Hearing Board's 
conclusions will be 
hearing record. 
findings of fact 
based solely on 
and 
the 
The Hearing Board sha 11 not consider the 
subStantive academic judgment aspects" of such 
matters as promotion, tenure, compensation, 
and evaluatlon of performance, In such 
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matters as these. academic 
professional ethics, discrimination, 
process may be reviewed. 
freedom, 
c,r due 
The He,u ing Board may net review any· 
petitions. which are 
processed in the 
affirmati~e action. 
being or have been 
courts or through 
The Hearing Board shall reach its conclusions 
by majority vote and shall submit these 
conclu3ions to the President of the 
Univ-=:rs'ity through the Chairperson of the 
Cc-mmittee on Faculty Rights and 
Responsibilities. The President shall notify 
the Chairperson of the decision that has been 
reached. In the event that the President's 
decision is not in accord with the 
conclusions of the Hearing Board, the reasons 
for that decision shall be spec_ified to the 
Chairperson of the Committee on Faculty 
Rights and Responsibilities who will inform 
the Committee and the parties directly 
involved. 
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To outline responsibilities of faculty 
members for attendance at faculty meetings. 
Faculty members are expected to attend all 
faculty meetings unless they have compelling 
reasons for not being able to do so. A 
faculty member shall inform his/her 
Department Chair or immediate supervisor if 
unable to attend a faculty meeting, 
Preferably that notification shall be prior 
to the meeting but, in any case, if unable to 
provide advance notice, the faculty member 
shall provide such information after the 
meeting. 
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To define conditions for vacation leav~ for 
regular, full-time faculty members on twelve-
month appointments. 
Vacation shall be accumulated at the rate of 
one-and-one-quarter (l¼) work days for each 
month of regular employment during the first 
10 years of continuous employment and one-
and-one-half (l½) work days thereafter. A 
12-month faculty member accumulates vacation 
in any month in which he/she is paid for 11 
days, except that pay received for 
accumulated vacation at time of leave without 
pay, termination of employment, death, or 
retirement will not be credited toward the 11 
days. 
The maximum accumulation of vacation for a 
12-month faculty member ea~ning at the rate 
of one-and-one-quarter (l¼) work days per 
month shall be 30 work days. The maximum 
accumulation of vacation for a 12-month 
faculty member earning at the rate of one-
and-one-half (l~) work days per month shall 
be 30 days. 
Only days on which the faculty member 
normally would have worked are charged 
against accumulated vacation. vacation leave 
must have been earned to be taken. 
The cash equivalent of unused vacation is 
paid off when a faculty member on a 12-month 
appointment terminates employment, dies, 
retires, or commences a leave of absence 
without salary. The cash equivalent is 
determined by dividing the annual salary by 
1,950 times seven an;:l one-half (71::i) times the 
number of unused days. There is no other 
cash settlement for accumulated vacation. 
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To outline the salary considerations when 
promotion in rank occurs. 
An individual who is promoted in academic 
rank is entitled to two increases, as 
follows: 
1. A fixed amount to recognize the promotion 
in rank. This amount is established each 
year by the President. 
2. A merit increase based on the same 
pl•blished criteria used in determining 
merit increases for other faculty 
members. • 
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To establish the right of the President to 
suspend an employee. 
Eefore suspending a faculty member, pending 
an ultimate determination of the faculty 
member• s status through the ins ti tut ion's 
hearing procedures, the administration will 
make reasonable effort to consult with the 
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee 
concerning the propriety, the length and the 
other conditions of the suspension. A 
suspension which is intended to be final is a 
dismissal and will be treated as such. 
Salary may continue during the period of the 
suspension. (Source: Amerie-an Association 
of University Professors) 
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To outline the pay and reassignment policy 
for administrators who either return or are 
reassigned to the faculty, full time 
teaching. 
FACULTY APPOINTMENT 
Administrators with Or without academic rank, 
nontenured, may return to a full time 
teaching, research and/or service contract so 
long as they qualify and successfully compete 
for an existing vacancy. 
Te~ured administrators with academic rank may 
return to a full time teaching, research, 
and/or service contract upon the approval of 
the appropriate dean and/or vice president. 
If no vacant position exists, one will be 
created. 
Administrators with tenure, who hold no rank, 
will be given the same employment retention 
consideration as faculty with tenure, upon 
the approval of the appropriate dean and/or 
vice president. These administrators will 
not necessarily be reassigned to classroom 
teaching. 
Administrators with academic rank reassigned 
or returning •to a nine-month full time 
teaching, research, and/or service contract 
shall be paid thereafter their base salary 
plus m~rit earned. 
Ba3e faculty salary for returning or 
reassigned administrators shall reflect 
salary inc~ements which woulo have oc.cur=ed 
had they served in a facultf positiun during 
the aame time. 
The Vice ?resident for AcaQemic Affairs will 
be responsible for the calculation of 
salaries for ad1Qinistrators, with rank, 
returning to the faculty and entering full 
time teaching. Salary proposals shall be 
·submitted . to the President for approval and 
presentation to the Board of Regents. 
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the pay and faculty assignment 
administrators who hold academic 
Administrators who qualify may receive 
academic rank and tenure eligibility upon 
recommendation of the President in 
consultation with the appropriate 
departmental faculty and the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs and approval of the 
Board of Regents. 
Administrators who hold academic rank ~ay 
apply for promotion and/or tenure through 
normal promotion and·tenure channels. 
Those tenure eligible administratoC's who hold 
rank are governed by the same rules and 
regulations for tenur-= eligible faculty. 
(See PAC - 2.) 
No administrators without academic 
credentials will be given rank or tenure. 
Individuals, present and prospective, hired 
into administrative positions in which it is 
possible to acquire faculty rank and/or 
tenure shall be paid a base salary comparable 
to faculty of similar rank, experience, and 
education plus an additional sum for an 
extended ~on tract and an administrative 
stipend to bring total compensation to a 
competitive administrative salary level. I:i. 
the event and at such a. time as thac 
administrator may be reassigned to facult:· 
status, the supplement for the extended 
contract and the administrative stipend sha:l 
be removed. (See Pac - 23.) 
The Vice President for Academic Affairs wi.:l 
be responsible for the calculation of 
salaries for administrators with rank t~ !:le 
submitted to •the President for approval and 
presentation to the Board of Regents. 
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To provide regular full-time faculty and 
regular full-time academic administrators, 
eligible for retirement under the Kentucky 
Teachers Retirement System, an opportunity to 
retire ear lier than the age required to 
qualify for Social Security benefits or the 
mandatory age of retirement from the 
Cniversity, but to continue in a part-time 
teaching or other capacity with the 
University. 
Any faculty :nember or ~·academic administrator 
eligible for retirement under either the 
regular Kentucky Teachers' Retirement System 
or Kentucky -Employees' Retirement System~ may 
apply for early retirement. Request to take 
early retirement by el:;ible regular full-
time faculty and regul.1:: full-time academic 
administrators must be submitted by 
September l if retiremen~ is to be effective 
December 31 and by Maren 1 if retirement is 
to be effective by June 30. A request to 
retire early is to be made by the retiring 
member directly to the requesting member's 
Department Chair ~n which · he/sh'e holds 
academic rank. A decision on whether to 
grant the early retirement request will be 
made by t~,e appropriate academic 
administrators (Department Chair, Dean, and 
Vice President for Acaden:ic Affairs) and will 
be based upon the staffing needs. (present and 
future) of the affected department. If early 
retirement does not adversely affect the 
academic function cf the Department or 
Division of Academic Affairs, then upon a 
favorable reco:nmendation of the Department 
Chair, Dean, and Vice ? resident ,for Academic 
Affairs, th~ ?~esident may recommend final 
approval to the· Beare! of Regents at the next 
scheduled i;.ee::.ing of the aoard. Prior to the 
recommendation to the ?resident, a fixed term 
contract not to exceed !:our 7ears will have 
been negotiated between the faculty member 
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and the University, the provisions of which 
shOuld mutually meet the needs of the 
contracting parties, and to become binding 
must be recommended by the President and 
approved by the Board of Regents. 
Under the early retirement program as 
permitted by KTRS, the faculty membel'. has the 
opportunity to teach a minimum of six and a 
maximum of twelve semester hours per fiscal 
year (July 1-June 30). For each credit hour 
taught, compensation shall be at a rate of 
3.33 percent of the retiring member's last 
base salary. Nine-month faculty teaching the 
equivalent of a half-time teaching load for 
an academic year (see PAc - 7) qualify for 
the maximum compensation L.nder this plan (40 
percent of the last contract base salary). 
Twelve-month academic administrators will 
have their salary; conv;rted to a 9-month 
basis in accordance, with PAC - 23 as approved 
by the Board of Regents on June 13, 1986, 
before the 3.33 percentage rate per credit 
hour is applied. The faculty member's base 
salary from which to ca :i.cula te the 3. 3 3 
percentage will increase in accordance with 
salary distribution guidelines adopted by the 
institution each year. During the early 
retirement period, the r~tired faculty member 
may· elect to purchase life i:-isurance from the 
University life insurance carder under the 
University's group plan. 5in3le and family 
health insurance may also be ~L.rchased at the 
group rate; however, the Of:ice of Personnel 
Services and the Office of Budgets and 
Management Information Serv:ces will annually 
review the decision to continue to offer 
health and life insurance 3.S a p.:irt of the 
early re ti re men t plan. 'lear -to-year 
continuation of the health and Ufe plan for 
faculty in the early retirement program is 
contingent ur1on budgetary impact. 
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Retired faculty teaching under the prov,1s1.on 
of this plan may retain the appropriate 
faculty rank from which they retire but do 
not retain faculty voting rights in their 
academic department. Nor will the retired 
faculty member be eligible for promotion or 
sabbatical leave as outlined in PAc - 2 and 
PAC - 17. 
This special employment faculty appointment 
category carries with it the expectations, 
duties, and responsibilities of a faculty 
position. Sick leave will be permitted in 
accordance with PAc - 4, office space vill be 
made available and library and special 
purchase privileges (bookstore, athletic 
tickets, etc,) will be available in 
accordance with University policies and 
procedures. The faculty member's performance 
will also be evaluated utilizing the same 
evaluation instrument as used to evaluate 
regular faculty. This special appointment 
category carries with it no less 
responsibility for classroom performance, 
attendance, and professional ethics and 
responsibilities than that of regular 
faculty, and will be governed by the 
university Personnel Policies with the 
ezceptions as defined previously, 
Faculty opting for early retire1:1ent are given_ 
priority in receiving summer teaching 
assignments during the summer before the year 
of retirement. 
Faculty must retire fully from the University 
in accordance with ~urrent Personnel Policy 
at age 70. 
The University Faculty Senate recommended 
that an early retirement plan be established 
and provided a report on which the above 
policy is based. 
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of Program 
GBRBRAL POLICY: The Board of Regents has a paramount 
statutory duty to the people of Kentucky to 
maintain a quality educational program 
consistent with the mission statement and 
within available financial resources as 
determined by the Counc i.l on Higher 
Education, the Governor, and the Gene_ral 
Assembly. Accordingly, determination of the 
existence of cause, financi.il e_xigency, or 
discontinuance of program baaed essentially 
on educational considerations, that may 
involve the termination of tenured faculty 
me~bers, is a prerogative reserved for the 
Board and will not be delegated. 
The Board of Regents is fully aware of the 
fact• that adjustments due to a financial 
cr1s1s or discontinuation of ·a program that 
include the termination of tenured facu~ty 
members are matters ·of gravity and require 
thoroughly considered balancing of the public 
and private interests. These actiolls are to 
be taken under exacting criteria and with 
assurance of requisite Sdfegua:-ds of academic 
due process to maintain a quality education 
program consistent with the mission statement 
and available financial resources. 
Upon a documented report of the University 
needs and available fiscal resources and 
recommendation of the President that a case 
of financial exigency or need to discontinue 
a program exists, faculty termination 
decisions will be made by the Board of 
Regents. The President's report to the Board 
of Regents shall r_esult from and reflect the 
advice and writte"n recommendations of the 
Faculty Senate and the ad hoc committees 




specific recommendations for 
of individual tenured faculty 
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appointments, the President shall take into 
account the following: 
1. If funded vacancies exist, an offer 
will be made to thP. tenured faculty 
members concerned existing positions 
for· which they are qualified by 
f::Jucation and/or exf,erience. If any 
faculty members are unqualified by 
education or experience, the 
University will grant the maximum of 
a one-year period of sabbatical leave 
during which the faculty member will 
retrain and prepare for the specific 
vacancy. Financial support will· be 
granted in accordance . with the 
sabbati~al lea~e policy. 
2. In the event of the termination of a 
tenured faculty member, that faculty 
member will not be replaced for a 
period of three years: 
a. By another person of comparable 
qualifications at the same or 
higher salary without first 
offering reinstatement to the 
terminated tenured faculty member 
and allowing thirty calendar days 
for acceptance: 
b. By another person at a reduced 
level of compensation without 
first offering rein~tatement to 
the terminated tenured faculty at 
the faculty member's most· recent 
compensation and allowing thirty 
calendar days for acceptance. 
3. In the event of the termination of 
all tenured faculty members in a 
particular area or discipline for 
disc;ontinu_ance of program, that area 
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OP A CASE OP· 
T&RMUiATIOH 
FOR CA.OSB: 
or discipline will 
at the University 
five years. 
not be reinstated 
for a period of 
4. Faculty members, Who have been 
employed full time at Morehead State 
University for seven or more 
c.:rnsecutive years and are untenured, 
shall be afforded the same rights of 
Academic Freedom and Due Process as a 
tenured facult~· member, upon 
recommendation of the President and 
approval of the Board of Regents. 
This procedur_e will be used when it is 
recommended by the President that · the 
University terminate a faculty member for 
cause. Reasons for cause to dismiss will be 
limited to (1) Incompentency, (2) Neglect of 
Duty, (3) Refusal to Perform Duties, and/or 
(4) Immoral Conduct. It specifically 
outlines the rights and academic due process 
that are accorded a faculty member on a 
continuing contract and does not attempt to 
deal with other staff and University 
personnel p-rocedures. It is recommended 
that, in the general interest of Morehead 
State University, a procedure be developed 
for these employees a~d that a process be s 1t 
up to reconcile the interests of the 
University as a whole. 
Recognizing that the President has the 
authority to in.itiate termination charges, 
for . cause, again:;t a faculty member, the 
University will generally rely · though upon 
the Dean of the College in which a faculty 
member resides to identify that a case of 
termination for cause exists at Morehead 
State University. Once a case of termination 
for cause is identified b:,- the Dean of the 
College, the Dean will inform the Vice 
Presid~nt for Academic Affair·s and the 
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President in a written, signed stacement of 
the facts relied upon to support one or more 
of the statutory grounds for dismissal for 
cause. The stated formal c_harge(s) against 
the faculty member will be only on the 
grounds of (1) Incompetency, (2) Neglect of 
Duty, (3) Refusal to Perf0rm Duties, and/or 
(4) Immora.J. Conduct. .This provision 
preserves a Dean's discretion to handle 
complaints against one of his/her faculty 
members informally before initiating formal 
chargee for the termination for cause. 
ST-.;;P ONE. The President, after consultation 
with the Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
the Dean preferring the charges, the 
Department Chair of the department in which 
the faculty mem!Jer resides, and the Chair of 
the Facult::r· Rights ·and Responsibilities 
Committee, will determine whether to prefer 
charges against the faculty member .oL to 
refer the matter back ·to the Dean for further 
consideration. Absolute discretion is 
esserltial in this process to protect the 
rights and privacy .of the individuals 
involved. 
STEP TWO, If the President decides to prefer-
charges against the faculty member, the Vicf. 
President for Academic Affairs will meet with 
the faculty member and hand a copy of a 
written statement, signea by the President, 
speclfying in detail. the charge or charges 
against the faculty member to the faculty 
member, Every effort shall be made at this 
po.int to· out 1 ine the case being pre fer red 
against the faculty member and to advise the 
faculty member of the procedure which will be 
followed and the faculty member's academic 
and civil rights in the proceedings. Upon 
receipt of the writ ten sta teroen t specifying 
charge (s) at the meeting, the faculty member 
shall have thitty calendar days in which to 
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file with the Vice President fo; Academic 
Affairs a written, signed response to the 
charges within the written statement. If the 
faculty member wishes to decline hi ■/her 
right to a hear lng, he/she hos the option of 
submitting a letter of reaignation to the 
Vice President of Academic Affairs within 
thirty Cays following the meeting. The Vice 
Pre ■ ldent for Academic Affair& will forward 
the letter of resignation e.long with copies 
of all pertinent materials to the President 
of the university for recommendation to the 
Bobtd of Regents, 
STEP THREE, If the faculty member faila or 
refuses to file a response within the thirty-
day period, or if the faculty member files an 
answer denying any or all of the charges 
outlined in the written statement, the Vice 
Pre ■ident for Academic Affairs shall convene 
a five-member ad hoc Tormination tor cau■e 
Bearing Board and will provide the faculty 
member ·with a written, signed notice of a 
hearing of record to take plac~ not less than 
thirty calendar days nOr more than slzty 
calendar days, ezcluding the day notice is 
received by the faculty member. The ad hoc 
Termination for Cause Hearing Board will 
consist of one member of the Faculty Ri1:i1ta 
and Responsibilities Committee elected by the 
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities 
Committee; three faculty member; elected by 
the Faculty Senate, and the Faculty Regent, 
who will serve 8!J Chair. .The Vice PrElaident 
for Academic Affairs, the Chair of the 
Faculty Senate, and the Chair of the Fac"ulty 
Rights and Responsibilities Committee may 
serve as nonvoting, ez officlo members of the 
ad hoc Termination for Cause Hearing Board. 
l. The ad hoc Termination for Cauue 
Hearing Board, in. consultation with 
the charged feculty meuiber, will 
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Entry into. th(, 
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Entry into the w-ritt.en record of the 
written statement specifying the 
charge or charges against the faculty 
member and the faculty member's 
response to them; ·' 
Presentation of witnesses, documents, 
and other pieces of evidence by the 
Dean who initiated charges; 
An opportunity for t_he faculty member 
or his/her counsel to Cdll and cross-
ex·amine witnesses, and to present 
documents, and other pieces of 
information reputing the charges in 
the written statement; 
The University and faculty member 
w-ill have the right to confront a;1d 
cross-examine each others witness~s; 
An opening stateme.ht on behalf of the 
University; 
8. An opening statement by the faculty 
member or his/her counsel; 
9. A verbatim record of the hearing will 
be taken, and a transcribed copy wi 11 
be made available, without cost to 
the faculty member. 
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11. A recommendation with findings of 
facts and conclusions based upon the 
record considered as a whole will be 
ro.;r,de in an open session as to whether 
cause for termination of the faCulty 
member exists. The Heating Board 
may go into closed session to discuss 
the evidence 9rE!sented at the 
hearing. 
J.2. The r~commer,<latio11 of the ad hoc 
Termination for Cause Hearin; aodra 
will be sent to the President ·and 
copies of the recommendation will be 
sent to the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, the Dean preferring 
the charges, the Department Chair of 
the [aculty member, the charged 
faculty member, and the FaCuuy· 
Regent, Disseni:ing m1'1ority re?orts 
shall be· included in the final 
report • 
. 13. The President an,J t•1e faculty member 
will be given a cop}' ot t 11e 
transcribed hearing .and record within 
five calendar days of the Hearing 
Board's recommendation. 
STEP FOUR, If the recommendation of the ad 
hoc Termination for Cause Hearing Board is 
that cause exists for termination of the 
faculty member's contract, or for the 
app~ication of another appropriate action, 
the faculty member has thirty calendar <lays 
excluding the day the recommendation of the 
Hearing Board is received to [1le a written, 
signed except ions to the Hearing Board I s 
recommendation to the President of the 
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University. A copy of the exceptions 
will be sent to the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, the !Jean preferring the 
charges, the Department Chair of the 
faculty member, the charged faculty 
member, and the Faculty Regent. 
If ;_he faculty mernt.er feels that he/she 
has not received due process, he/she has 
the right to file an appropriate 
grievance with the Faculty Rights and 
Pesponsibilities Committee which will 
investigate the matter W"ithin four weeks 
and submit a· recommendation to the 
President. A copy of the report will be 
sent to the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, the oean preferring the charges, 
the Department Chair of the faculty 
member, ► he charged faculty member, and 
the Faculty Regent. Dissenting minority 
reports shall be included in the final 
report, 
STEP FIVE, If the recommendation of the 
ad hoc Termination for cause Bearing 
Board is that cause does not exist for 
termination of the faculty member's 
contract and, if the President rejects 
the recommendation of the ad hoc 
Termination for cause Hearing Board that 
adequate cause for d_ismissal has not been 
established bY the evidence of the- record 
considered as a whole, the President 1o1ill 
state the reasons for doing so, in 
writing, to the ad hoc Termination for 
cause Hearing Board and the faculty 
member. The President will provide an 
opportunity for written exceptions by the 
faculty member within fifteen calendar 
days be fore making any recornmenda t ion to 
the Board ·of Regen ts. 
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STEP SIX. After a review of lhe facts 
and the procedures followed, if it is the 
decision of the President to make a 
recommendation of termination of 
employment for cause to the Board of 
Regents, prior to final action of the 
Board of Regents, the Board shall 
con::ider any written exceptions and 
responses to the Hearing Board's 
recommendation and the recommendation of 
the President, and at the request of a 
party or on its own, permit oral argument 
b_:?fore the full ~o ... rd of Regent&. The 
Eoa!d of Regents shall review the 
tra.nscript of tl-ie hearing and the record 
of evidence, ar,d recommendations, 
exceptions, and response, and may discuss 
s~me in closed session. In open session, 
the Board of Regents, will determine 
whether or not to terminate the faculty 
member's contract. This ends the formal 
process of acad~mic appeal but does not 
preclude the possibility of seeking 
redress through the legal system for 
perceived injury and harm. 
This procedure will be used when it is 
proposed by the President that the Oniversity 
reduce the total number of faculty positi.,ns 
on a campuswide basis due to a case of 
financial exigency. It specifically outlines 
the rights and academic due process that are 
accorded a faculty member on a tenured or 
non-tenured contract and does not attempt to 
deal with other staff and University 
personnel procedures. It is recommended 
that, in the general interest of Morehead 
State University, a procedure be developed 
for these employees and that a process be set 
up to reconcile the interests of the 
University as a whole. 
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FINAHCIAL 
IlXIGBHCY: 
The Vice President for h•J1nlni3trative ard 
Fiscal Services will identify that a r.ase of 
financial exigency exists at Mort::head St.ate 
University and will infor1n the President of 
the situation with supporting documentation. 
STEP ONE. The President will submit a 
written report to the Faculty Senate which 
states that a case of financial exigency 
exists and give budgetary and financial 
information which would support that 
position. The Pre::;ident shoul"l also give a 
personal assessment .of the situation and 
prP.li~inary recommendations for solving the 
sit11c:t.icn. The emphasis at this point in the 
prr.;r:s~ is to identify the number of faculty 
pc-sitions wh!.ch are proposed to be elimi·nated 
and/or the dollar amount of savings in 
faculty sala! ies which are necessary to deal 
with the situation. The· preliminary 
recommendations should also outline what 
other cuts are being proposed. 
STEP 'TWO. Follo~ing notlfication by the 
President, the FacultJ Senat~ will determine 
whether or not a case of financial exigency 
exists. If the Senate decides that the 
President's case for financial exigency has 
not been sufficient lj-· documented, the 
President will be invited by the Chair of ~he 
Faculty Senate to make a pre'sentation to the 
Senate at a regularly scheduled Faculty 
Senate meeting to present more supporting 
evidence for the position. It the Faculty 
Senate determines that a r~asonable case for 
finan6ial exigency exists, the matter will be 
referred to the three independent ad hoc 
committees listed in STEP THREE. The Senate 
may also choose at this time to prepare an 
independent and more comprehensive report for 
submission to the Faculty Regent and the 
President. 
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If the Senate decides that a case: of 
financial exigency has not been adequat~ly 
demonstrated, the Senate will submit a 
dissenting opinion to the Fresident with a 
copy to the Faculty Regent. 
If after receiving ~ Faculty Senate 
dissentin;·opinion, the President feels· that a 
case of financial exigency does exist, the 
President may proceed to develop a full report 
to the Board of Regents regarding the 
financial condition of the University. The 
repc.,Lt will include, but not be limited to, 
information and reports from the Faculty 
Senate and a recommended procedure to be 
followed regarding the tecmination and due 
pcocess rights of tenured faculty affected by 
the financial exigency. 
STEP '!'BREE. The FaCulty !ienate will elect 
the nine faculty membei::s who are to serve on 
the three ad hoc committees listed below. 
Every effort wi 11 be made to have an 
equitable representaticn f~om ,ontenu~ed as 
well as tenured faculty, since it is the 
formet who are likely to bear the brunt of 
the reduction. There will also be a faculty 
representative from each of the three 
colleges o~ each ad hoc committee. Th~ 
committees will work independently on the 
determination of financial exigency and will 
propose possible solutions and alternative 
courses of action. Faculty positions to be 
eliminated, but not specific faclJlty members, 
may be identified at this point in the 
process. 
1. AD HOC COMMITTEE CHAIRED BY VICE 
PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
FISCAL SERVICES. The seven-member 
committee will consist of the Deans 
~f the three academic colleges and 
one facu 1 ty member f ram each of the 
three colleges appointed by the 
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Faculty Senate as outlined above, and 
will be chaired by the Vice President 
for Administrative and Fiscal 
Services, 
2. AD HOC COMMITTEE CHAIRED BY VICE 
PRES !DENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS. The 
w~ven-member committee will consist 
of the Faculty Regent, the Faculty 
Senate Chair, th~ Chair of the 
Faculty Senate Fiscal Affairs 
Committee and one faculty member from 
each of the three colleges appointed 
by _the Faculty Senate as outlined 
above, and Will be chaired by the 
Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
3. AD HOC COMMITTEE CHAIRED BY FACULTY 
RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES CHAIR. 
The seven-member comm! t tee w i 11 
consist of three Department Chairs 
and olle faculty member from each of 
the three colleges appointed by the 
Faculty Senate as outlined above, and 
will he chaired by the Chair of the 
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities 
Commi•ttee. The Department Chairs 
will be appointed by the President, 
and every effort should be mode ta 
choose Chairs that will be mast 
adversely affected by the proposed 
eliminations of faculty posit~ons. 
STEP FOUR. The tb.c~e ad hoc committees will 
present writ ten reports ta the President 
within 120 calendar days from the time the 
committees are convened. Copies of the 
reports will be sent to tho<> Faculty Senate, 
the Faculty Regent, and the chairs of the 
other ad hoc committees. nissenting minority 
reports shall be included · in the final 
reports. 
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STEP FIVE. The President, after receiving 
the reports of the three ad hoc committees 
and the final recommendations of the Faculty 
Senate, will make recommend~tions regarding 
the specific faculty p~sitions and faculty 
members who will be t-erminated for a case of 
financial eldgency, The President will 
follow tile Order of Termination Sequence in 
determining the · £aculty members to be 
terminated. 
1. Tenured faculty memLers will have the 
2. 
3. 
preference of retention over 
nontenured faculty members. 
A (aculty member 
tenure prior to 
member wi L1· have 
retention. 
who has attained 
another faculty 
preference of 
If tile t.1me uf tenured service is 
equal, then Lenured faculty of 
super icr academic rar·k will h3ve 
preference of retention. 
4, If serv.ice and ra.nk consideni.tions 
are the same for two faculty members, 
the faculty member -.iith the longer 
period of employment at the 
University will have pr~ference of 
retention. 
These specific recommendations will be 
submitted to the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs who will notify in writing, within 
five business days, those faculty members 
whose positions are proposed to be 
eliminated, The Vice President for Academic 
Affairs will also convene the ad hoc 
Committee on Reconciliation listed in STEP 
SIX. 
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STEP SIX. AD HOC COMMITTEE ON 
RECONCILIATION. The seven-member committee 
will consist of the Vic-e President for 
Academic Affairs, the Vice President for 
Administrat-ive and Fiscal Services, the Chair 
of the Faculty Senate, one faculty member 
elected bv the Faculty Senate from each of 
the three committees listed in STEP THREE, 
and the ~aculty Regent who will serve as 
Chair. There should be a faculty member from 
each College represented on the committee. 
The committee will meet individually with 
each .affected faculty member and will make 
every effort to reach some accommodation with 
the individual regarding his/her rights and 
possible courses Of alternative action. such 
advice mar include, but not be limited to, 
proposing such alternat~ves as a reassignment 
of work duties, sabbatical leave for the 
purpose of retraining or re-adapting teaching 
SkiJ.ls towards a new position, and informed 
of any early retirement incentive programs 
available. The faculty member affected will 
be afforded the opportunity to present 
documentation or other evidence in ~upport of 
his/her objection to the proposed elimination 
of" position due to financial exigency and the 
resulting intention to terminate the facult·t 
member's contract. I[ the faculty member and 
the ad· hOc· Committee on Recon•ciliation can 
r.each d mutually agreeable solution, the 
faculty member and the Committee will submit 
a wrilten proposal of settlement. to the 
Pr.esident .outlining the cond i lions of 
acceptance. 
If the matter cannot be resolved successfully 
with the faculty member, the" ad hoc committee 
on Reconciliation will isSue a written report 
to the President within five business days 
from the time of the final meeting with the 
affected f~culty member. The report will 
outline the areas of disagre<?ments. A copy 
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of the repo1 L ... tll 
the Fac:.il ty SP.l'I-Jl(. 
Dis5enting minuritj' 
in the final repor~. 
ue $en! Ln ti1c \.. 1:air :,f 
,lr} I th': I ~-=ulty keg~nL. 
repoi •::. .·'1.111 !.A.· inclu<ie•J 
11 tht1 lacult;• :•11:'.1,r,.,-r f••-.:1:-e that he/sh~ has 
not Lec:,.i•1,i,-J d•J"" rtO•."'°'SS, he'/:.-;tV! ha~ the 
riJht t1•., fiL~ ur ••P?[C·ui:iatt:! <.Jli.e\7ance with 
the Facully Ri·Jhl!i .:.n-1 r.(•sp,.,n~itiii'ities 
Cornmittef: 1;hi•.1, will 11w~~ti,:;ate tt.~ matter 
within four weeks an1 "'-tll..,.nit J rPcumn·1:;"1;,;hlion 
to the President. _;, ,::11•· uf Li;~-: ::epo1 t will 
he aent to the Vt!.:(, !'te~i•!<2nt for Academic 
~flairs, Lhe Chait ot l~c F~~1ilty Genate, and 
the Faculty Regent. Di.i;enting minorit:,• 
reports shdll r,e •n< lu:if~,1 .1n the final 
teport, 
STEP s::\'EN. The P1esiJc-11t .nll me~t 
personally =..;ith the f.:1.:u!t·; ,n:~mh~: and will 
attempt t•) tF?•.:•.mc i l'<' tLe ..lPJaS 0f 
disagreen1ent 1·•~qarding t 1,.-. ·e:m1nation •Jf_ the 
facult/ member. TJ .. : rn:•:iirl<:>nt., aft,~1 
r:cnsultat iori ..-LL!· tne ;;i.·.· .•  ?r~siJent !"n 
Administrative and Fiscal Services, th~ Vi,.;e 
President Car Academic Affairs, the Faculty 
Regent, the Chair of the Faculty Rights and 
Responsibili_ties Committee, and a person of 
the faculty member's choosing will then mr.ke 
a final recommendation regarding the pOsition 
of the faculty member which wi 11 be submitted 
to the Board of Regents for consideratioh and 
action. A wdtten copy of the formal 
recommendation i.,,ill be given to the faculty 
me_mber \lli'thin five. business days of the final 
meeting. This ends the formal process of 
academic appeal but dqes not preclude the 
possibility of seeking redress through the 
l~gal system for perceived injury and harm. 
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This procedure will be used when the 
President proposes th:i.t the Un1v7tsity 
eliminate all faculty positions 1n a 
particular department, discipline, or program 
area (hereafter referrf!d to only as Program) 
for a case o( discontinuance of program which 
is based es sent lal ly on educational 
considerations. It specifically outlines the 
rights =nd academic due process that are 
accorded a faculty niembl:'t nn a continuing 
contract and Joes not attempt to deal with 
other staff and University personnel 
procertures. tt is recommended that, in the 
gen2ral interest of Morehead State 
University, a procedure be developed for 
these employees and that a process be set up 
to reconcile the interests of the University 
as a whole. 
NOTE: "Educational considerations" do not 
include cyclical .~r temporar'j variations in 
enrollment. They must. reflect long-range 
judgments that the educational mission of the 
institution as a whole will oe enhanced by 
the jiscontinuance. 
Recognizing that the President has authority 
for proyram discontinuance, the Unive~sity 
wi.11 generally rely upon the Vice President 
of Academic A.ffairs to determine whether _t 
wo·uld be desirable and in the best interests 
of the University as a whnle, based 
essentially on educational C'mstderations, to 
discontinue a Program and to eliminate all of 
the tenured facultr positions in that. 
Program. After consul tat i.on with the 
appropriate D£>an(s) and Department Chair(5/, 
the Vice President will inform the Fr<.::e.i1ent 
in writing o( the situalion with supp,Jrting 
docllmentati'on. 
STEP ONE. 'I"he President 
written recommendation to the 
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which states that the President intends to 
propose to the Board of Regents that a 
particular Program be discontinued and that 
all tenured faculty positions in that Program 
be terminated due to the changing program 
needs of the University. The recommendation· 
will include, but not be limited to, the 
rationale for discontinuing the Program, the 
perceived effeGt that the elimination of the 
Program will have on the University as a 
whole, and the number of faculty positions 
that wi 11 be terminated. The President will 
alsc submit copies of the recommendation to 
the Dean of the College in which the Program 
is located, the specific Program Chair, and 
the Chair of the appropriate University 
curriculum comml ttee. Graduate and 
undergraduate pro;rams in the same Program 
will be handled as separate recommendations. 
STEP TWO. The President will convene a 
seven-member ad hoc Committee on Pros ram 
Elimination to report on the effects· that the 
elimination u( the Program ;.•ill have on 
University curricula. The ad ,1oc Committee 
on Program Elimination will consist of the 
two ·college representatives on the 
appropriate graduate or undergraduate 
University curriculum committee from the 
College in which the Program is located; tw..-, 
members from the Educational Standards 
committee of the Faculty senate elected b:t 
the Faculty Senate; two facult'j members from 
the affe.;ted Program elected by faculty 
within the Program; and the Dean of the 
College in which th,e Program is located \ohu 
will serve as Chait. The Program Chair (s) 
may serve as nonvoting, ex officio mernbe1 ts) 
of the committee. The ad hoc ·committee on 
Program Elimination will have at least lLO 
calendar days in which to prepare and submit 
its finished report to the President with a 
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copy to the Paculty Senate Chair and Faculty 
Regent. The appropriate graduate or 
undergraduate University curriculum committee 
and the Faculty Senate shall also prepare 
separate reports and r~comrnendations for the 
President, 
STEP THf'.1E'. If the ad t-ioc Committee on 
Program Elimination recommends· that 
elimination of the Progtam and its faculty 
positions is in the best interest of the 
University based essential!::{ upon educational 
con.:iderations, and if the appropriate 
University curriculum committee and the 
Faculty Sena·te concUr in this recommendation, 
the President will ask the Vice President for 
Academic A'ffairs to cOnvene an ad hoc 
Committee on Reconciliation as constituted 
in STEP FOUR. 
If the Facult:r· Senate and the appropriate 
University curriculum committee concur with 
an opinion from the ad hoc Committee on 
Program Elimination that Lhe discontinuance 
of the Program(s) and its facult}' positions 
.is not in the best interest of the 
University, and if the President fe~ls that 
the need for a program(s) discontinuance 
exists, the President may proceed to devel•JP 
a full report to the Board of Regents 
regarding Program disacontinuance. The 
report will include, but not be limited to, 
information and reports from the FacultJ 
Senate., the appropriate Universit)' curriculum 
committee, and the .:id hoc Commfttee on 
Program Elimination: 8nd a recommended 
procedure to be followed regardin~ the 
termination and due process eights of 
tenured faculty affected 1 by the Pr"ogram 
discontinuance. 
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STEP FOUH. AD HOC COMMITTEE ON 
RECONCILIATION. H the President decides to 
convene the seven-member ad hoc Committee on 
Reconciliation, the seven-member committee 
will consist of the Vice Prnsident fQr 
Academic A.ffairs, the Vice President foe 
Administrative and Fiscal Affairs, the Chair 
of the. Faculty Senate, and three members 
elected by the Faculty Senate, and will be 
chaired by the F.iculty Regent. There shall 
be a taculty member from each College 
repre~ented on the committee. 
The committee will meet individually with 
each affected faculty member and will make 
every effort to reach some accommodation with 
the individual regarding .their rights and 
their possible courses of alternative action, 
Such advice would include, but not be limited 
to, proposing such alternatives as a 
reassigrrment of work duties, sabbatical leave 
for the purpose of retraining or re-adapting 
teaching skills towards a new position, and 
informed of any ear 1:,-. ·retlte1Jent incentive 
programs available. Th·e faculty member 
affected will be afforded the opportunity to 
present documentation or other evidence in 
support of his/her objection to the proposPd 
elimination of position due to financi.J.l 
exigency and the resulting intention to 
terminate the facul.ty member's contract. If 
the faculty member and the committee can 
reach a mutually agreeable solution, the 
faculty, member and the committee will submit 
a written proposal of settlemeiit to the 
President outlining the conditions of 
acceptance. 
STEP FIVE, If the matter cannot be resolved 
successfully with the faculty membec, the ad 
_ hoc Committee on Reconciliation will issue a 
wrltteil report to the President within five 
busine!:.s. days· from the tii;ie of the final 
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meeting with thP affected faculty member. 
The report will outline the areas • of 
disagreements. Dissenting minority rep·orts 
shall be included in the final report, 
If the faculty member feels that he/she ·has 
not received due process, he/she has the 
right to tile an appropriate grievance with 
the Faculty Rights and Respons ibi 1 ities 
Committee which will investigate the matter 
within four weeks and submit a recommendation 
to thP. President. A copy of the report will 
be ~ent to the Vice President for Academic 
Atfairs, the Chair of the Faculty Senate, and 
the Faculty Regent, Dissenting minority 
reports shall be included in the final 
report. 
STEP SIX. The President will meet personally 
with the faculty member and will attempt to 
reconcile the· areas of disagreement regarding 
the termination of the faculty member. The 
President, after consultation with the Vice 
President for Administrative and Fiscal 
Services, the Vice President· for Academic 
Affairs, the_ Faculty Regent, the Chair of the 
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities 
Committee, and a person of the faculty 
member's choosing wi\l the;n make a fin:11 
recommendation regarding the position of the 
faculty inember which will be submitted to the 
Board of Regents for consideratio~ and 
action. A written copy of the formal 
rP.commenda t ion w i 11 be given to the facu 1 ty 
member within five business days of the final 
meeting, This ends the formal process of 
academic appeal but does not ·preclude the 
possibility of _seeking redress through the 
legal system for perceived injut'y and harm. 
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lro define the criteria, p~ocedures, and 
conditions of the revie"7 of University 
acadeQic personnel for the awarding of 
tenure. 
I. GENERAL PRINC1PLES 
F'ac:Jl ty members have .)n important 
responsibilit/ 1n providi'lg evaluations of 
[Jeers i:, tile tenure process. This 
responsibility invo!·tes the i.ipplication of 
academic and professional judgment~ ir, a 
framework of shared authority .<;tltlong var io~s 
levels of review and beh:<?en fac·JJ t.y a:,d 
academic admi~istrators. 
The tenure procedures consist of seve: ,Jl 
levels of Judgment and review: t~!! 
department, the college, and the University. 
The initial :eviews will tdk.e place :it the 
leve:. ;Jf tne 01:::?artr.i&nt dnd college and will 
tocus on professioral and scholarly judgmen~s 
of the quality of the indivirlual's ac.?demic 
work. Subsequent le\:els of IJniversity review 
will bring brozdec faculty ar;d administrati•1e 
judgment to ~ear and will also monitor 
general standards of quality, eguity, and 
adequacy of the procedures used. At each 
level, the review proces5 will reflect the 
competence and perspec~ive of the reviewing 
body. 
An important part of the whole tenure process 
for faculty membei::s is that all parties to 
the process share common expectitions and 
:.mderstandings. Since general statements of 
principles will be broad and inclusive, each 
academic unit may develop its own specific 
eapectations and standards in addition to the 
broad, University-wide standards as the 
operational basis for tenure recommendations. 
Statements concerning these additional 
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e1:pectations and standards will be available 
and on -file in the Office of the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, and \'ill be 
given to each faculty member. 
The review process for: ~enure and pcoaotion 
is conce["ned with the academic and 
pro(essional rnerits of particular Cdndidates, 
jndgec! in n.=f~r-:'rice to all iJ1tetnat1·:e 
r:ar;,!•ciates, incl id~ng prosp~-::tit•e facultf 
:nerabers. Tenllre standards, therefore, cannot 
be fixed dnd at-solute but will reflect to 
some extent the varying competiti,;,e positions 
of the Onive1csity in attracting faculty. 
Accordingly, evaluations will ~e inEluenced 
by such considerations of relati"le standing. 
Likewise, progressively more exacting 
sc::utiny will take p!.a:ce as the fa::ulty 
member advances in acac~~1c rank. 
Alt:iough the tenure :>roce3s is ~eared, 
n.2c;::o;.ol,; and proper(,:, to evaluating 
individual ;;>erformance. the changing needs 
and priorities of the institution may also 
affect the decision to ;rant tenure. Both 
equity and the long-r~nge interests of t~e 
institution, however, rec;;uire directing 
primary attention to University needs and 
priorities at the time of appointment and 
ca re fu 1 in termed iate and longer range 
academic personnel planning. 
Tenure is a system by which competent, 
productive faculty me,obers who meet certain 
stated criteria are informed that they have 
successfully completed their probationary 
period and are recognized as continuing 
members of the faculty free to pursue their 
academic interests .and responsibilities with 
the confident knowledge that termination Of 
their appointment can be only for cause (see 
section III). 
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II. CRITE~IA FOR TENURE 
f 
Tenure shall be based on the 
future advancement in each of 




the areas as 
during the 
The 11ini■al requirements listed below are oat 
the sole determinants in the process: 
l. Teaching ezcellence--as recognized by 
colleaguesw department chairs, and 
deans and as assessed by students. 
Other evidence may include, but not 
be limited to, the folloving: 
student contact activities 
(advisement, ·supervision of 
internships and theses); development 
of new courses, programs, or 
innovative instructional techniques; 
teaching awards and honors. 
2. Professional achievement--as related 
to the teaching area may include, but 
not be limited to, the following: 
research, scholarly or crea ti v@ 
achievements: attendance at 
professional meetings and leader-ship 
roles in professional organizations; 
participation in seminars and 
1it0rkshops: additional graduate study 
in the teaching field: vork 
experience; and consulting. 
3. Service to the institution and tbe 
conunlty--may 1nclude, but not be 
li■ ited to, the folloving: active 
participation on University, college, 
department, ,and Faculty Senate ad boc 
and standing co-ittees; service as 
an official representative of the 
University: sponsorship of approved 
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co-c•Jr r icular activities: 
coordination of and participation in 
University workshops, conferences, 
clinics, inservice and special 
events; development of proposals; 
development of relationships vith 
professional groups in business, 
industry, trade, education. and 
government; non-University ser~icc 
rendered as a citizen, not as a 
representative of Morehead State 
University. 
STATeHENTS REGARDING TENURE 
?:-o\' • .'.:lons fp: lclain; a.:c.Ue;,,1c ter,i:.::"' a;,~lz 
to all facult:,· :nernbers of !10::ehedd State 
~n~versitJ holding !~11-tirne, re;ul~r 
Standing Appointments to the rank of 
Professor, A5sociate ?rofessoc. and :ti.ss1stant 
Professor. ;\cade.nic tenure is granted o:-:ly 
1n an academic program ar~a. 
The probationary appoi~t~ent period in the 
University is five years of continuous 
employment, beginning with the first full-
time regular standing appointment to any 
re1nk. However, up to three years ot 
equivalent professional service at other 
accredited institutions of higher education 
or an earlier appointment at Morehead State 
University may be applied toward this five-
year probationary period upon appointment. 
Criteria for awarding equivalent professional 
service will be established by the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. 
A faculty member will not be retained beyond 
a total of six years of full-time employa@nt 
in regular standing appointments without 
attaining tenure. To be tenured, a faculty 
member must make applic~tion for tenure 
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through the appropriate tenure review 
structure, .be reco11111ended for tenure by the 
President of the University, and be approved 
by the Board of Regents for tenure. 
This requirement will apply to eligible 
faculty aembers hired by the University vbo 
did not hold full-time regular Standing 
Appointments for the 1986-1987 academic year. 
~ faculty member who 
rank must be reviewed 
tenllre no later than 
probationary status. 
holds tenure-eligible 
for the awarding of 
the fifth year of 
The tenure provisions defined herein do not 
apply to the following academic appointments: 
~- Appointments designated as Standing II, 
tized-Term I, Fixed-Teem II, oe Visiting. 
2. Appointments witho~t remuneration. 
]. Academic appointments to 
Professor, Associate 
Assistant Profe~sor. 
ranks other than 
Professor, or 
NOTE: Fixed-Term Appointments are 
discontinued automatiCally at the stated 
ending date or for cause during the teem of 
the appointnent but may be renewed. 
Standing II Appointments and Standing I 
Appointllents in nontenure-ellgible ranks are 
terminable under the conditions of 





held full-time regular Standing 
for the 1986-1987 academic year 
to the following transition 
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The probationary period for these faculty 
shall be no less than five years in e 
tenurable rank or five years beginning vith 
the 19B7-1988 academic year, whichever comes 
first. 
Untenured faculty who by the fifth year of 
probationary status have been e■ployed as 
faculty by the University for seven or more 
consecutive years shall not be cequired, but 
may elect, to undergo tenure review. (See 
PAc - 26, page 2, statement 4.) Faculty so 
exempted who do not request reviev for tenure 
within five years of attaining tenure-
eligible rank forfeit the right to request 
tenure review in any subsequent year. 
Those exempted faculty electing to apply for 
academic tenure forfeit their ezeapted status 
and shall undergo the same process with the 
same benefits/consequences as other faculty 
~ho apply for tenure. 
Each new faculty member is given a Contract 
for Academic Service on which the starting 
amount of probationary credit is stipulated. 
A faculty member granted credit for 
probationary years upon appointment or 
promotion to a tenure eligible rank may 
request part or all of that time to be 
rescinded if he/she needs more time to 
develop credentials for tenure. However, 
such request may not be :nade after tbe tenure 
review process has started in the fifth 
probationary year. 
A document signed by t~e Dean and the faculty 
member confirming the change in years of 
probationary ·status shall be executed. 
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. In order to facilitate the administration of 
tenure reviev procedures, there shall be a 
common tenure anniversary date of July 1. 
This tenure anniversary date does not 
necessarily coiricide with the faculty 
member's date of initial appointment. A year 
of credit toward tenure is earned in any year 
in which the tenure-eligible faculty meabe~ 
has full-time active employment status of m .. 
less than half of the July l through June 30 
year (one semester if he/she normally is 
appointed for two semesters). 
Since the purpose of the probationary peciod 
is to provide opportunity for observing the 
faculty member, time spent on leave of 
absence will not be counted as active 
employment, except for leave of absence for 










1. Not later than March 1 of the 
first academic year of service. 
2. Not later than December 15 of 
the second academic year of 
service. 
l. After two or more years of 
service in the University, 
twelve months. 
B. The President notifies the faculty 
member to be nonreappointed after 
consultation with the appropriate 
Academic Administrators, 
All full-time and part-time faculty 
members of Morehead State University 
whose appointments ar@ not being renewed 
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have the right to a written statement of 
reasons for nonrenewal upon request to 
the President. A faculty member must 
ceques t the writ ten statement of 
reason(s) within thirty (30) calendar 
days of notice of nonreappointment. 
Such reasons for nonreappointJlent will 
be given by the President within thirty 
(JO) calendar days following the 
request. All faculty ■el:lbers have the 
right to appeal to the Faculty Rights 
and Responsibilities Committee. 
Annual performance 
faculty members. 
reviews ar~ made of all 
The tenure portfolio must contain a 
curriculum vita and supporting documents. 
The candidate's portfolio must document all 
qualifications, and it rnust be complete at 
the time of submission. 
The following are guidelines for constcucting 
the curriculum vita. All categories will not 
apply to each candidate. Whenevec 
appropriate specific titles, dates, pages, 
and publishers should be included. A 
reasonable sample of items under numbers III 
and IV should be presented. 
I. Personal Data 
A. Name 
a. Present rank, administrative title 
(if applicable), and department 
c. Dates of initial rank assignment 
and promotions at Morehead State 
University 
D. Field or fields of specialization 
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E. Education completed: degrees, 
certifications, and/or ·1iceneea 
vith institutions and dates awarded 
or granted 










4. Rank changes and dates 






II. Teaching--Note whenever reassigned ti111e 
was given. 
A. Teaching load each semester 
1. Numbers and titles of courses 
taught 
2. Credit hours/workload 
B. Student contact activities 
l. Number of advisees: graduate, 
undergraduate 
2. Supervisor of internships 
J. Direction of theses and service 
on theses committees 
4. Direction of lndependent 
studies 
5. Service on oral examination 
committees 
6. Other 
C. New courses and programs developed 
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o. Innovative instructional techniques 
developed 
E. Teaching awards and honors 
F. Other evidence 
teaching 
III. Professional Achievement 
A. Scholarship 
of effective 
1. List of published articles 
2, List of published books 
3. List of published reviews 
4. List of papers read at 
conferences 
5. Editorship of or service on 
editorial boards of 
professional journals 
6. Scholarly grants 
7. Sabbaticals 
8. Pure research completed 
10. Fellowships awarded 
11. Awards for scholarship 
B. Creative Productions--List of: 
l. E:s:h ibi ts 
2, Musical compositions published 
J. Poems, plays, stories, novels 
published 
4. Artistic performances 
5, Speaking engagements 
6. Inventions 
7. Avards for creative 
productions 
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2. Leadership roles 
8/6/88 
3. Attendance at conferences ,. Awards for service 
continuing education 
l. Seininars attended and fon1 
participation 









Credit hours completed 
Relevant work experience 
consulting 
l. Institution/agency 







Other evidence of professional 
growth 
Service 
A. List of University, college, 
department, and Faculty Senate ad 
hoc and standing committees vith 
level indicated in each case 
B. Sponsorship or advisor of 
University-approved extracurricular 
activities 
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c. Service as official representative 




o. Coordination of and participation 
in Morehead State University 
workshops, confeC'ences, clinics, 
inservice, and special events 
1. Title 
2. Form of participation 
3. Date 
E. Development of proposals to benefit 
the University 
1. Title of proposal 
2. Date submitted 
3. ~ccepted o: rejected 
F. Development of relations with 
professional groups (business, 
industry, trade, ed:.1cation, and 
government) 
u. Honors and awards for ser~ice 
ff. Other University service 
I. Non-University service 
The supporting documents should be arranged 
in the following categories: 
1. Documents which support personal data 
(for example): 
--copies of official transcripts 
--copies of official letters of promotion 
at other institutions 
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of teaching I for 
results of teacher 
descriptions of 
instructional 
teaching awards and 
l. Documents which support evidence of 
professional growth (for example) 
--copies of published articles, 
books, reviews 
--copies of papers read at 
conferences 
--copies of conference programs 
--copies, slides, tapes of, or 
patents for creative p::_oductions 
--evidence of roles in academic 
organizations 
--evidence of continuing education 
including transcri;its of graduate 
work 
--programs identifying speaking 
engagements 
-4. Documents which support service {for 
example) 
--copies of proposals to benefit the 
University 
--copies of honors or awards for 
service 
Department, College, and University 
Committees will be formed and operate 
the following structure and procedures: 
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1. No candidate for tenure, candidate's 
spouse, department chairs, or deans 
will serve on tenure committees, 
2. No faculty 111.ember will serve on more 
than one tenure co-ittee. 
3. Preference for couiittee ~ership 
shall be given to those who have 
undergone the tenure process. 
4. The chairperson 






5. In academic areas where schools are 
the administrative unit above the 
depart■ent level, the peer review 
vill be by the department, college, 
and University tenure committees. 
6. The University Ter:i.::-e Committee shall 
consist of nine (3) faculty liile■bers 
elected by the Faculty Senate fro■ 
the tenured, foll-time faculty and 
must include three representatives 
from each college and shall include 
both males and females. No two 
representatives should be fro■ the 
same department/school. Coamittee 
members shall be full professors. In 
the event that full professors are 
unavailable, associate professors may 
ser11e; if no associate professors are 
available, assistant professors may 
serve. Term of service shall be 
three years, with one member from 
each college being replaced each 
year. A member may not hold 
successive terms. 
7. The College 
consist of 
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each department of the 
These members should be 
full-time faculty members. 
department will elect, by 
ballot, a representative to 








8. The Department Tenure CoMmittee 
should consist of the department as 
a whole (if not excluded by 
conditions l and 2 above) . Each 
department may choose to elect a 
Department Tenure Cammi ttee. All 
faculty who are not excluded by 
conditions 1 and 2 above are 
eligible for committee membership 
and are elected by secret ballot. 
9. The quorum necessary for voting will 
be two-thirds of the total 
membership of a co:rill"ittee. 
10. All voting on candidates will be by 
secc-et ballot. Recommendation for 
tenure requires ar. affirmative vote 
by a 111ajority of the cotm:tittee 
membership voting. There shall be 
no abstentions in the voting 
process. In all committee 
recommendations the number of •yes• 
votes and the number of •no" votes 
must be recorded. 
11. In all cases, tenure committees must 
state in writing on the appropriate 
form the rationales for the majority 
recommendation and a numerical 
rating of qualification for tenure. 
Those in the ruinor ity must also 
state their rationale in writing. 
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12. Tenure committees' deliberations 
must be treated confidentially and 
must not be discussed outside of 
tenure committee meetings, 
IV. TENURE PROCESS 
All prospective candidates for tenure review 
111ay elect to attend an orientation workshop 
sponsored c:1r.d prl:!sented by the Vice President 
for Academic Affairs and the previous year's 
chair of the University Tenure eo-ittee that 
shall be held no later than April 15 of each 
year. Each candidate for tenure will receive 
peer review at the department, college, and 
University levels. In addition to peer 
review, each candidate '!fill be re'.'iewed by 
his/her Department Chair, .l\ssociate Dean (if 
applicable) , College Dean, and the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. The 
President makes the- final recouendation to 
the Board of Regents. 
BY SEPTEMDER 15: The candidate applying for 
tenure review has the responsibility for 
submitting the required tenure portfolio, 
which includes the curriculum vita and 
supporting documents, to his/her college 
dean. The dean will place the portfolio in a 
secure area for review by the appropriate 
Department Tenure Committee, College Tenure 
Committee, Department Chair, Associate Dean 
(if applicable}, and College Dean. 
The review process will proceed as described 
:Jelow: 
1. BY OCTOBER 1: Department Tenure 
Committee, Department Chair, College 
Tenure Committee, Associate Dean (if 
applicable), and College Dean 
independently review the portfolios 
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and make a determination regarding a 
positive or negative recoll!lllendation. 
The cecoamendation, supporting 
rationale, and nu~erical rating of 
qualification foe tenure are 
documented on the appcopriate for■ 
(see attached Focms A and B) .and 
sub■ i tted to the College 
repcesentatives of the University 
Tenuce Conunittee. 
2. BY OCTOBER 5: As soon as tbese 
reviews are completed, the College 
Dean sends the portfolios to the Vice 
Pcesident for Academic Affairs, vbo 
places the portfolios in a secuce 
area for ceview by the University 
Tenure Committee. 
3. BY OCTOBER 5: The tvo college 
representatives of the University 
Tenure Cammi ttee in for■ the 
candidates ~f the appropri~e 
Department Tenure Co■mlttee's, 
Department Chaic 's, College Tenure 
Committee's, i\ssociate Dean's (if 
applicable), and College Dean I s 
recommendations thcough presentation 
of the summar; form (see attached 
Form C) . 
4. BY OCTOBER 10: If au 
recommendations are for tenure, the 
par tfolio will auto11.atically be 
reviewed by the University Tenure 
Cammi ttee. If any recoaendation is 
against tenure, the candidate 11ay 
withdraw the poctfolio, request that 
it be sent on without responding, or 
request that it be sent on with a 
letter of response to any 
recommendation against tenure. If 
the candidate chooses to submit a 
letter of response, it must be 
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submitted to the appropriate 
representative of the University 
Tenure Committee. To withdraw the 
portfolio. a candidate r.i.ust submit a 
written request to the college 
representative of the University 
Tenure Co■mittee, who will then 
return the portfolio to the 
candidate. 
5. BY NOVEMBER 1: Tbe University Tenure 
Committee reviews the candidate's 
portfolio; the recommendations by the 
Department Tenure Committee, the 
Department Chair, the College Tenure 
Committee, Associate Dean (if 
applicable), and College Dean; and 
any letter of response; and makes a 
determination :-egarding a positive or 
negative re::ommendation. The 
recommendation, SUF~orting rationale, 
and nume:-i=al :ating of qualification 
for tenure .:.s documented on the 
appropriate form {see attached 
Form D). 
6. BY NOVEMBER 20; The two University 
Tenure Comrtittee representatives from 
each college will inform their 
college's candidates for tenure of 
the University Tenure Committee's 
recommendation. If the 
recommendation is for tenure, the 
portfolio will automatically be made 
available for review by the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs, the 
President, and the Board of Regents. 
If the Univer:;ity Tenure committee's 
recommendation is against tenur~, a 
college representative will inform 
the candidate; and the candidate may 
withdraw the portfolio, request that 
it be sent on without responding, or 
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request that it be sent on with a 
letter of response. If the candidate 
chooses to submit a letter of 
response, it must be submitted to tbe 
Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
To withdraw the portfolio, a 
candidate must submit a written 
request to the college representative 
of the University Tenure Committee, 
who will then return the portfolio to 
the candidate. 
7. The Vice President for Acade■ ic 
Affairs reviews the portfolio, the 
recommendations, and the letters of 
response. The Vice President makes <1 
recommendation on each portfolio to 
the President, who in turr. recommends 
to the Board of Regents, who will 
make the final decision. 
8. BY l WEEK AFTER dOARD'S DECISION: 
Within one ._,eek of the Board of 
Regents' decision. the President 
informs each candidate in writing of 
the decision. The ~enure portfolio 
will be available for return. 
9. BY 2 WEEKS AFTER BOARD'S DECISION: 
Each candidate \ri'hO does not receive 
tenure will be invited to meet with 
the Vice President for Academic 
Affairs for further explanation. The 
candidate has the option to decline 
this invitation. 
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Candidate's name: 
Dep::i c tmen t: College: 
~eco1rtmendation (circle one) TENURE 00 NOT TENURE 
Using a scale of 1 to 10 with 10 being the highest possible 
score, assign a numerical value to each of the following areas 
1nd multiply by the assigned facto[". The sum of the three areas 




RATING OF QUALIFICATION FOR TENURE: 




Use the reve["se side 
X 601 a 
X 201 ,. 




Department Chair's or Associate Dean's name 
OR List of Committee Members and Chairperson 




FORM B: cor.i EGE TRIIURB COl9!1Tl'BE RBCOHi(BIIDATION OR 
COLLEGE CHAIR on ~-SSOCIATB DBAII ~TIOO 
Candidate's name: 
Department: College: 
:ecommP.ndation (circle one) 
' 
l'ENURE DO NOT TENURE 
'Jsing a scale of l to 10 with 10 being the highest possible 
;;core, assign a numei::lcal value to each of the following ai::eas 
1n,J multi ply by the assigned factor. The sum of the three areas 




RATING OF QUALIFICATION FOR TENURE: 
X 601 ,. 
X 201 z 
X 20~ 
Vote(s) FOR----- Votets1 AGA!NST _____ _ 
Please provide 
co1Umendation. 
specific rationale which supports 
Use the reverse side if needed. 
College Dean's name 
List of Committee Members and Chairperson 
the final 
FORH__.£: SDMMARY OF RECOflOl~PT.>;.,,TlONS 




·:irne at Morehead Time since last advancement 
Department Committee Recommendation FOR 
Rating of Qualificatio~ for Tenure 
Summary Rationale: 
~epart~ent Chair's Recor.imendation FOR 
Rating at: Qualification for Tenure 
S~mmary Rationale: 
College Committee Reco:::::.endatiori FOR 
Rating of Qu3lificat1on for Tenure 
Summary Rationale: 
A~sociate Dean's Recommendat1on {if dpplicableJ FOR 
Rating of Qualification for Tenure 
Summary Rationale: 





PORN D: UNIVERSI'! Y TBlfDTtB CUK.CITTEB ~I~lif 
Candidate's name: 
Department: College: 
Recommendation (circle'one) TENURE 00 NOT TENURE 
'Jsing a scale of to 10 with lO being the highest possible 
s..:ore, assign a n1.1mer ical value to each of the following areas 
.1nd multiply by the assigned factor. Th'! sum of the three areas 




RATING OF QOALJFICATlON FOR TENURE: 
X 601 • 
X 201 • 
X 201 • 
Vote (S) FOR 
-,---::·,1ease provide 
,commendation. 
Vote(s) AGAINST ____ _ 
spec i fie rationale which supports 
Use the reverse side if needed. 
List of Committee Members and Chairperson 
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To define regular and no nregular faculty and 
staff members. 
A regular faculty or staff member is a person 
who l& appointed to a full-time pos i tion t hat 
will exist foe mo r e than six cons ecut i ve 
calendar months with the expecta t ion of 
continuance . 
A noncegulac faculty or staff 11e11be r is a 
person who wo rks less than full-ti■e or who 
works full-t1n1e but is not appointed to a 
position that wLll last 1110re than s i x 
~onaecutive months. 
A continuing part-time faculty o r sta ff 
membe r is a person who ls appointed to a 
posi tio n tha t is at least half ti■e but less 
tha n full time, tha t will last for a t least 
nine months, and that has an e xpec t a nc y of 
continuation. Such pos1tiona are considered 
non reg ula r i n that they a r e not eligible f o r 
Universi t y insurance benefits. Howe ve r, the y 
a r e el igible foe some specific pa id t ime- off 
conditions as d e signated i n pol ic ies. 
NOTE: Any conti nuing par t-t ime facu l t y ot 
s taff me mber participat ing Ln t :ie 
Un i ver si t y ' s i nsurance be ne fi ts at t he t i me 
t h i s policy become s e ffec t i ve s ha ll be 
permi tted to con tinue such coverages. 
l. Each r egular faculty or staff me mber is 
subjec t t o the p r ovi s ions of: 
a . Uni versity pe r sonne l polici e s that 
apply t o regular e mployees in his or 
he r classificat ion c atego r y. 
b. App licable i nsu r anc e bene fl ts offered 
by t he Un ivers i t y . 
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c. Regulationa regarding 
in a retirement plan. 
participation 
d. Applicable federal and state 




e. University regulations regarding 
employment at retirement.age. 
2. Each nonregl.llar faculty or staff member 
is subject to the provisions of: 
a. University regulations regarding 
b. 
employment and retirement age. 
Applicable federal and state 




3. Each continuing part-time· factllty or 
staff member is subject to the provisions 
of: 
a. University regulations regarding 
b. 
employment and retirement age. 
Applicable federal and state 




c. Applicable regulations regarding the 
retirement plans. 
d. Those parts of the· University 
personnel policies specifically 
designated fot continuing part-time 
personnel such as prorated vacation 
and sick leave. 
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B.ICBSSIVB BOURS 
.WORDID B'I A 
~
BUPLOTBB: 
If an individual employed on a nonreguleF 
basis works a schedule that meets regular 
employment conditions, the supervi~or 
shall: (a) reduce the individual 1 s work 
schedule to a nonregular load, or (b) 
request that the position be established 
· ta~ a regular position, or (c) ter!Dinate_ 
th~ employment of the incumbent. If a 
· position· is established,_ that position 
shall be filled in accordance with normal 
search and/or promotion proc~dures. The 
nonregular employee shall not be g l ven 
prefe~ence ~or the position. 
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. To define 
categories 
members. 
the general payrol_l Classification 
used for faculty ~nd staff 
Eac;:h regular faculty and staff 
Univers_ity is classified in 
following categories. 
member of the 
one of the 
l. Academic--Those individuals Whose 
primary respoOsibility is teaching 
and who are 4.ualified for the titles 
of Professor, Associate Professor, 
Assis~ant Professor, or Instructor. 
Desigi,ation in this category is the 
responsibility of the Vice President 
fat Academic Affairs. 
2. Administrative--Those iildividuals 
whose primary responsibility is the 
administration of the institution or 
an academic· or · institutionwide 
nonaCademic unit or function of major 
scope. It includes t'1e President; 
those with the title of Vice 
President, Dean, and Department 
Chair; and others designated by the 
President including, but not· limited 
to, Directors and assistants to the 
Pr.esident. 
3, Staff Exempt--Those individuals whoSe 
primary responsibilities are the 
performance of professional, 
administrative, and supervisory work 
as defined by the Fair Labor 
Standards Act. Designation in this 
category is the responsibility of the 
Director of Personnel Services. 
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4. Staff NoneXempt--Those individuals who 
perform technical, paraprofessional, 
secretarial, clerical, service, main-
tenance, and/or skilled trades work 
and who are decignated as nonexempt 
under the Fair Labor Standards Act. 
Designation in this· category is the 
:esponsibility of the Director of 
Personnel Services. 
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The purpose of this policy .is to list and 
define the types of appointments which may be 
made to faCulty or staff members of the 
Univec-sity. 
Standing I Appointment designates those' 
appointments _which are full-time and for 
which no ending date is specified. Such 
appointments are terminable in · accordance 
with the appropriate University policy. 
Standing Appointments are regular (see 
PG - 4) and must be backed by. Permanent 
budgeted funds. The pas i tion for each 
Standing Appointment appears as a line item 
of a departmental budget salary schedule and 
is assigned a b"udget position number on the 
p-ayroll record. Standing Appointments may be 
used for all four payroll classification 
categories ('see PG - 2). 
Standing appointments may 
seven, eight, nine, ten, 
months ~er fiscal year •. 
be specified for 
eleven, or twelve 
Standing II Appointment designates those 
appointments which qualify as continuing 
part-time (see PG - 1), Such appointments 
are -terminable . in accordance with the 
appropriate policy, 
Fixed-"recm I A?pointment designates those 
appointments which are full-time for a fixed 
period of time of at least six calendar 
months. · Such appointments ate regular. The 
position does not have to be backed by 
permanent funds. 
Fixed-Term I appointments may be used for all 
payroll classificatioO Categories including 
Instructors and any other individual in the 
_ academic payroll classification category not 
covered by the tenure regulations. 
. ~- ···-· .. , 
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Fixed-Term I appointments may be used when an 
individual is designated to serVe in an 
Acting or Interim capacity. In such cases, 
the individual will: 
1. Be. ·granted a Leave of Absence with 
thP. mutual consent of both the losing 
and gaining administrative units, or 
2. If mutual agreement 
obtained, relinquish any 








Fixed-Term I Appointments may be made for up 
to four years. Such appointments are 
discontinued automatically . at the stated 
· ending date or for cause during the· term of 
the appointment at the discretion of .the 
President~ Thes~ appointments may be 
renewed,. 
Fixed-'rerm II Appointiuent· designates those 
academic appointments which are fulr-time for 
less than six calendar months or for less 
than full-time. for up to one year. Such 
appointments are• nonregular· and are for a 
f1xed period 6f time. Such appointments a~e 
discontinued automatically. at the stated 
ending date or• for' cause during the term of 
the appointment, Theae appointments m;;i,y not 
be renewed, 
l. 1f full-time 
months, until a 
has elapsed; or 
for less than six 
period of six months 
2. If leSs than f.ull-time for a period 
of up to one .year, until a period of 
twelve months has elapsed. 
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Appointment designates an 
in which •visiting• is part of 
. sUch an appointment is 
nonre9ular, whether full-time or part-time. 
Visiting Appointments apply to · aCademic 
pesonnel only. Such appointments are 
normally limited up to one year. The 
position does nol have to be backed by 
budgeted. funds, 
Supplementary Appointments · designate those 
appointments which are vsupplementary to 
Standing Appointments and have· the effect of 
yroviding additional contractual. obligation 
beyond the terms of the Standing Appointment. 
Foi example, a Supplementary Appointment is 
used if an individual whose standing 
contr.actual obligation is for nine months but 
is employed temporarily for one to three 
additional mo"nths, 
Supplementary Appointments ace also used to· 
designate those appointments which are 
supplementary to Standing oc Fixed-Term• I 
Appointments to compensate for approved 
additional services provided during the same 
weeks of service· of those appointments. For 
example, a Supplementary Appointment is used 
if an eligible employee whose starding 
contractual obligation is. for twelve months 
and is emploYed .to teach a course for 
additional compensation. 
APPOIHTNENT WITl:IOOT·Appointm~nt without remuneration designateS 
RBMUHERATION: an appointment o_f an individual who does not 
receive remuneration for the academic 
position held in the Univ.ersity. Such 
individuals include· those . des.ignated as 
Clinical Faculty Appointments outlined in 
PAc - 1 or those visiting· faculty who are not 
being paid by the University. The position 
does not appear as a line item on the 
departmental budget salary schedule and ·1s 
not· asSigned a bu,dget position number' on the 
pay:oll ~ecord. 
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All other employees of the University who are 
·not specifically appointed to budgeted 
positions are considered wage payroll 
employees._ As such, they· are nonregular and 
may be terminated upon notice. A Personnel 
Action Request is submitted on which the time 
frame fc;;; t.he appointment and the rate of pay 
are designated. Actual hours worked are 
submitted on biweekly time sheets. 
Wage Payroll appoi~tments are used for: 
L Te.tt!porary _ positions which are 
positions. for a period of tlme not to 
exceed s1x (6) months in any event 
a·nd are not renewable; or 
2. Part-time positions which are 
positiOns that may be permanent in 
dur·ation, but which require less ti'ian 
an annual or fiscal year average of 
one hundred (100) hall.rs of work per 
month. 
Paae4af6 
TYPE OF TYP£ OF TYPE OP 
APPOINTMENT DEFIHITlON COVERAGE STATUS BBNBJ"ITS ACTIONS COMTM.'"T 
Standing I No Ending Faculty Regular Fully Appointi.•nt For raculty 
Appointment oate Adminletra-. Covuced anc! Ad■ lnt•-
Full-Time tlvo tr•tiv• 1 
Pet1D&11ent E•empt "' Standing I -Budget Non-Eu•11pt •,on Initial 
Fund& Staff Ellployunt 
For B11•-i,t · 
anc! Non-
hempt1 i.o,-






·- 1 t 
Standing 11 ,o J;:ndtng Faculty Non- May Be Appo1nti:aant •tanaang 11 
Appointlllent Date E,rei:ipt '"' Regular Partial fot Each Part-ti111e Non-E,rcm;:. COv•r•ge Period at 
Perinanent Staff by ••• E:aployaant Budgot 
Funds 
t·ued-Terro. I End 1ng Faculty Reqular rully Appo1nt■ant r1•"'!-nr• I 
Appolntn.eht Date Ho<o AdminlHra- caveri=d for Zach 
Thin 6 tlve Per lod ot 






Fu;ed- specify Faculty Non- •o• Appo1ntlllent i'l11ed-Tarlll II 
Term II Ending Regular Covered Spec1al o, Vhlting 
Appoint111ent Date Pr~ject fo, Bach 




"' <o ' months 
o, Part-






V1s1t1ng VlBltlng Facu.i.t·i Non- •O< Appo1nt•ent FUeg-Ter• I1 
Appointment "Fart 
Tl tle 
of Regular Coveced or vi■ lting 
for Each 
Spec I fy Per lod of 
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Supple- Muot B• tacu.1.ty Rag1u.or .... , su-•r l Supp1a..a1:a .. 
llentai:y Standing I Malnietra- C:09erad and II · for Jlacb 
Appo In ta•n t o, II tlve A9point- ht•nd•d 
Appoint- E11e11Pt and .. ot• Pariod of 
ments Non-h•mpt 9 Month Eaployaant 
Providing Staff Appoint- or for Ad.Sad 
an Addi- Mot Outl•■ 
tional hUnd•d '° Contract 10, ll, 
obligation or 12 Month 
In Supple- Appoint-
ment to .. nt1 or 
Original Ad■lnlstra-
Agreo■ent tor ■ T•ach-
(Adda Cal- ing •lgbt 
endar Cla■■a ■ 
TrPB or npa or 'l'YH o• 
TlaeJ r or •on th■ 
Must Be Road• 
Standing I Pay■■nt 














Wage Payroll Spee1fy E1empt and Non- No< Toaporary ""n• 
Ending Non-E1e111pt Regular Covered A■-lgnaent 
Date StaU (See SJ,aclal 
.Soft ,. l, Pr'?ject 
Heney• ,. and 
Full-Time ., 
up to 6 
Months or 
Part-Time 






•soft money u detined as non-recurring fund■ froa Unlver ■ lty er e■ t•rnal 1011ree■• 
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CONTRACT FOllMS : 
Approval D&lte: 
Revision oate1 
To define the uses of contracts. 
7/1/85 
3/.26/87 
. Th~ university uses contract form·s for 
appointments · in the academic and 
administrative classification categories. 
Contracts are not used for other 
appointments. Letters of offer (or other 
means) ~re used for appointments for other 
categories of.empioyees. 
A contract is provided upon first ellploymant 
in a Standing I Appointment in either the 
aca1emic and/or administrative category. 
With the exception of Fixed-Term Appointments 
-and Si!nnding I· appointraents for 
administra·tive personnel as" defined by 
PG - 2, 9nly one contract fc;>rm is ezecut_ed 
for an individual. 
·subsequ_ent changes in conditions of 
employment for individuals such as a 
promotion in rank, the granting of tenure, an 
increase in salary, and so forth are 
accomplished by letter. A schedule of dates 
for issuing letter_s of continuing employment 
shall be published by December l,. 
Contracts ate "written . for the first 
appointment arid for each subsequent 
appointment of an individual appointed :m a 










A. Standing .l Appointment - This form is 
used for: (ll individuals in the 
A~ministrative category ~ho heve 
direct responsibility for academic 
uni ts Such as Deans and Academic 
·-Department Chairs (see PG - 2 _and 3), 
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(2) individuals in the Administrative 
category who are not directly 
responsible for an academic unit and 
who are not granted regular academic 
rank (see PG - 2 and .l), and 
(3) those classified as academic who 
meet the requirements of Standing I 
At1pointroents (s·ee ~G - 2 and 3). 
Standfil.g II Appointment (Continuing 
Part-Time) - This form ls used for 
those who meet the requirements of 
continuing part-time (see PG - 1, 2, 
and 3). _ 
Fixed-Term I Appointment - This form 
is usea for al1 clossiflcat1ons of 
facultY and staff members who meet 
the requirmente of Fixed-Term I 
appoint~ents (see PG - 2 and 3). 
Fixed-Term II or Visjtin~ Appointment 
(not eligible for . bene its) - This 
form, is used fQr thome claneified as 
aca"d_ernic• who do ,not meet the 
definition of re_gular employmi,nt· (see 
PG - l,·2, and 3) •. 
Supp1ementary Appointment - This f,>rm 
is used to extend the time or the 
duties of a Fixed-Term I or a 
Standing Appointment for faculty or 
staff members beyond the terms of 
the current. contract. (see PG - 2 
and 3). 
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Standing I Appointment 
The Presidonl ol Morehead State University, subject to approval by the Board of Regents, has recommended 
your appointment as lo!lows: 
Name 
Organizational Administrative Unr1 
Title and, it applicable, Rank 
Effective date of appointmen\ 
Annual salary and sel'Vlce 
Applicable tenure status 
Annual salary d $ ___ composed of: 
s --- """"sala<y.,, __ months 
of service plus (if app(icab6e) 
• ___ adju,Onentro, ____ _ 
adl:f!tional months of service pus 
$ ___ administrative suppement pay-
able in ___ monlhly or ___ semi-
monthly installments. 
I )Terored 
I I Po-_,ary ""'118 with ___ _ 
years of academic service credit 
I J This is not a tenure eligible 8W()intment 
In accepting tti1s appointment, you are entitled lo Un1versrty benefits and you agree to abide by the appflcable 
regulations aNecting Universrty personnel. 
Misrepresentation of vitae andror application information can be ce.use tor denial or termination of 
employment 
If you agree lo these terms of your appointment, please 519n on the line ~w and retum all co,ies, 
81(Cept lhe gold copy, to the Office of Personnel Services by __________ _ 
AddlUonal condltl0ns· 
~ \"a presidlril/~ 
d"1e _________ _ 
Uocaal Security No. ________ _ 
OrstntllA,on whle- Po,s.cn,el ~ Office 
bll.9-Payroll 
green-Approprin, vice tAlidenl 
yelow-Colege doanJ~ gl office duador 
pinll-llepartmeni chairlolilce 
golcl-Mvidual 
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'.:ontract for Services II 
Standing II Appointment ( continuing part. time) 
The Presidenl of Morehead State University, subjecl lo approval by the Board of Regents, h8.$ recommended 
your appointment as loUows: 
Name 
Organ1zafional Admimstralive Unit 
Title and. ii applicable, ~ank 
Effective date of appo1nlmen1 
An,1ual salary and service $ ____ fo, ____ % of full-time 
service for ___ months per year. 
This 1s not a tenure-eligible appointment You are not eligible for th8 irtsurance benefits of the University. • 
This appointment 1s terminable in accordance with notice procedures under University poftcy. 
In accepting lhisappomtment. you agree to abide by !he applicable regulations affecting Universi?y personnel. 
Misrepresenlat1on ol vitae and. or applicalion information can be cause for denial or termination of 
employment 
II you agree lo 1hese 1erms al your appointment, please sign on the line below and return all copies, 
except lhe gold copy, to !he Office of Personnel Servrces by ___________ _ 
Addillonal cond/lions 
Accepted --· ____ -,=.=o~,=,.=,-----
Soc1al Security No 
Distr•t>ut.,,, ,11,Me-Pe1sonne1 Se,v,ces Oll>ce 
blue-Payroll 
graen-ApProp,1a1e YICtl l)l'esideflt 
yelk)w-College dean,SUpllll'Yisor ol office BleclOr 
pank-Oepaitment chair:office Ol'eclOr 
gold-lodMdual 
atlP'DPl'l8b YICfl l)l'eaid9nl/cia 
date -----~-------
Contract for SeNices 
Fixed-term I Appointment 
The Presiden! ol Morehead Stale University. subjeci to approval by the aoatd 0, Regent!, has recommended 
your appointment as follows· · 
Name 
· Organizalional Administrative Unit 
Title and, if applicable. Rank 
Penod of appointment 
Salary for period of appointment 
• Nol~: Notice ol nonrenewal'o! this appointment is not required .. 
This is no! a 1enure-elig1ble appoint.-=ient 
In accepting lh1s appoinlment. ytiu are entitled lo University benefits and you agree to abide by the appticable 
regulations affecting University personnel. · 
. Misrepresentation of ·vitae and/or application information can be cause for denial _or lermination of 
employment.. 
11 you agree lo these terms of v.our appointment. please srgn on the line below and retum all copies, 
except the gold copy. to lhe Office of Personnel Services by __________ _ 
Addlllonal conditions 
IIAJltlPfldl ll'C8 ~<1119 
Accepted date.--------------· Social Security No 
Distnbul,o,, whito-Personnel Se<..-.:es Oll'll:e -·-9'8Sl-App'op'lalll v,ce l)"'Nldld yellow-College doan!~ ol office drrectc,, 
p,nll-Oefiartmenl Ct\alrlof!lce director 
goid-lnd<Vl(lual 
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Contract for SeNices II 
rixed-term II or Visiting Appointment ( not eligible for benefits) 
The President ol Morehead State Uniyersity, subject to approval by the Board of Regents. has tecommended 
your appoin1ment as follows: 
Name 
Organizational Administrative Unit 
Title and, if al)piicable, Rank ' 
Pe·lod ol appoinlfT'le~t 
Salary for period Of appointment 
Note: Notice of nonrenewal of this appointment is not required. 
This is not a.tenure-eligible appointment. You are not eligibkt !or bene~ o1 the University. 
In accepting this appointment, you agree to abide by the applicable~ dJ9dlng Unlverstty pel"tOM01. 
Misrepresentiition ol vitae and/or application information can bG cause for denial or termina.ion or 
employment. 
If you agree to l~ese terms of your appointment, please sign on ~ line below and return all copes, 
except the gold copy, to the Office of Personnel Servic.es by _________ _ 
Addltlonal condlllon1 
Accepted -~---------.,._, 
Social Secunty No. ---~----
°'~ ·wl'llte-Porsome! S,erv,ces Offico --·-gn,en-Appropial:ll'IIC9 ~ yab,1-Co!lcgo dMnl~" dllco dlfectof 
p,nk-~ chairfofllce dil'8c10r 
gold-lndMcluel • 
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":ontract for Services 
Supplementary Appointment 
The President of Morehead State University, subject to approval by lhe Board of ReQer,ts, has rec0fflml"llded 
your Supplementary Appointment as follows:· · 
Name 
Organizational AdminislrativEl Unit 
Title and; ii applicable, Rank 
Curren! appointment salary plan 
~urr'e"nl annual salary· 
Period of supplementary appointment-
dates and number of weeks_ 
SaJa,y payment "' ---
Oom--~....,----to ______ _ 
number of weeks ___ . 
At the concllJsion of this Supplementary Appointment, you revert to the ~s of your Smnding Appointment 
or F1xedJTenn I Appointment 
Jn accepting lh_)s appointment, you agree to abide by the applicable regulations affecting University personnel. 
II you agree to these lerms of your appointment, please sign on the line below and return all copl88, 
except Iha gold copy, to the Office ol Personnel Ser...,ces by __________ _ 
Addlllonal condlUons· 
A.ccepled ------~-----s,gna1u,e 
Social Secunty No. 




yellow-College deanlsupo,viaor d 0lhce &rector 
pinll-Depa.rtment ctr.air, o8lcG ~ACtOI' 
gold-fndiv,dual • 
date ___________ _ 
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To specify terms and conditions under which 
the University's policy of equal employment 
opportunity through affirm~tive action shall' 
be implemented and to ·1aentify responsibility 
and accountability for actions in support of 
a positive program to meet legal and moral 
commitments to affirmative actio.n. 
The ·policy of Morehead State University is to 
provide equal opportunity and affirmative 
action in all University programs, 
activities, facilities, ·and emp"loyment 
practic~s. for qll • persons Without rega"rd for 
Lace, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, 
national origin, or m_arital status-. 
Morehea{i State University• is Committed to the 
premise that it is a societal· as well a& an 
institution of h'igher education's· obligation 
-t;:o have respect for human dignity and 
epitomize the principle that all persons are 
erititled to equal treatment. before the law. 
Morehead State also recognizes that equal"' 
opportunity is a fundamental goal in a 
democratic society,· and · it shares the 
responsibii'ity · for achieving equality which 
ultirncl.t:ely provides the ad.vancement: of 
society. 
Bec.iuse of these tenets, it is the polic:y of· 
Morehead State University that,· morally- and 
legally, affirmative action will be take_n to 
recruit and employ in compliance with the 
princiP.les of equal employment opportunity; 
th_rough good faith efforts and within 
reasonable time periods, a representation of 
minorities, women, and handicapped, . In 
conjunction with this effort, the inStitution 
has been encouraged by the ·Department of 
Education's Office of Civil Rights to ·take 
positive and constructive efforts · to recruit 
and employ qualified black indiViduals in 
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faculty, administrative, an.d .staff positions. 
· Therefore, positive and unmistakable efforts 
must be made to fulfill our goals. Morehead 
State University's desire is to overcome any 
effect-5 of past discrimination, .if any, 
whether it resulted from ·overt acts or from 
unconscious, systematic exclusion of 
minorities and women from certa_in jobs or 
programs. 
It is the University's intention to a~hieve a 
representation of minorities, women, and 
handicapped in each major job classification, 
which reflects the current availability and 
mer it of· such ind_ividuals and the 
University's capability to attract them. The_.• 
Affirmative Action Plan is aimed at reducing 
any undeF representation and · under 
utlli~ation of members of. protected Classes. 
In add_ition, Morehead State ·university is 
dedicat~d to the principles that a·il benefits 
and opportunities afforded by the institution 
shall be ·accorded students based upon 
individual merits~ accomplishments, and· 
needs, and to the P.romotion of 
nondisc'I"imination in every phase. of the 
·Uni.versi-ty's operations. 
Morehead State' uriiversitY' expects its 
suppliers and contractors to ensure· maximum 
opportunity for th.e par.ticipation of the 
handicapped~ minorities, and Women. Each 
contractor is expected, if reguir~d, to 
follow an affirmative acti0n p_rogram that is 
in accordance with federal and state 
regulations. 
Finally, the un·iversity is ·committed to 
taking, necessary affirmati~e action steps to 
remove barriers and •systematically 
discriminatory practices and to ensure that 
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we take positive steps not only to comply 
with the letter of the law but the intent of 
affirmative action: and ~qual opporunity. 
The Affirmative Action Officer in conjunction 
with the Affirmative Action Committee shall 
provide leadership and guidance to units in 
the con~uct of their programs affecting all 
facultY and staff· and applicants for 
employment. The Affirmative Action Officer 
shall review and evaluate unit program 
operations per iOd ically, ob ta ill such reports 
as deemed necessary, and report as 
;i,ppropr late on overall progress. The 
·1\ff'irmatfve Actiori Officer will consult from. 
timE! to time with such individuals, groups, 
or organizatons as may be of assistance in 




The · Morehead State University Affirmative 
Action Committee membership is appointed by 
the President frOm recommendations made ·by 
the Faculty Senate, the staff, ~nd the 
Student Association. The President 
designates the chairperson. The Committee 
consists of: · 
One chairperson. 
one affirmative action officer 
Two faculty merribers; one inale_, one female 
Two support staff; one male, ·one female 
Two administrative staff; one male, one 
female 
Two studen~s; one male, one female 
The Affirmative 
composed of 
Act:ion Committee is . usually 
cultural diversity which 
black-white and male-female 
A major effort is made to 
emphasizes good 
relationships, 
establish a fair representation of black 
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individuals on the Committee. The Committee 
meets at least once quarterly and may conduct 
special meetings with minorities, women, 
handicapped, and others wht!n appropr late. 
The Committee is charged with: 





1. Reports on recruitment, 
appointments, promotion, tenure, 
transfer, and termination; 
2. Proposed changes in University 
po·Hcies _ and procedures 
recommended by deans, directors, 
department chairpersons, unit 
heads, women, minority groups, 
veterans groups, employee 






changes in the 
Action Plan 
by the President, 
Office staff, or the 
Action Officer; 
4. Compliance with audits conducted 
by federal and state agencies; 
and 
5. The summaries of the annual 
report generated on recruitment, 
appointments, promotions, tenure, 
transfer, and termination. 
B. Advises the 1\ffirmative Action 
Officer ,;m sensitive subjects and 
procedures. 
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C. Makes recommendations to the 
Affirmative Action Officer for 
programs to effectuate purpose (s) of 
affirmative action· and equal 
employment opportunity. 
D. Acts as a review board on affirmative 
action, sexual harassment complaints, 
and equal employment opportunity 
policy violations submitted for 
disposition where recommendations 
will be made to the President. 
E. Reviews structural re.quests and makes 
recommendations to the President. · 
F. Assists the Affirmative Action 
Officer in developing approaches and 
efforts in the recruitment and hiring 
of minorities, women, and handicapped 
candidates. 
Names and addresses of 
are· available in the 
Services and the Office 
for'Academic Affairs. 
the Committee members 
Office of Personnel 
of the Vice President 
RESOLUTION OF 
COMPLAINTS: 
The University shall provide for the proD'.pt, 
faJr, and impartial consideration of all 
complaints of discrimination in violation of 
this policy. ·Eaeh unit shall provide access 
to counseling for employees and/or students 
who feel aggrieved and shall encourage the 
resolution of problems on an informal basis. 
Complaints - frequently are foun_ded in sirapie 
misconceptions or misunderstandings. It is 
believed to be in the best i'nterests of the 
Univ~rsity and the complainant .for grievances 
to be resol~ed in the following manner: 
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The aggrieved individual· shall direct a 
complaint regarding alleged discriminatory 
acts or sexual harassment by preparing a 
written explanation -of the complaint and the 
relief that is sought to the Affirmative 
Action Officer (AAO). The AAO may schedule a 
meeting with the complainant for the purpqse 
of understanding the complaint and to gather 
investigatory materials. The AA,O will 
conduct a · thorough investigation within 
seven (7) working days o~ receipt of the 
w~itten compl~int. 
Within fourteen (14) working days following 
receipt of the written complaint, a meeting 
will be held by the AAO with the complainant 
and others believed by the AAO capable of 
assisting in the resolUtion of the complaint 
in. ··the best interests of all concerned. 
Within three (~)." working days following the· 
mee.ting on the complaint, , the AAO will 
prepare written findings of fact which will 
be fprwarded by registered mail, return 
receipt, to the complainant as well as those 
other individuals who participated in the 
111,eeting on the matter. The AAO shall m.1ke 
such recommendations in writing as is 
believed warranted by the results of his or 
her investigation and meeting regarding each 
writ ten· comp la int a lleg in9 d iscrlmina t ion or • 
sexual harassment. 
Second Step 
The aggrieved party can appeal the First Step 
by serving a written statement of appeal by 
registered mail, return· receipt, to the AAO 
within ten (10) working days after ·delivery· 
of the AAO's findings of fact and written 
recommendations to the address of record for 
the complainant. Within seven (7) working 
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days after receipt of the written statement 
of appeal, an Affirmative Action Grievance 
Review Board will be selected by the AAO from 
the standing Affirmative Action Committee on 
a rotating appointment. The membership shall 
be composed of · a blaCk member, a female 
rtlember, and a male member. In cases wh_ere 
studentf:i aC"e involved, a student member will 
always parti~ipate on the Board. The 
committee chairperson will designate the 
8-0ard Chairperson. 
The responsibilities of the Affirmative 
Action Grievance Review_ Board wql ~nclude, 
- but not 4le Umi ted to: 
1: ·The Affirmative Action Grievance 
Review Board will review all 
documents receiyed or prepared as the 
complai_nt was processed through the 
First Step. 
2. The Affir_mative ~ction Grievance 
Review aoard Chairperson will 
schedule a hearing to be held not 
later than twenty (20) working days 
after . the appointment of the Board 
designating the time, place, and date 
fo~ the hearing. 
3. The Affirmative Action. Grievance 
Review Boa·rd Chairperson will notify 
in writing· by registered mail, return 
receipt, both the· AAd and the 
complainant of the time, place, and 
date of the hearing, including the 
right of repres~n tat io_n. Nothing 
contained· herein shall be .construed 
to require any representation to be 
an attorney-at-law. If the 
complainant desires to· be represented. 
at the hearing, then he/she will give 
notice of that intention in writing 
to the Affirmative 'Act'ion Grievance 
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Review Board · and the AAO not less than 
six (6) working days prior to the hearing 
date. 
4. The Affirmative Action Grievance Review 
Board shall make its. findings and 
recommendations to the President within 
five (5) working days after the hearing 
of the "appe~l. 
All hearings will ·be conducted by the Board. 
The" proceedfngS will be tape-recorded, and if 
reques.ted by a majority Qf thEt membership of 
th.e Affirmative Action Grievance Review 
Board, a typed transcript will be prepar~d. 
The AAO will set forth the basis for his/her 
findings of ,fact and recommendation on the 
complaint. The complainant, -by or through 
his or her representative, shall have the 
opportunity to state the objections to the 
findings and recommendationS of the AAO On 
the matter and to submit additional documents 
or to introduce a~ditional evidence through 
the tes_timOny of witnesses who wlll be sworn 
by the Chairpecson if satisfactory reason is 
given to the Affirmative Action Grievance 
Review Board as to· why such· docullentation or 
testimony was not presented to the AAO. Any 
witness_. permitted to_ testify shall be subJect 
to cross ~xamination· and to be questioned by· 
the Board. 
The Affirmative Actioll Grievam:e Review Board 
has the option of going into. closed session 
to weigh the recocd and such additional 
evidence as received and to formulate its 
findings and recommendations to• the President 
of ·the University. The Board's findings and 
recommendations to the Pcesident will be 
delivered by registered mail, return, 
receipt, within ' five {5) working days 
followlng, the heating. 
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The President will render a decision within 
fourteen (14) working days after receiving 
the Affirinative Action Grievance Review 
Board's findings and recommendations. 
Written notification of the President's 
decision will be forwarded to all concerned 
parties by registeCed mail, return receipt. 
The President's decision will 
binding subject. to action 
pursuant to KRS 164.360. 
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To outline the handling of sexual harassment 
claims. 
Sexual harassment is a form of sex 
discrimination that is both reprehensible and 
unlawful. When it occurs on the campus, 
sexual harassment is contrary to the most 
fundamental ethical canons of the academic 
community. Sexual harassment violates the 
special bond of intellectual dependence and 
trust between students, faculty, and staff. 
Moreover, it undermines the collegial process 
of recruitment, appoilltment, and advancement 
ac the Univer-sity. Accordingly, tbe 
University holds that sexual harassment is 
intolerable and threatening to the vitality 
of the academic community. Therefore, proven 
acts of sexual harassment ~hall be grounds 
for dismissal·. 
aexllal harassment ·is defined as unwelcome 
sexual advances, requests, and other verbal 
or physical conduct of a sexual nature, where. 
submission to or rejection of such conduct 
has the purpose or effect of· unreasonably 
interfering with an individual's.performance 
o~ creating ·an intimidating, hostile, or 
offensive employment or educational 
environment. Sexual harassment has occutred 
when an individual submits to such conduct as 
an implicit or explicit term or condition of 
his or her employment or education, or when 
submission to or rejection of such conduct is 
used as a basis for employment or educational 
decisions affecting such individual. 
It is the responsibility of all regular or 
nonregular faculty or staff members and users 
of University facilities to report any 
conduct that is perceived t9 be sexual 
harassment. 
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When cases of alleged sexual harassment are 
brought to the attention of the University, 
they should be resolved confidentially in the 
least disruptive, most informal manner 
possible, suited to individual circumstances. 
Every effort will be made to allow alleged 
offenders and complainants an opportunity to 
resolve their difficulties informally. 
If informal efforts are unsuccessful, formal 
procedures exist which allow both_ parties an 
opportunity to pursue a resolution. 
Coc~lainants have the opportunity to pursue 
their allegations without fear of retribution 
and to seek relief from proved sexual 
harassment. Alleged offenders will have the 
opportunity to defend themselves and clear 
themselves of the complaint. Proven 
offenders will have the opportunity to make 
amends, based on an increased awareness of 
the effect of their behavior. Proven 
offendets may also be subject to formal 
sanctions, including d'ismissal from the 
Univetsity. 
If an employee feels that he/she has been a 
victim of sexual harassment, the incident 
should be discussed informally with the 
Affirmative Action Officei:, These 
discussions will be handled in a professional 
and confidential manner. No formal action on 
the alleged charge will be taken unless 
initiated by the complainant. If 
appropriate, an attempt will be made to 
resolve the problem through informal 
ptocedures. 
If it appears that sexual harassment bas 
occurred, the complainant may be advised to 
talk to and/or write a formal letter to the 
alleged hatasser. If the complainant does 
not wish to talk with the alleged harasser, 
the Affii:mative Action Offifer with the 
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complainant• s permission may contact the 
alleged harasser. If these actions are 
unsuccessful, a written statement may be 
taken with the complainant's permission to 
the Dean or supervisor with the intent of 
bringing the situation to the attention of 
the.appropriate administrators. 
If either the complainant or the alleged 
offender does not accept the decision of the 
appropriate Dean · or appropriate Vice 
President, she or he may address a formal 
cor.;r1laint through the University's policy on 
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity .in 
Employment (sec PG - ~). 
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To explain a female full-time faculty or 
staff membei: 1 s rights under equal -employment 
opportunity regulations for charging absences 
to sick leave accumulation or for a leave of 
absence without pay because of pregnancY, 
miscarriage, abortion, childbirth, and 
recovery therefrom (see also PG - 9). 
Disabilities caused or contributed to by 
pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion,. childbirth, 
an.:l recovery therefrom are for all job-
related purposes, temporary disabilities. 
Any other written and unwritten employment 
policies and practice~~ shall be applied to 
disabiHty due to pn:gnancy or childbirth on 
the same terms and conditions as they are 
applied to other temporar,1 d~sabilities. 
Short-term, infrequent absences 
resulting from pregnancy ar:e 
:Jccumulated sick· leave. 
for illness 
charged to 
When it is Ueter:mined that t)1e faculty or 
staff member ·cannot continue actively at work 
prior. to childbirth, she shall ·charge such 
absence to accumulated sick leave. If 
accumulated sick· leave is expended, she shall 
b!? placed on leave of absence without p·Jy, 
with the individuill 's option to use or not 
1Jse all or pa[t of ·accumulated vacation prior 
to the leuve commencing. The length of leave 
of absence without pa1 is subje·ct to the 
limitations· outlined in the poticy covering 
leaves of absence. 
ifor,11ally, prolonged absence should begin no 
earlier th<m the eighth month of pregnancy •. 
This is no mandate, however, that an 
individual must be relieved from active 
emp,loyment during the eighth month. If the 
individual is health7 and able to do her 
work, she should continue to work beyond that 
time. If, on the other hand, in the judgment 
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of the supervisor she is not effectively able 
to continue to work, prolonged absence may 
commence ear lier at the request of the 
individual, upon presentation of an 
acceptable written statement from her 
attending physician stating that earlier 
absence is medically necessary. Such 
requests may be subject to review before 
approval by the University. 
At the time the individual commences 
prolonged absence from work prior to 
childbirth, the supervisor establishes a 
tentative date of return with the individual. 
Normally, the date of return should be no 
more than six w·eeks following the birth of 
the child, unless there are medical 
complications related to the childbirth which 
merit consideration for an extension of the 
absence. An individual requesting an 
extension will be requited to submit a 
written statement from her attending 
physician indicating the medical necessity 
for the extension. Such requests may be 
subject to review before approval by the 
University. If she does not return within 
.the time established or any extension 
thereof, her employment shall be terminated. 
If the faculty or staff member desires to 
return to work before the agreed upon date of 
return, she should contact her supervisor to 
determine if an earlier return is feasible. 
In each request for an early return, the 
faculty or staff member will be required to 
submit written approval from the attending 
physician. 
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To establish conditions for observing 
established University holidays by regular, 
full-time faculty and staff members and those 
designated as continuing part-time. 
The official annual established University 
holidays are as follows: 
New Year's .nay 
Martin Luther King's Birthday 
President's Day 




Presidential Electi9n Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day 
Additional holidaYs may be designated by the 
University. · 
Each holiday established or d7si.griated b1· tile 
University is intended to give an employee 
the benefit of one (1) work day of· paid time 
off. A continuing, part-time employee 
receives paid time off prorated on the basis 
of the percent of the employee 1 s work 
schedule to the normal full-time Hork 
schedule in the eniployee•s department. lf an 
employee is required to \oi'.Otk on a holiday, 
equivale_nt time off will b~ granted at 
another time. If a holiday falls on a 
regularly scheduled day off of an employe·e, 
equivalent time · ·off will be granted at 
another time. Equivalent ~ime off is 
scheduled in the same . manner as vacation 
leave and is to be u_sed. before vacation leave 
is used. I£ a holiday occurs while an 
employee is using vacation leave or sick 
leave with pay, the ho.liday will not be 
charged as a day of vacatibn time or sick 
leave time. 
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To be eligible· for a holiday with pay, an 
employee must be in pay status the employee's 
work day• before and· following the holiday. A 
holiday that occurs between an employee's 
active periods of employment or while an 
employee ;son leave without pay shall not be 
granted to an employee. Faculty or staff on 
less than twelve months service are entitled 
to the holidays which_ fall during their 
contract period. 
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?URPOSE OF LEAVE: 
Revision Date: 
To provide for o,Jranting a regular, full-time 
faculty or staff member a leave of absence 
without salary upon recommendation of the 
_supervisor. 
Leaves of absence without salary are granted 
for e·xtended illness (including maternity) or 
• injury, and may be granted for personal 
convenience such as child care·, extended, 
vacation, trdvel, approved formal study, or 
job-related employment. For leave of absence 
other than illness and injury, requests must 
be subrni t ted to apP.ropr ia te supervisor at 
least sixty (60) calendar days in advance 
except- in cases where KRS 337. 015 applies to 
the adoption of a child under seven (7) year.s 
of a.ge. · 
A nonfaculty employee of the ilniversity has 
as Ii is/her primary responsibility of 
.employment, . the oblig_ation to fulfill the 
work requirements 9f the job for whic·h the 
indi.vidual was employed. At times,· however, 
a nontaculty employee of the University raay 
choose to take part .in an assignment,· task, 
or activity external to the inrlividual 's 
primary job. Such activities might include, . 
but are not necessar fly _limited to,· 
consulting, teaching outside the Uni ver s :. ty, 
directing, or participating in special 
activity i,rojects (camps, ·workshops) 
sponsored by th~ University. Absence from 
the official work assignment will be 
accountable by either official ·1eave of 
absence withal.it pay or vacation as· outlined 
in the policy manual. Participation in all 
such activities must have the prciper 
approvals, 
NOTE: Leaves for other than illness · 
(including maternity) or · injury are not 
granted if they would cau'se undue hardship 
for the operations of the department or 
per_sonnel therein. 
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LEAVE FOR OTHER 
REASONS: 
LIMIT OF LEAVE: 
Revision Date: 
A leave for extended illness (including 
maternity) or injury shall be granted to the 
limits ·below based 90 length of continuous, 
full-time service, as follows: 
Length of Continuous 
Service at Start 
of the Leave 
Through completion of 
the employee's 
orobci.tionary per.iod 
llpon the Completion of 
the probationary 
peri0d · 
NOTE: For the purpose' 
the probationary period 
to qualify for leave 
_salary" is· six {6) months. 
Maximum Length 
of Leave Granted 
Up to l month 
. Up to but not 
more than 
12 months 
of thiS policy only, 
required for faculty -
of ·absence without 
A leave of absence for other than illness 
(includ_ing maternity) or injury is• 9ranted at 
the discretion of the University President. 
Such leave when granted shall be for no more 
than twelve (12) consecutive months. Short-
term approved absenceS shall be handle~ as 
salary deductipns. · 
The ,naximl.lm of · any leave of· absence is no 
more than twelve (12) months for any one 
request. Any employee who exceeds this 
period, regardless of the ieason for the 
leave, will be released from University 
employment. However, if eztenuating 
circumstances exist, oi if the leave may be 
in the best interest· of the institution, the. 
University President may, upon request, grant 
up to an additional, but not more than, 
twelve (~2) months of leave without pay, 
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The period of not ·more than one year, or 
less, granted as a leave may be counted 
towards years of service for Promotion, 
tenure, and sabbatical leave when the leave 
is in the best interest of the faculty and 
the University;' however, it does not assure a 
merit salary increase or other fiscal 
benefits. 
A_ faculty or staff member on leave of absence 
without salary for extended illness 
(including maternity) or injury, approved 
formal study, or job-related employment 
cuntinues in the insurance plans in which 
he/she is participating and at the costs 
he/she has been paying for the insurances. A 
faculty or staf~ member on leave without 
salary for any reason other than illness 
(includ.ing maternity),. injury, approved 
formal study, or Job-related employment m~y 
elect to continue in the insurance plans 1n. 
which· he/she is participat'ing but by paying 
the entire premium (individual's and 
□niversity'.s t:osts) for the insurances. 
A faculty oi:- ·staff member on leave of absence 
without salary · does not· accumulate any 
additional vacation or sick leave unJess 
he/she is paid enough days in _a cale ,dar 
month to qualify. · 
The cash equivalent of vacation accumulation 
_due is either paid at the beginning of the 
·1eave of absence unless the leave is for 
illness (including ma'ternity) or injury or 
retained by_ the employee in his/her vacation 
accumulative -account foe the use upon return 
from the leave of absence. 
The faculty or 
leave accumulated 
leave. 
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Et"l'LOYJIBHT: 
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Revision Dates 
A faculty or staff member does not receive 
salary or compensatory time off for a 
University holiday that occurs while he or 
she is on a leaVe of absence without salary. 
If conditions are the same at the end of the 
l!;?ave of absence as they were when the leave 
c.ommenced, the employee is expected to return 
·to active employment. If the employee does 
not return, his/her employment is terminated. 
The faculty or staff member will return to 
the qriginal position or, at the discretion 
o! the University, to a similar position at 
· the former pay l~vel unless because of 
reduction in staff such appointme·nts do not 
exist. 
If a faculty or staff member desires to 
return to.· active service before an approved 
leave ends, he/she should contact the 
appiopriate Administrative Officer to 
determine a permissible date for return. 
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PURPOSE: To .. outline provisions Of leave.s of absence 
with pay for short-term, active military 
service or annual military field training. 
O.S. MILITARY 






All regular· faculty or staff members, either 
enlisted or commissioned in any reserve 
component of the United States Army, Navy, 
Marine 1,;orps, Air- Force, or Coast Guard, or 
who are members of the National Guard of the· 
Commonwealth of Kentucky, are entitled to 
leaves ,of absence from their respective 
duties wlthout loss of pay on all days not 
exceeding fJfteen (15) calendar days 9r ten 
(10) working days if the· employee's position 
is based upon a five (S) day workweek; twelve 
(12) days if the einployee 1 s· position -is based 
upon a six (6) day workweekr fifteen (15) 
days if th_e employee's position is based upon 
a seven (7) day workweek, in any one calendar 
year. Leave of absence Under this policy 
will be granted only when the employee is 
engaged in active service or authorized· 
training or acti_vated for duty because of 
civil disturbance or emergency conditons.· 
Accumulated vacation shall not be. ·charged for 
absences from work to the limit described 
above. University appproved absences beyond 
that limit are chargeable either to 
accumulated vacation or as payrol·l deduct ions 
as applicable. 
In order to qualify for continued University 
pay in accordance with the above provisions, 
the faculty or staff m~mber must present to 
the University a copy of the sign·ea orders or 
authorization mandating the abserice and a 
copy of the military or national guard pay 
vouc~er for the period involved. 
NOTE: This policy is intended in application 
to be consist_ent with applicable laws and not 
to exceed in interpretation or application. 
the provisions of such appi'icable laws. 
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To protect the re-employment rights· of a 
regular, full-time faculty or staff member 
al.Iring an absence caused by entry into 
extended United States military. service (or 
public health service) whether voluntary or 
oth~rwise. 
Each regula.r full-time University !acul'ty or 
staff member·, who has completed one day of 
regular employment with the University 
immediately preceding the effective date of 
the requested military leave and who has been 
ordered to report to active duty on a 
t;pecific date, is eligible ·upon pr~sentation 
of a copy of such order. 
A leave of absence for- active militarY 
service may not ezceed a mazimum of 48 
consecutive calerldar months e·zcept that an 
extension of 12 months may ·be granted if the 
extension is at ~he• request and convenience 
of the government: 
The period of a military 
will be added to any length 
that a faculty or staff 
otherwise. 
leave of absence 
of service credit 
member may have· 
During a leave of absence for 
service, a faculty or staff membe~: 
military· 
Cannot be provided personal pr'otection in the 
University's health care plan. This includes 
coverage for dependents. 
~ receive retirem~rit credit Under certain 
conditions. 
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OUIVBRSift 
SERVICE: 
Cannot c.ontinue protection in other insurance 
programs of the University. These benefits 
. cease 31 days from the end of the pay period 
in which the leave of absence -for military 
service becomes effective. Reinstatement of 
these benefits will occur upon return to 
active service with the University. 
The salary equivaJent 0£ the vaCation time 
accumulated by a staff member shall be paid 
as part of the final salary· p8.yment. 
-- It is in·t"ended that a regular faculty or 
staff mE!mber may return to active service 
with the Univecsity, if he/she so desires, at· 
the termination of the military leave. 
Insofar as it can be arranged, this return 
will be. to the faculty or staff member's 
· origin.il position or to a position determined 
by the University to be an equivalent. 
position. · 
To take advantage of this privilege, the 
faculty or -·staff member shall notify his/her 
immediate supervisor o;_ Dean within 90 days 
of release from service 0£;-c-his/her intention 
to return to active University employment 
(Special conditions on ·time for reque;ting 
teturn to <l.ctive emPloyment apply for 
indivi!3uals hospitalized at time of release 
from service. In such instance, contact the 
OffiCe of Personnel Services.). To insure 
that proper consideration can be given with 
regard to returning the faculty member or 
staff member to his/her original position, it 
is helpful if the faculty member or staff 
member would indicate his/her intention to 
return to active University employment prior 
to the expiration of the military leave of 
absence. When possible, this notification 
should be made within JO calendar days after 
discharge or release from active duty, 
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If it is necessary to replace a faculty or 
staff member who is granted a leave of 
absence for mi-litary service, the appointment 
of· the new person will be for a period no~ 
longer than the duration of the military 
absence of the original person. However, 
during the period of employment; the new 
person will be considered a regular faculty 
or staff member and will have the privileges 
of such a faculty or staff member, ezcept 
that he/she shall not be granted a military 
leave of absence. · The new person shall be 
informed in writing of the conditions of 
~mployment.when employment begins.' 
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To avoid the possibility of any 
misunderstandings concerning the appropriate 
conduct of faculty and staff members in· 
regard to all transactions touching upon 
their University duties and the property of 
the University. · 
Faculty and .. staff members of the University· 
shall exetcise the utmost good faith in all 
transactions touching upon their duties to 
the Onivecsity_ and its property. In their 
dealings with and on behalf of the 
University, they shall be held to a strict 
rule of honese-- and fair dealings between 
th·emselves and the University. They shall 
not use their positions, or knowledge gained 
there from, in such a Way that a conflict of 
interest might arise between the interest of 
the Uri.iversity and that of· the· individual.· 
Faculty an_O s·taff members. shall disclose to 
the administra-~ive head of the" college or 
other unit in which they are employed, or 
other appropriate Administrative Officer, any 
potential conflict o"f interest of which they 
are aware before a.contract or transaction is 
9onsummated. · 
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PORPOSB: To ·specify the Univers.ity's responsibility in 
providing and maintaining uniforms for 
certain groups of emplOyeeS. 
BLIGIBJLITJ' FOR A uniform for an employee is provided by the 





a. ·ro maintain - exceptionally high 
standards of sanitation such as in 
the prepar~tion of foods, 
b. To identify persons,.. or 
c. To prevent injury to- ,an employee 
while performing a hazardous job. 
Each employee required ta wear a uniform 
shall take the necessary steps to. protect it 
from excessive damage and wear-. · Uniforms 
issued by the University are to· be Worn only 
"during working hours except · that where 
necessary, the uniform may be worn in travel 
between the University anq the employee's 
home. When a uniform is provided, it shall 
be woe~ by· the employee. 
A required uniform for an .employee vill be 
provided by the University at no expens~ to 
the employee. The University wql not.:_ pay 
partially or fully for eith~r the coat or 
maintenance of any uniforms·· that do not meet 
the above require~~nts. 
The·· inte[ests of separate departments of the· 
Un~versity are ·best served by providing more: 
than one syste~ by vhich required uniforms 
may be made available to employees. These 
systems are (1) the rental of uniforms by the 
Univer~ity, or (2) the outright purchase of 
the uniforms by the University. 
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The cost of the maintenance _of uniforms may 
be paid in full by the University. This 
includes · cleaning and laundering and the 
replacement of worn articles of clothing. 
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To provide that a regular, full-time or 
continuing, part-time faculty, or staff 
member be granted time off from work or class 
schedule to serve on a jury, be screened for 
jury duty, or serve as a court witness when 
subpoenaed (other than lawsuits of which they 
are a party), without loss of pay for the 
time mis.;ed. 
An individual continues to receive his/her 
regular pay while serving subpoenaed jury or 
witness time and is permitted to retain any 
com~ensation received for jury or court 
witness duty. Accumulated vacation pay is 
not charged for court or jury duty absences. 
If the tim~ on jury or witness duty occurs on 
a University holiday, the employee does not 




off for jury 
will require that a copy of the 
submitted before granting time 
duty or witness time. 
If the jury duty or witness time does not 
require a full wOrk day, - the individual is 
expected to report to work when free from 
such service. 
A supervisor may 
changes in order 
working a shift 
hours. 
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To comply with state legislation governing 
the employment of minors. 
For the purpose of this policy, a minor is 
defined as anyone who is between his/her 16th 
and 18th birthdays. 
Regular and nonregular employment at the 
University is available only to a person who 
has reached the 16th birthday. A person 
under 16 years of age is not permitted to 
work for the University under any 
circumstances. 
No minor age 16 or 17 may work before 8: 00 
a.m. Such minor shall not work after 11:30 
p.m., Sunday through Thursday; 1:00 a.m., 
Frid~¥ and Saturday when school is in 
session. In addition, such minor when school 
is in session shall not work more than six 
hours per day, Monday through Friday, or 
eight hours per da~• Saturday and Sunday or a 
total of 40 hours per week. There is no 
maximum number of work hours when school is 
not in session. 
Proof of age is required if there is doubt 
that an individual has not attained the 16th 
birthday. Such proof can be obtained by the 
minor from the minor's school district. 
Anything indicating race or national origin 
should not be obtained. 
Each area employing minors shall retain a 
separate register containing the names and 
addresses of minors employed, the starting 
and stopping times of their work each day, 
and the beginning and ending times of meal 
periods. These records shall be available at 
any time upon demand by any authorized. 
representative. An abstract of the Kentucky 
Child Labor Law indicating hours restrictions 
and ptohibited occupations shall be posted in 
each area where minors work. 
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The following occupations are prohibited by 
law for all minors under 18 years of age: .---
1. Occupations in or about plants or, 
establishments 11anufactur ing orv 
staring explosives or articles 
containing explosive components. 
2. Motor vehicle driver and outside 
helper. 
3. Coal mine occupation~. 
4. Logging or sawmill operations. 
5. operation of· power-driven 
woodworking machines. 
6. E_xposure to radioactive substances. 





of power-driven metal 
punching, and shearing 
9. Mining, other than coal. 
10. Slaughtering, meat packing or 
processing, rendering. 
11. Operation of bakery machines. 
12. Operation 
machines. 
of paper products 
13. Manufacture of brick, tile, and 
kindred products. 
14. Operation of circular aaws, ban~ 
saws, and guillotine shears. 
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15. Wrecking, demolition, 
shipbreaking operations. 
16. Roofing operations. 
17. E~cavating operations. 
and 
18. In, about, or in connecton with any 
establishment where alcoholic 
liquors are distilled, rectified, 
compounded, brewed, manufactured, 
bottled, sold for consumption, or 
dispensed. 
19. Pool or billiard room. 
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To, outline the conditions 






An official travel request should be 
processed -even when there is no uEpense to 
.the University. .Approval for all travel and 
ezpenses must have, at a ainimuru, a two-tier 
supervisor;l approval. The following are 
recomaending and approving levels for: 
A. In-:State Tra¥el. For in-state travel, 
the employee must obtain the 
recoamendation of his/her im.med.iate 
supervisor(sl and the approval of the 
recommending supervisor's supervisor. 
Travel requests should be submitted at 
least two weeks in advance. 
a. Out-of-State Travel. For out-of-state 
travel, the employee must obtain the 
recommendation of his/he:- immediate 
supervisor(s) through the level of 
Department Chair/Director. The approving 
official should be a Director reporting 
to the President, a Dean, •.-ice Presiden~, 
or the President. Travel requests should 
be submitted at least thr~e weeks in 
advance. 
C. International Travel. For travel outside 
the United States, the employee must 
obtain the recommendation of his/her 
supervisor (s) through the level of Vice 
President or Director reporting directly 
to the President. The approving official 
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To identify the contents of 
and to establish procedures 
release of the contents. 
personnel files 
for review and 
The llniversity maintains a personnel fil~ on 
each employee for the purpose of personnel 
management and for personal review as 
appropriate. The University shall take 
appropriate steps to protect the privacy of 
personal information contained in personnel 
fil.es. The Director of Personnel Services is 
responsible for maintaining the personnel 
files. 
Copies of documents may also be retained on 
file within the administrative unit in which 
the employee works. If other files are 
maintained, privacy and safekeeping shall 
conform, in all resp·ects, to the provisions of 
this policy. However, the official file, or 
record copy, is maintained in the Office of 
Personnel services. 
The following is a description of documents 
which may be retained in the personnel files: 
A. Application foe~ Employment; 
b. Resumes or Curriculum Vitae; 
c. Personnel Action Request (PAR); 
o. Vacation Requests; 
E. Accident Reports; 
F. Per•formance Appraisal Reports; 
G. Disciplinary Records, Counseling Records 
and other related documentation (NOTE: 
For inclusion of this type documentation 
in personnel files, the originator of the 
docUment must clearly state in the 
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document, '"A copy of this correspondence 
will be placed in your official personnel 
file."); 
H. Appropriate in~urance, retirement, and 
other benefits information; 
I. Employee Separation Clearance Form; and 
J. Diplomas, certificates, training records, 
and related personal accomplishment 
documentation which may !:le· submitted. 
A.. request for access to re~iew the file shall 
be made in writing in advance by the 
individual to the Director of Personnel 
Services. Internal acces& to the official 
personnel file maintained in the Office of 
Personnel Services is subject to the following 
guidelines: 
A. An employee may review his/her official 
personnel file ~ubject to the following: 
L The following types of 
copies thereof, shall 
for review upon request: 
documents, or 
be accessible 






or igina.l appointment, transfer, 
promotion, leave of absence, 
layoff, change in salary, change 
of title) 
On-the-job accident reports 
Internal correspondence to the 
~mployee 
Attendance records 
Letters of commendation 
Letters of reprimand 
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Revision Date: 
g. Insurance forms 
h. Retirement forms 
i. Biographical data form 
j. Employment application 
7/1/85 
3/26/87 
k. Grievance forms and, answers 
1. Official management 
evaluations 
performance 
m. W.orkers' Compensation documents 
2. The following types of documents, or 
copies thereof, shall not be· 
acce~sible for review: 
a. Letters or memoranda of reference 
b. Information relating 




c. Information being 
prepared for use 
developed or 
in civil, 
procedures criminal, or griev~nce 
d. Medical records 




e. Materials used by the University 
to plan for future operations 
3. The review of the file shall be made 
during the regular business hours of 
the Office of Per·sonnel Services, A 
representative of that office shall be 
present with· the employee during his 
or her r~view of the file, 
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4. An employee shall be permitted to 
make handwritten notes from the file 
but shall not be permitted to remove 
the file or portions thereof. 
5. Copies of any accessible material 
shall be forwarded on request to the 
~mployee upon payment of a fee for 
ea~h copy. 
B. Department Chairs/Office Directors, 
Deans/Supervisors of Office Directors, 
Vice Presidents and the President may 
request and review an individual 
personnel file provided there is an 
official University need for such access 
and provided the individual, whose file 
is to be reviewed, is under the 
requester's supervision. Requests to 
review records must be made in writing in 
advance by the· requestor to the Director 
of Personnel Services. 
External access to of(ic1al personnel files 
without specific written authorization is 
subject to the following guidelines: 
A. •oirectorz information• about. an· employee 
will be released by the Office of 
Personnel Services without authorizat.ion 
froTll ·the individual employee, Directory 
information· includes the fact of past or 
present E!mployment, verification of dates 
of employment, and position or title. 
B. An emplolee 's employing unit, campus 
address, and campus and home telephone 
numbers may be made available through 
campus telephone directory information. 
C. Information which is a matter of public· 
record elsewhere, e.g., statistics as 
reflected in the official minutes of 
meetings of the Board of Regents, will be 
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considered as publ~c information. 
The University will not, however, 
relinquish its right to limit access 
to its files on a •need-to-know• 
basis, even though such information 
may be public information, i.e., 
administrative files are not a 
library source for the curious. At 
the discretion of the Director of 
Personnel Services, however, public 
information contained in the 
personnel files may be released on 
the request of other agencies or at 
the .discretion of University 
officials. 
Other external access to official 
files will be authorized by the 





,. To pro~ect the legal interests uf the 
University when the Director of Personnel 
Services believes actions of an employee, 
or former employee, violate (d) the 
conditions of employment or otherwi_se 
threaten injury to University 
interest(s), University property, or to 
others. 
B. To a law enforcement authoritj' when the 
Director of Personnel Services believes 
that an applicant, employee, or former 
~roployee may have engaged in illegal 
activities. 
C. In response to a request by a properly 
identified law enforcement authority to 
provide an indiv'idual' s dates of 
attendance at work and home address. 
D, Pursuant to a federal, 
government statute or 
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specifically• requires disclosure of 
certain information to certain parties. 
E. In response to a lawfully issued 
administrative summons or judicial order, 
incluqing a search warrant or subpoena. 
A subpoena or other legal_ process for the 
prod:..ction of the personnel file shall be 
reviewed by the University Legal Counsel 
prior to. release of the information. 
F. In compelling circumstances affecting the 
immediate health or safety of the 
individual. 
The following procedures will· be used in case 
of a dispute over· material or information in 
the file. 
A. The employee who objects to material or 
information in the file _should sllbmit, in 
writing, a request for its removal to the 
pirector of Personnel. · 
B. The Director of Personnel will review the 
request and, in cooperation with the 
employee's supervisor(s), decide if the 
disputed material or information should be 
removed. The Director of Personnel shall 
inform the employee of the ·de~ision. 
c. If the decision is favorable to the 
employee, the material or information will 
be ~eturned to the employee for his/her 
.. disposition. 
D. If the decision is not favorable, the 
employee may-submit, in writing, an appeal 
through supervisory channels to the 
Presiderit. The decision of the President 
is the final step in the_ appeal process. 
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The University shall act within the directives 
of appropriate Federal and Kentucky State Law 
regarding such files. 
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OF TUE PATENT 
COMMIT"l'BE: 
Revision Date: 
To provide mechanisms for the resolution of 
questions that arise regarding the rights and 
responsibilities of ownership of particular 
inventions, discoveries, software 
development, and copyright materials that 
result from research and other scholarly 
activities normally carried out by faculty, 
staff, and students of the University, and to 
provide encouragement of scholarly activities 
while offering both protection and 
recognition to those engaged in such 
activities as well as to the University. 
and students who participate 
association with others in 
discoveries shall disclose 
writing, such inventions or 
to the University Patent 
Faculty, staff, 





The University Patent Committee shall consist 
of the University Research Committee, plus 
the Vice President for Administrative and 
Fiscal Services, and the University Attorney. 
In cooperation with 






l. Determine according to the guidelines 
set forth in this policy whether the 
University has an interest in the 
invention or discovery. 
2. Reco1nmend to the President concerning 
the feasibility of entering into a 
contract with recognized patent 
management agencies for the purpose 
of a patent application, patent 
development, ·and patent management 
for any invention or discovery that 
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& Copyright Mater-ials Approval Date: 
PG - 18 
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3/26/87 Revi~ion Date: 
3. Negotiate with the inventor or 
discoverer an agreement for the 
distribution of income from a patent 
if the Committee i::ecommends that the 
University enter a contract with a 
patent management agency. The 
agreement shall specifically state 




In determining the relative interest of the 
Univecsity in a given invention, discovery, 




Research sponsored by agencies 
outside the University may be covered 
by contracts which provide that all 
patent rights belong to the 
sponsoring ayency. If such an agency 
does not wish to retain the patent 
rights, they may release all oc any 
portion of the rig~ts to the 
University. 
Patents which arise from research 
projects financed wholly by 
University-administered funds shall 
be the complete_ pcoperty of the 
University and subject to &uch 
negotiation or lransfec of ownership 
as the University desires. If· the 
Committee decides to recommend the 
pursuit of a patent, the inventor 
shall assign the! patent of invention 
to the University or its· agent and 
the Committee shall, unless there are 
unusual equities, recommend that 
arrangements be made for 15 percent 
of the gross income from the patent 
or invention be paid directly to the 
inventor or inventors. 
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the uni ver si ty 
Committee shall 
In the event that a 
is not accepted by 
within 90 da,ys, the 
recommend that the 
possibl8 patent be 
rights to the 
released by the 
the individual University to 
inventor. 
4, Normally, a·copyright resulting from 
work accomplished by a faculty or 
staff member on his/her own time is 
the sole propei:ty of the author, 
composer, or arranger. Inventions, 
discoveries, or copyright material 
developea as a result of the 
inventor's, discoverer's, or author's 
·normal academic employment will be 
considered ·to be a joint effort of 
the University and the inventor or 
discoverer. In such cases 
negotiations such as described in 
item 3 under responsibilities of the 
Patent Committee above will be 
conducted. 
In all cases in which it has been determined 
that the University has a whole or part 
interest in an invention or discovery, 
agreements as to sharing of rqyalties are 
binding on both the University and the 
inventor or discqverer, but the University 
retains sole ownership of all patent and 
copyrights unless it agrees to release such 
rights to the inventor, discoverer, or 
author. · 
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To insure compliance with federal laws in 
regard to certification, petitions, 
immigration, and visa matters as related to 
any emploYment (regular or nonregular) of 
foreign nationals within the University. 
The Off ice o[ Personnel Services is 
responsib!e for representing the University 
in signing all applications for labor 
certification as well as ceC"tificates, 
petitions, and visa forms for aliens employed 
by the University and their families. 
The following procedure shall be followed 
when negotiating for the employment of an 
alien: 
I. Before making a binding commitment 
concerning employment, the Dean or 
supervisor will inform Personnel 
Services of the intent to ·employ a 
citizen of another country. The 
Director of Personnel Services is 
responsible for determining whether 
or not the visa of the alien is such 
that the alien can be cc,risidered 
legally for University employment. 
(Because of visa restrictions, some 
aliens are not permitted to acc,:pt 
employment.) 
The Office of Personnel Services has 
the responsih'ility for- preparing and 
sul?mitting petitions to the U.S.' 
Department of Labor and to the 
Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, in acco.rdance with the 
procedures established by the 
Department of Labor and the U.S. 
Department of Justice. Expenses to 
be borne by the employer will be paid 
by the hiring department/office. All 
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3. When employment is approved, the-
Off ice of Personnel Services will 
notify the alien in writing of 
I.is/her visa or immigration status, 
indicating any time limits or 
conditions which might affect his/her 
employment and will outline any 
procedures to be followed by the 
alien in maintaining his/her status. 
A copy of this letter will be _sent to 
the. appropriate Dean or supervisor. 
A spouse and/or children of aliens on J-1 
visas must obtain written permission from the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service before 
being employed. 
All foreign nationals employed by the 
Uri'Tversity are required to have a Social 
Security Number, but holders of F-1 or J-1 
visas nre not required to participate in' 
Federal Social Security. However, federal 
regulations provide that holders of H-1, B-2, 
and J-2 visas must participate, o1nd 
deductions for the Social Security Tax will 
be withheld from sala-ries accordingly. 
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KINDS OF PUBLIC 
SERVICE: 
PUBLIC SERVICE ''OF 
A PROFESSIONAL 
CHARACTER DBPINBD: 
To outline the policy under which any faculty 
or staff member (regular or nonregular) may 
provide a public service. 
Effective democracy requires of every citizen 
personal participation in political life as a 
voter and also as a governmental consultant 
or offici"'l where his/bE!r talents are sought 
in the public interest. Membership on the 
faculty or staff of the University carries 
with it additional responsibilities of 
citizenship which reflect (a) the educator's 
func~ion as a source of informed objective 
couriae1,· and (b) the compact through "hic:h 
the University receives public funds .for use 
in meeting society's educational needs. 
The kinds of public ser.vice defined are as 
follows: 
1. Public service of a 
ch'aracter. 
professional 
2. Holding public. office at any 
(federal, state, or local) le·vel. 





be asked to serve as: 
of certain 
university 
1. Expert witnesses whose testimony is 
so.ught in establishing, clarifying or 
interpreting the facts in a matter of 
public interest, 
2. Professional members of ad hoc task 
forces appointed by public officials 
to prepare factual reports on matters 
of public interest. 
3. Professional consultants on matters 
of personal competence to 
governmental agencies _or task forces. 
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practitioners to provide 
services in times of 
It is the policy of the University to do what 
it can, on request, to make its personnel 
available for public service of a 
professional character: 
1. If the individual's 




2. If the individual confines his/her 
testimony · or counsel tO matterS 
within his/her professional 
competence needed by public officials 
in weighing the relative merits of 
alternate courses of act~on; and 
3. If the individual's remuneration 
beyond out-of-pocket expen:;e does not 
infringe on regulations ~inding on 
the University. 
All personnel requested· by public officials 
to perform such services shall notify· their 
respective Deans ot supetvisors o~ the natur.e 
and conditions of the assignment, 
remunetation expected (if any), and the 
effect the assignment· will have on 
performance of .the elTipfoyee's duties at the 
University, 
Under existing University policies, members 
of its faculty and staff may campaign for any 
public office without modification of the 
terms and Conditions of their Univetsity 
status, if the campaign does not interfere 
with the performance of assigned University 
duties (in anr way deemed sfgnificant by 
officern of the University). If the campaign 
does 1nter(ere with" the performance of 
assigned Universi'ty duties, the individual 
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must resign from his/her 
University or petition for 
without salary. 
position with the 
a leave of absence 
In .suCh campaign activities, the individual's 
relationship to the University is not to be 
exploited either directly or indirectly. 
If eleGted or appointed, a member of the 
faculty or staff may accept a public office 
(e.g., membership on town councils, local 
schOol boards) that does not interfere with 
the individual's performance of assigned 
U,1iversity duties without modification of the 
terms and conditions of his/her University 
status. 
If ~lected· or appointed to an office that 
would interfere with the performance of 
assigned University duties, in any way deemed 
significant ~y officers of the University, 
the · individual must resign from his/her 
position with the University or petition for 
leave of absence without salary. 
Effective democracy provides the right of 
every private citizen to endorse a specific 
political candidate or cause. However, such 
endorsement should not infer or reflect the 
support of the University for such political 
candidate or cause • 
. The University assumes no _responsibility for 
the endorsement of a political candidate or 
cause by members ·of its faculty or staff. 
Except for the limited purpose of identifying 
the University as the employer of the faculty 
or staff member . mak in"g a political 
endorsement, the name of the ·university is 
not to be connected with such an endorsement 
in any way! No endorsement shall be made on 
the official stationery of the University nor 
on statioriery having the University address 
or a University telephone number. 
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To outline the conditions gover n ing personal 
compensation for services rendered by a 
faculty or s taff member t o external 
governmental agencies. 
Eve ry faculty or · sta ff membe r (either regular 
or nonregular) who anticipates personal 
remunerat,on f o r special work for a n y 
e xter nal governmental agency o r department 
will submit a written statement t o his/her 
Department Chair or supervisor covering the 
following points: 
l. Descr 1pt,on of the service to be 
rendered. 
2 . Statement of time requ ired. 
3 . Amount of 
4. 
e xpected. 
Effect o f 
1nd.v1dual ' s 
University . 
personal compensation 






Service fo r per son al compensation may be 
undertaken only after receipt of writ ten 
app, o val from the :>resident of the 
University . Compensation for suc h wor k w·.11 
be approved only when the Un iver sity c an 
assert formally that t he a ddit ional work 
invol ved will not interfere o r conflict with 
the facultr or staff member' s obligations t o 
the Universlti itself. Proposals being 
s ubmitted to external s ources which include 
pe r sona l compensation fo r faculty and s taff 
that have been processe d thro ugh the Of fice 
of Resear c h , Grants and Contracts and 
approved by the Pres i dent for s ubmissio n are 
e xcluded. 
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PURPOSE: 
DBFINiTION 
OF A RELATIVE: 
~= 
EXCEPTIONS~ 
To ouLlirl.e the 






circumstances under· which 
may not be employed by the 
This. policy· includes relatives by blood or 
marriage. including parents and children, 
husbands and •wives, brothers and sister1:1, 
brothers- and sisters-in-law, mothers- and 
fathec-s-in-law, uncles, aunts, nieces and 
nephews, and step-relatives in· the same 
relationship • 
. Seh:ction, placement, promotion, and all 
ether matters pertaining to employment of 
academic and support staff shall be made 
without regard to family status of the 
individual, Supervi'sors . and administrators 
wfll .consider each person on personal merits, 
. qualificatioris, and skills. Therefore, both 
husbands and wives or -,ny _other kinship can 
exist at this institution and within the same 
department. 
The University sh~ll not employ a ·relative as 
defined above in the following circumstances: 
· 1. No relat·ive of any member of the 
Board of Regents shall be employed 
except that upon wr Hten 
·recommendation of the President of 
the University one such relative of 
each member Of. the Board of Regents 
may be _appointed upon confirmation by 
the other appointeO memberS. 
2. Placements shall not be made _where 
one employee is in a position to 
supervise or to influence the relat~d 
· employee •s selection, placement, rate 
_of. pay," promotion, tenure, teaching 
load, or other status Or interest of 
the' relative, of where the handling 
of confidential information could 
create awkward work situat~ons. 
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The conditions outlined hereln shall apply. 
also, if two employees become related through 
marriage after they are employed. In such 
cases if one of the exceptions above applies, 
one of the emplqyees shall relinquish his/her 
position. Efforts will be mad'e, if feasible, 
to find other employment for. that individual. 
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To outline the 
faculty or staff 
or she resigns. 
amount 
member 
of formal notice a 
shoul!'.} giv~ when he 
The faculty member should give no less than 
60 calendar days• notice of resignation. It 
is expec~ed that such resignation from 
employment shall be effective at the end of a 
semester. 
It is expected 
give at least 
resignation. 
that administrative officers 
60 calendar days' notice of 
It is expected that staff exempt employees 
give at least one month's notice · of 
resignation. 
It is expected that staff nonexempt employees 
give at least two calendar weeks• notice of 
resignation. 
If the expectations for adequate notice as 
provided in this policy are not met, or if 
other mutually satisfactory arrangements are 
not made, the employee may be ineligible for 
rehire at Morehead State University. Notice 
of any such action will be provided to the 
employee by the supervisor. 
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To provide conditions wherein time off 
without loss of pay for wo,rk time missed is 
granted for a regular, full-time or 
continuing, p·art-time faculty or staff member 
for a death in the family or funeral 
attendanc.e. 
Up to ttiree days shall be granted without 
loss of pay for work time missed within a, 
seven consecutive day period commencing with 
the date of death of a member of a staff 
mernbet 's immediate family for attendance to 
funeral matters. An exception may be made in 
n case requiring extens..ive travel time for a 
funeral outside th:e state of . Kentucky and 
more lhun 400 miles from· the staff member's 
residence, When such except ion is approved 
by the appropriate supervisor, up to tw.o 
additional work days off may be granted •. 
Tiioe off W"ithout loss of pay also ma:,- be 
approved by the appropriate supervisor not to 
exceed one-half (I:!) day to attend the funeral 
Service of· an associate, close friend, or 
relative ·not defined as 'inimediate ·family 
be loW". 
in addition to that described 






accrued vacation or earned 
time, at the staff member's 
A staff member already on time of! chargeable 
to an authorized University holiday excluding· 
vacation 3hall not receive such death-iri-
family paid time off for that day. 
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IMMEDIATE FAMILY: 
Approval Date1 
Revision Date z 
7/1/85 
3/26/87 
A staf[ ,nember's immediate family is defined 
as: 
Father or father-in-law 
Mother or mother-in-law 
Stepfather or stepmother 
Brother, sister, or brother- or 
~ister-in-law 
Stepbrother or stepsister 
Spouse 





PFRSONNEL POLICY MANUAL II 
Subject: Faculty & Staff 
Identification Card 
Section Nu■ber: PG - 25 
PURPOSE: 
FACULTY AND 
STAFF ID CARDS: 





To provide a means for identification of 
regular full-time faculty and staff members 
and their families by means of identification 
(ID) cards, 
The Office of Personnel 
each regular full-time 







A spouse or unmarried dependent child may be 
issued an ID card upon request by a regulc!r: 
full-time faculty or staff member. A fee may 
be asses:rnd (Or each additional ID card 
i,:;sued. 
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To provide regular full-time faculty and 
staff members opportunity to advance their 
education by taking University courses 
without cost, i[ enrolled in the University. 
Any regular full-time faculty or staff member 
who has completed the probationary period, if 
applicabi..e, is eligible to· request tuition 
waiver. 
A regular (ull-time faculty or staff member 
may take one course up to a maximum of four 
creJit hours edch semester and, during the 
-:;ummer, only one course up to a maximum of, 
four ci:edit hours. The course work must be 
within the University's three coll_eges. 
[i request foL tuition w.:iiver is piade on the 
Requesl for Payment of Registration Fees Form, 
and must be approved by ~he supervisor and 
appropriate vice president. A copy of the 
form shall be forwarJed t0 the Office of, 
Personnel se"n•ices. 
Permission ma:,- t,,e granted by a supervisoc 
upon written request to take classes during 
work hours. Ii approved, the work will be 
made up bf adjusting the individual's vock 
schedule. If the faculty or staff menber 
cannot ·agree on suitable rescheduling 
arrangements, the. matter shall be resolved by 
the! appropriat•.? vice r)[esident. 
,\dditivnal 
hours per 
courses beyond the four credit 
Jemeste:: (or summer session) 
1.1axirnun, mai Le taii;en outside nornial working 
hours and at the faculty or staff member's 
own expP.nsP., 
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To outline the procedure to be followed in 
the event of an on-the-job injury or 
occupational illness. 
All types of University employment, full-time 
or· part-time, are covered if an accident or 
occupational illness -arises out of and in the 
course u, employment, unless self-inflicted 
or due to wi;lfu~ misconduct or intoxication. 
It is the legal responsibility of any 
emplo~•ee involved in a job-related accident 
or i.llness to report the accident or illness 
t~ the supervisor, or another supervisor if 
the em[Jloyee 's ·supec.v isor is riot available, 
as soon. as practicable after the occurrel1ce 
of the accident. 
Super vi ~ors.' "have the res pons ibi li ty foe 
investigating' the accident or illness and 
submitting a· Supecvisoc 's Investigation 
Report Form-within 24 hours of the· accident 
to the Off ice of Personnel Services, The 
Office ·of Pecsonnel Services is responsible 
for setting i-nto motion the- necessary 
procedures -to provide appropriate workers' 
compensation coverage to the employee. 
Medical exp.enses not ma Uy shall be paid in 
full for h<:>sp;tal, surgical, doctor and 
nursing services, and medicines and drugs, 
for treatment related to a job-related injury 
or illness. If an crnploree is unable to work 
for an extended period of. time because Of the 
job-relateJ injury or illness, in~emnity 
payments normally ace paid for the work-time 
lost-. The"se p.lyme"nts represent a percentage 
of the employee's average ·weekly wage. An. 
employee may elect to use accumulated sick 
leave instead of rece1v1ng these payments. 
In such instances, the employee shall endorse 
the workers' compensat_ion benefit check to 
the Ur.iversitj. The arnoun~ of the workers' 
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compensation check will b~ used to reinstate 
any vacation days and/or sick days use·a in 
that order. Calculations for reinstatement 
will be at the daily rate paid by the 
University to the employee during his/her 
absence. In the event of death, there may be 
certain survivor benefits for eligible 
dependen~s. 
Management at all levels has the 
responsibility for every operational activity 
of the del,)ar tment, and each supervisor must 
acc.::pt his or her share of the responsibility 
for the safety of employees. 
lt is a basic principle of the University's 
safety philosophy that each organization is 
responsible for safety and that each 
employee, in accepting employment, assumes a 
personal responsibility fqr working safely. 
Each e_mploy·ee must accept the principle that 
compliance with safety requirements is a 
condition of employment. 
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on personnel benefits available 
full-time faculty and staff 
The University maintains a comprehensive 
program of personnel benefits for all full.-
time. regular faculty and staff members and 
eligible dependents. Information about these 
programi:; is found in a variety of policies-, 
handbooks, and brochures prepared to acquaint 
faculty arid staff members about employment 
with the University. Such programs of 
benefits are under constant review and are 
Sllbject to periodic rev is ion, · Further 
information may be obtained from the Office 
of Personnel Services. 
The Univer:;ity continues benefit 
contributions on a twelve-month basis, for 
n"ine-, ten- and eleven-month employees. who 
have been employed by the University for the 
next fiscal year, It is the responsibility 
of nine-, len-, and eleven-month employees to 
continue optional employee contributions, 
such a:s optiqnal life insurance; fa_roily Blue 
Ci:oss/Blue Shield coverage; cancer insurance; 
etc., during periods that employees are not 
included on the Univer~ity's payroll. · 
Under the provisions of the Consolidated 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 
(COBRA) which was signed into law on April 7, 
1986, with an effective date of July 1, 1986, 
the University's regular full-time employees, 
their sp~uses, and their· eligible dependent~ 
may elect to continue their health care 
coverage under ttie Universit~·•s medical plan 
in certain instances where coverage would 
otherwise be terminated. Those instances 
include termination of employment for reasons 
other than gross misconduct, death of the 
employee, divorce or legal separation, 
none.ligi!Jility for Medicare, or reduction in 
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the hours of employment. Under the law, 
regulac full-time employees, their spouses, 
and their dependen.ts must be offered 
continuation coverage for a period of up to 
three years unless the ·coverage was lost 
through termination of employment or 
reduction in hours. In those cases, the 
required coverage period will be 18 months. 
However, the law permits continuation 
coverage to be immediately terminated when 
the University no longer provides group 
medic-.3.l coverage, premiums for coverage are 
not paid, eligibility for Medicare is 
attained, the spouse· remarries, coverage is 
provided undei:: anoti1er group health plan, or 
the dependent ceases to be a •dependent' 
child• under the criter_ia established in the 
medical plan, Entitlements for continuation 
covei::age of medical benefits must be 
processed through the Office of Personnel 
Services. 
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To provide a means to obtain information 
regarding a faculty or staff member's 
attitude toward the University and his/her 
job, work area, and supervisor upon 
terminal.ion of employment or retirement and 
to detez:mine that the faculty or staff 
m-=:mber's obligations to the University have 
been settled properly prior to the final date 
o[ employment. 
Upon termination or retirement, the faculty 
or ~taff member will be scheduled for an 
interview· by the Office of Personnel 
Services. The interview for staff will be 
conducted by the Office of Personnel 
Services. lnter11.iews for faculty will be 
conducted by the ,:lpproptiate Dean. ·The 
purpose of the interview will be to discuss 
with the employee his/her attitudes toward 
the· University, the job,• the unit in which 
he/she was employed, and t.he· supervisor or 
manager to whom the individual reported. 
In ord~r to have a frank exchange of 
information, the person conducting the 
in.terv iew wi 11 te'iuest from the employee 
authorization to share the information with 
those concerned. If such permission is r.ot 
3ranted, the infor,mation will not be 
disclosed. However, such information still 
will have value in determining patterns of 
problems that cah be shared generally with 
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The faculty or staff member shall complete a 
checklist of things to do before leaving 
University employment on an Employment 
Separation Clearance form provided by the 
supervisor and sign and date the form and 
pC"esent it to the Office of Personnel 
services at the .time of the exit interview. 
NOTE: Failure to liquidate outstanding debts 
to the University will result in the 
indebtedness becoming a matter of official 
record. 
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D B L E T B D 
To outline Some conditions wherein full-time, 
temporary, or part-time faculty and staff 
members shall not receive a payroll check due 
until certain conditions are met. This 
policy shall not limit the University in 
withholding paychecks for other circumstances 
that may arise that are not listed herein. 
The University will withhold the issuan·ce of 
a fin.it payroll check to any faculty or staff 
member wt.a is leaving Univer'sity employment 
until said individual fulfills all of his/her 
obligations· as stipulated in the employment 
contract or any University rules and 
tegulations, 
Faculty ot staff members who. are continuing 
employment with the University are under a 
duty to fulfill obligations within the 
prescribed period of time designated by 
applicable· Uni·.,ersit'.,' rules or regulations, 
Failure to meet these obligations permits 
Morehead State University to withhold ·the 
next payroll check until such time as the 
obli~ations .are· satisfactorily met. 
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To specify the University policy regarding 
the mandatory age for retirement of tenured 
faculty and for reemployment of retired 
faculty and staff after entering into either 
the KTRS or KERS. 
The mandatory retirement age shall be age 70 
for tenured faculty with mandatory 
retirement occurring on the day after th~ 
last examination day of the academic semester 
or session, as applicable, in which a faculty 
member's 70th birthday occurs or, if the 70th 
birthday falls between semesters or sessions, 
the day after the 70th birthday. The 
amendment to the Age Discrimination in 
Employment Act of 1967, which provided for 
the mandatory retirement of tenured faculty, 
is currently scheduled for repeal on 
December 31, 1993. There is no manda~ory 
retirement age for other employees of t~e 
Unive:-sity. 
Normally, faculty and staff members are not 
continued in employment after retiring on a 





under Kentucky law, an individual 
reemployed without forfeiture of 
to the following limits: 
Under the Kentuc~y ~eachers 
Retirement System a retired faculty 
member may be reappointed to teac~ as 
a substitute or on a part-time tasis 
not to exceed 100 days per year. 
Under the Ken tuck:,• Employ,~es 
Retirement system, a retired employee 
may be rehired in accordance with the 
annual earning limits established by 
the Kentucky Employees Retirement 
System. 
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Approval Date 1 
Revision Date• 
To establish a program of performance 
evaluations for regular, full-time, and 
continuing part-time staff members. · 
At least· once annually, the supervisor &hall 
evaluate the employee in selected key areas 
on a form provi~ed by the Office of Personnel 
Services. 
The supervisor shall review the completed 
performance evaluation form with the employee 
and provide for coltlment from the ·employee 
regarding his/her performance, 'rhe employee 
oh.all sign the form indicating that he/she 
has seen it. Such signature does not 
indicate acceptance by the eraploYee of the 
review. · 
Performance evaluations are used for 
assistance and decisions in such areas as 
employee counseling, transfer, promotion, 
demotion, discharge recommendations, training 
and Jevelopment needs and to maximize 
employee potent·ial. Completed forms shall be 
sent to the Office of Personnel Services for 
retention after the supervisors have reviewed 
the evaluation witn the employee. The 
employee and employing unit shall retain a 
copy a'lso. 
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OATE FOR PAYNBHT 




ISSUANCE OF PINAL 
SALARY CHECK: 











The final salary payment will be calculated 
on a pro rata dally basis to and including 
the date of death if the deceased was 
actively employed, while using vacaton, sick 
leave, other paid time off, or on leave with 
pay. If the deceased employee was included 
in: a vacation plan that provides for the 
pe.~,'ment of unused vacation at the time. of 
termination of employment, a payment for 
unused va·cation tim@, if any, will also be 
included in the final salary check. 
_Applicable taxes and benefits deductions 
shall be made as appropriate· from the final 
salary payment. 
The final salary check for a deceased 
e_mployee shall be issued to the proper payee 
in accordance with Kentucky State laws. The 
Office of Personnel Services shall determine 
the proper payee_ from the laws and 
beneficiary designation on file, 
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TO A SDPBRVISOR 
OR DEPARTMENT 
"CHAIR BY MANE: 
INFORMATION 
NOT GIVEN: 
Revision Date 1 
To provide, consistenq· th;;oughout the 
University 1n answerlng inquiries regarding 
present or former faculty or staff m~mbers. 
Inquiries addressed to the University (rather 
than to an individual) should be forwarded to 
the Office of Personnel Services. 
Inquiries concerning an employee's insurance 
claims and coverage, and related matters· 
should be referred to the Office of Personnel 
Ser:vices. 
Information requested· bY legal means should 
be channeled through the Office of Personnel 
services. 
a. Nonderoyatory, public information which 
is already publ-iahed, such as· information 
contained in University or community 
telephone ditE!ctories or in University 
catalogs, may be divulged. 
b. InforrnatiOn regarding the employee's 
rei::ord with the University concernir.g 
quality of work, att0ndance record, dates 
o_f employmen·t, and so forth may be given 
provided the individual reportins can 
defend the inf~rmation he/she provides. 
a. Salary infor1nation is not ·released by the 
Office of Personnel Se_rvices. However, 
such · information is available from 
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c. Information requested to assist a 
collection agency is not given. (Such 
agencies sometimes will ask questions 
such as where an employee works or parks 
his car or what time his shift ends. 
Also, forwarding addresses are often 
requested.) 
Request for information not covered by the 
policy should be directed to the Office of 
Personnel Services. 
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To state the University '3 
the effective date of 
termination of e111ploy11en t. 
pol~cy concerning 
e111ploy•ent or 
NOTE: Th is policy does not apply to f ac ulty 
appointments. 
The effective date of e•ployment shall be the 
first day the employee ls actively at work. 
The elfect1ve <late of terminat ion of 
employiaent shall be the last day the employee 
1s act ivelJ at work. 
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Approval Date: 7/1/85 
Re~ieion Date: 
To insure that language used in classified 
adv,rtising · complies with State and Federal 
legislation and maintains a standard of 
public rela~ions. 
The Director of Personnel Ser.vices is 
responsible for coordinating the placement of 
all help wanted advertisements for the 
University · in newspapers and other 
publications and for reviewing the wording of 
the advertisements so that: 
l. 'rhe wording of all such 
2. 
advertisements is in compliance with 
State and Federal legislation, and 
A standard of public relations 
through advertising can be 
maintained·. 
A supervisor wishing to place a help wanted 
advertisement sha.ll contact the Director of 
Personnel Servic~s for guidance. 
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To outline the pr9cess followed when filling 
a regular, full-time vacanc_y. 
a. Any administrative unit which wishes to 
fill a vacancy or create a new position 
must complete. the •Faculty or Support 
Staff Search Proc~dure Checklist.• 
b, The checklist must contain the necessary 
information to proceed with a job search 
by inCluding: 
c. 
1. Recommended 1oembership of the search 
·committee of any academic or 
administrative opening. Search 
committees appointed to recommend 
final · candidates for certain 
positions include members, wherever 
possible, of protect~d: classes. 
2. App[Opriate budget approval from the 
Vice President for Administrative and 
fi5cal Services. 
3. A list of recommended . newspaper-s and 
publications where the vacancy should 
be .Jdvertised. 
4: · A. completed Morehead State University 
Employment Opportun·i ty . form 
containing a ·job description and· 
qualifications for the vacancy. 
S •. Approval by the Department. 
Chair/Office Director, Dean/Supervisor 
of Office Director and the 
appropr ia,te Vice President. The 
President provides final authorization 
to" pursue the search. · 
The Director 
rtiviews each 































Affirmative action and equal employment 
opportunity are the joint responsibility of 
the supervisor with the vacancy and the 
Director of Personnel Services. The Director 
of Personnel Services and the Affirmative 
Action Officer shall make sure that all steps 
outlined in the University's Affirmative 
Action program are followed when filling the 
vacancy. 
Al~ staff exempt and staff nonexempt 
vacancies shall be pos.ted internallf for five 
days to provide current full-time staff 
·members with the opportunity for. promotion •. 
Priority will be giv"en to foll-time employees 
prior to. adYertising the position externally. 
A. position which had been posted within the 
past 4~ days does .not need to be repc;isted. 
Ability to Uo the job and previous work 
performance· are factors considered by 
management in determining whether an employee 
is qualified for the particular position. In 
considering ability to do the job, a review 
is made of such things as the employee's work 
history, · attendance record, educational 
background, and. aptitude~. 
In. no circumstances can a promotion or 
tranSfer be denied or granted solely because 
of race, color, age, religion, sex, handicap, 
veteran status, or national origin. 
If no internal candidate 
management to be qualifed, 
advertised externally by 
Personnel Services. 
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a. All resumes and employment· 
applications arc properJ.y accepted· 
and recorded on the search rrocedure 
checklist. Applications are kept· for 
a minimum of two years or the life of 
Kentucky's desegregation plan by the 
Office of Personnel Services. 
b. •supplemental Personnel Data for 
i\ffirmative Action Recruitment• forms 
are independently forwarded to each 
applicant by the Office of Personnel 
Services. The form is used to 
ascertain sex, race, handicap, or 
veteran status of candidates. These 
forms are not seen by ·the Search 
committee or other persons directly 
involved in the hiring process. 
c. 1"he Diiectoc of Personnel Services 
screens out applicants who do not 
minimally qualify under the posting 
and advertised requirements. Those 
who are cejected are again reviewed 
by the screening chairperson or 
interviewing supervisor to 
substantiate the decision against the 
yene:::al posting requiretnents. 
· d, The Affirmative Action Officer 
reviews the applicant-flow listin,; to 
determine if there is adequate 
representation from minorities or 
women. Depending upon the outcome, 
the position may be readvertised if, 
in the opiniorl of the Affirmative 
Acticin Officer, represent.ation is 
lacking of· protected class membecs. 
e. 11.·11 select ion or promotion dee is ions 
ace based solely upon the· 
individual's qualifications foe the 
position. 
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to the Office of Personnel Services 
for review. The checklbt includes 
those individuals who were 
interviewed and those who were not 
reviewed with reasons for the 
rejection. 
g. The -Affirmative Action Officer 
reviews the individual selected 
against any protected class comparing 
thOse who applied to determine if the 
selection was appropria.te. If there 
are doubts, a written explanation may 
be requested for the hiring rationale 
and for the reasons why protected 
class members were rejected. If the 
written justifications for 
nonselection of the pro~ected class 
· member are n9t in conformance With 
aff,i[mative action selection 
procedures, the Affi[rnative Actior;i. 
Office[ is authorized to delay an. 
offer· of employment until the 
statement --is evaluated or the 
ncinse lect ion is [eso 1 ved be tween the 
two pa[ ties. If ·agreement cannot b~ 
resolved, the Affirmative Action 
.Office[ ni:ust forward all inform<1tion· 
to the appi-opriate vice- president fo[ 
resolution. 
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To comply with legal requi:rement ... to provide 
rest periods to employees during ;,er iods of 
work. · 
KRS 337,365 states that •no employer shall 
require any employ!:' to work without a rest 
period of at least ten (10) minutes dui ing 
each four ( 4) hours worked, . except those 
employes who are under the Federal Railway 
Labor l\ct. This shall be in addition to the 
regularly scheduled lunch period, No 
red 11ction in compensation shall be made for 
hourly or salaried emPloyes.• 
The Unjversity feels that a teasonable amount 
of time for this purpose should not exceed 15 
minutes durin:i each half-day wo"rk period. .\t 
the discretion o.f the administrative head of 
department, it is permi5sible for employees·· 
to take· a reasonable amount of time off from 
a sustained work peciod to make use of the 
restroom facilities or to refresh themselves 
from physical and .:nenta.l energies exp.Cnded i:, 
the performance .of work. It should also be 
understood that wori,. routines must continue 
and absences from the work area· should. be 
arrangeJ in such a manner as not. to disrupt 
the services of the office/department. The 
qniversity expects all employees to exercise 
th\s privilege in a reasonsable manner and to· 
return to their work without undue delay. 
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To outline the things tha:-- a faculty .or staff 
member should know about gro1..p life and 
health insurance, retirement cor.~ributions, 
and other matters if he/she leaves University 
employment prior to retirement. 
Protection in this plan stops 3·1 days after 
the end of the ·pay period in which . the 
resignation becomes effective, The 
employee's University policy can be converted 
to an individual policy without a medical 
examination if application is made within 
th!~ 31-day period. 
A faculty or staff member should ·contact the 
Office of Personnel Services if he/she wishes 
to take advantage of the conversion 
privi~.ege. · 
NOTE: An individu.Jl who desires to continue 
TIIe insurance and is in good health may be 
able to obtain more desirable coverage ·by 
contacting a representative· _of any commercial 
insurance company.· This is because converted 
policies are limited to one type. The amount 
which may be converted is limited to the 
amount in force immediately prior to 
termination. 
The cost of the converted polic·y will be 
higher than the University's because (l) the 
type of insurance to· which one converts is 
whole life insurance ins_tead of the less 
ex.pensive group term insurance, aO.d { 2) the 
age of the individual a_t time· applicati9~ .for 
convei:-Sion i's made "is also a factor. 
GkUi:P MEDICAL 
·INSURANCE: 
Under the provisions. of the Consolidated 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 
(COBRA), regular full-time employees, their 
spouses, and their eligible dependents may 
elect to continue their health care coverage 
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FINAL PAY CHECK: 
EXIT INTERVIEW: . 
Revision Date: 
the University's medicaJ plan in 
instances where coverage would 




Guidance regarding other optional ins~rance 
that may be applicable can be received by 
contacting the Office of Personnel Services. 
A faculty or staff member who is leaving 
University employment should contact the 
Office of ~ersonnel Services regarding 
possible retirement benefits Or the 
~ithdrawal of contributions. 
The faculty or s·taff member must make 
arrangements to receive bi's/her final pay 
check and year-end w-i· form. If a ch,;1,nge 0~ 
address i:; known, a ne1t1 w-4 should be 
submitted. If there is • change of address 
after termination but before the end of the 
calendar year, the Payroll Office must be 
notified so year-end . tax stai:ements cari be 
forwarded to the new address. 
The faculty or staff member is respo.nsible 
for completing the exit interview checklist 
and schedulin1:1 the exit interview with the 
Office of ·Personnel Services. 
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To provide prov1s1.ons for grantir g paid time 
off from work ·when necessary for full-time 
regular faculty and staff members to vote in 
national, state, and local·e~ecti~ns. 
Staff members or the University are 
encouraged to _exercise their voting 
privileges at all national, state, and local 
elections. Ordinarily, work schedules permit 
adequate time for voting either before or 
after normal working h9urs. 
When it is not possible to vote at any ,:,ther 
time, a regular full-time· faculty- or staff 
member will be granted time off from work for 
up to four consecutive hours for the purpose 
of. voting on election days, without loss of 
pay. ·Time off for voting will be scheduled 




Election Day is a University 
the provisions of ·the holiday 
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PURPOSE: To ·outline the salary consldera+-ions when an 
indiVidual is awarded an advanced degree. 
An individual"who .obtains 'ln advanced degree 
which in the judgment of the adiuinistration 
is applicabl~ to the assigned· duties shall be 
rewarded in addition to regular increases 
awarded other ·employees. 
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To inform employees of their 
tfegarding the care and 
University keys and property. 
responsibilities-
attention · of 
Implementation of a key control system allows 
convenient access to facilities and provides 
f-::,r facility security. To obta1.n a key for 
personal use, the employee must receive 
approval from their vice president or dean 
and obtain a ltey from the Office of SafHy 
and Sec:..r1ty. Key Request Forms ca:, be 
obtained f:-om the offices of the ·-1ice 
f:-esidents er deans. Upon approp::iate 
apprc..,al cf the request, the employee "Jill 
personally deliver the approved key request 
form to the Office of Safety and security. 
Upon issuance of a ?Y, an employee is 
required to sign a ke:, agreement indicating 
tha::: !":e.'she :.-ill not Jplicate the key or 
loan che key to unaut ~rized personnel a:id 
will return the key to .:he Office of Safet? 
anC Sec~rity when no lonser needed or ~F~n 
separation from University e~ployment. Lost 
or stolen keys should be reported immediatel:· 
t-=i the appropriate supe:::·.-isorls) at which 
time a lost key report wi:1. :)e completed. :::n 
the event of negligence, 3, =nar;e for a l~ck 
change may be assessed ·.1r.2n a ~ey is lost or 
stolen. This charge :nust tie paid b'J tn<? 
employee before a new key !s issued. 
Et:1;llcyees may be issued :inive:::sit;· Frcpe:::t:t 
and other equipment n-;cessar:; to .;e': f:,rm 
ch~:!ir day-to-day duties .::.n':: rest=ons1b-i1.ities. 
!n addition, employees ma::,· :.e gi·,en access ~o 
the ~niversity's comF~t2r syste~s ~i3 
?asswo!::ls. rt is t':":e e:nFlo::,·ee's 
responsib-ili~y that this equi~ment 3,nC 
:.:.ate>:i=il, as well as indi·11dual ::omp;,.ter 
pass,.,ords, ::omputer data tases, and access to 
computer resources and equipment be 
!tlaintained with the .Jt::.ost. ,:are and te 
protected from ~isuse and/or abuse. Once 
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materials have been provided, the 




EMPLOYEE. PENALTY . 
UPON VIOLATION 
Violation of any part of the key agreement or 
the misuse and/cc: abuse c•f computer 
2ass-.,ords. compute:: data base, or computing 
resources and equipment may result in 
revocation of all \tey er computer privil.:.?ges 
and/or subject the empl.:>yee to discipL:acy 
action. Under Kentucky Revised Statutes, any 
person who knowingly :nakes, or causes to be 
made, any Universi~y i<;ey shall be guilty of a 
Class .\ misdemeanor. Likewise, misuse and/or 
abuse, destruction, or unauthorized access to 
Unive:sity p:-opert7 and/or computer s1•stems 
is s.:bjec':. to disci. ::i.ar-.· ac'::ion a:i.d/or 
dis~issal f:om U:i.i~ers1 e~pioyrnent. 
OF POLICY: 
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To provide regulaC" full-time staff eligible 
for retirement under the Kentucky Employee or 
K9ntucky Teachers• Retirement System an 
opportunity to retire earlier than the age 
required to qualify for social security 
benefits or the mandatory a3"e of retirement 
from the University, and to continue in a 
part-time support capacity with the 
Univ.ersity. 
Any staff member eligible for retirement 
under th<::i regular Kentucky Retirement Systems 
ma:,- apply for early retirement. A request to 
t.ike early retirement is to- be made by the 
staff member directly to the requesting 
member's supervisor. A· decision on whether 
to grant the early retirement request will be 
made by the appropriate supervisors 
(director, department chair, dean, vice 
president) and will be based upon the 
staffing needs, present and future, of the 
affected office, If early retirement does 
not adversely affect the function of the 
office, then upon a favorable recommendation 
of the appropriate supervisors, the President 
may recommend final approval to the Board of 
Regents at the next scheduled meeting of the 
Board. Prior to the recommendation of the 
President, a fixed-term contract not to 
exceed four years will have been negotiated 
between the· staff member and the University, 
the provision of which should mutually meet 
.the needs of the contracting parties. 
The .negotiated first year salary shall not 
exceed 40 percent of the staff member's last 
base salary. Future salary adjustments will 
be permitted in accordance with salary 
distribution guidelines adopted by the 
institution each year. During the early 
retirement P.er iod, the retired staff member 
may elect to pUrchase life insurance from the 
University's life insurance carrier under the 
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University's group plan. Single and family 
health insurance may also be purchased at the 
group rate; however, the Office of Personnel 
Services and the Budget Office will annually 
review the decision to continue to offer 
health and life insurance as a .. part of the 
e.irly retirement plan. Continuation of the 
health an,~ life insuC'ance plans for the staff 
in early retirement is contingent upon 
budgetary impact. 
This special appointment category carries 
with it •the . expectations, duties, and 
respansibilitieS of a part-t.tme position. 
Sick leave will be permitted ln accordance . 
with the University- personnel policies, 
office space will b~ made available, and 
library and special purchase privileges 
(bookstore, athletic tickets, etc.) will _be 
available in accordance· with University 
policies and procedures. The ·staff member's 
performance will also be evaluated utilizing 
the same evaluation instrument as used to 
evaluate regular staff. This speCial 
appointrtlent category carries .with it. no· less 
responsibility for • performance, attendance, 
and professio!'lal ethics and responsibilities 
than that of a regular employee and will be 
governed by the University personnel policl es 
with the exceptions as --Ce fined previously. 
Staff must retire fully from the University 
in accordar'lce with current P,ersonnel policy 
at .age 70. 
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To establish the policies and procedures for 
administering the Staff Job Classification 
and Compensation Plan approved by the Board 
of Regents on January 29, 1988. 
It shall be the obiective of the 1Jniversity 
to maintain a Staff Classification System 
based on the job evaluation techniques 
contained in the Classificat.i.on, 
Compensation, and Job Evaluation Study 
conducted by Cresap, HcCormiclC and Paget and 
subsequently adopted by the Board of Regents 
on JanuaC"y 29, 1988, It shall further be the 
objective of the Board to compensate staff 
members in an equitable and competitive 
manner within the resources available to the 
institution for staff compensation. 
The Board of Regents authorizes the President 
to administer the Plan. All staff 
appointments sl-iall be in acc'Jrdance ._.ith the 
Staff Job Classification and Compe:-is·atio:i 
Plan. The scope of the University's annual 
audit by an external auditing firm shall be 
expanded to encompass an audit of 
institutional compliance with the policies 
and procedures for administering the Plan, 
The Board of Regents may amend the Staff Job 
Classification and Compensation Plan in 
response to budgetary constraints, changes in 
state and Federal law or regulations, and/or 
based upon any financial exigency whfch might 
affect the University's ability to 
appropriately respond to internally- or 
externally-imposed fiscal rest=aints. The 
Office of Personnel Services shall maintain 
the Staff Job Classific::ition and Compensation 
Plan. The Plan shall be available in the 
Office of Personnel Services and in the 
Camden-Carroll Library for review by any 
employee. The Staff Job Classification and 
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shall be a 
caste:: and 
part of the 
appointment 
The President shall appoint a Job Evaluation 
Committee. The Comroittee shall hear and 
decide on job classification appeals, and in 
conjunction with the Office of Personnel 
Services, :. t shall review and reco1r:n1end 
changes ':O the Plan. Routine personne:. 
actions which do not necessitate a change in 
job c!assification shall not require review 
by the Job Ei;oaluation Comrn.i ttee, Questions 
or disputes that arise from the Plan's 
administration shall be resolved by the Jo!: 
Evaluation Committee. 
Classifi::at1on and grade assignments for new 
positions, or reclassification of exis~in9 
position~, shall be s..ibmitted to the 
Personnel Office fo: review and 
tecommendation to t~e Jcb E•J~li;at:=r. 
Com.'ilittee. Appeals t~ the P:.an's. job 
classification shall be accepted through June 
30, .i989. The classification and ':jrade 
determination shall be based o:, the 
requirel?).ent.s of the position as defined on 
the job description and on £actor comparisons 
w1th other like or similar positions. 
The ;jn1ve:-sity shall maintain and administer 
a job classification sys tern that is 
responsive to the management of staff 
employees and is consistent with the 
classification techniques contained in the 
Plan approved by the Board of Regents. An 
ongcing review of sU job classifications 
will be conducted by the Office of Personnel 
Services. The review shall permit equitable 
and routine adjustments consistent with the 
staffing needs of the University and 
available resources. 
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The Administration shall. maintain ana 
addinister a compensation schedule that is 
equitable in its administration and is 
consistent with each job classification and 
grade determined in the job classification 
system. The compensation schedule shall be 
reviewed annually and adjusted when 
appropriate within the resources available to 
the University for staff salaries and wages. 
To assist in determining if annual changes in 
the compensation schedule are necessary, the 
Office of Personnel Services shall conduct 
compensation surveys as appropriate but, as a 
minimum, will conduct a comprehensive survey 
every three years. The Office of Personnel 
Services in conjunction with the Office of 
Budgets shall reco111JDend to the President any 
adjustments to the schedule. The President 
shall recommend to the Board of Regents for 
its approval any adjustments prior to 
implementation. The survey and review should 
coincide with the University's annual 
planning and budgeting process. 
With the resources available annually for 
staff salary increases, it shall be the 
objective of the University to adjust 
salaries of employees, who are meeting job 
expectations, toward the midpoint of their 
grade. Employees whose salaries are within 
the third and fourth c;:uartiles of their grade 
range, and who are meeting job expectations, 
shall continue to move through their 
respective grade r-ange. Resources 
permitting, cost-of-living increases shall be 
considered when annual salary and wage 
adjustments are determined. 
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If additional funds are available following 
this initial distribution, such funds shall 
be allocated within guidelines developed by 
the administration. 
The Equal Employment Opportunity categories 
of all University positions are generally 
classified as exe~ot and nonexempt and are 
indicated below: · 
01 !:xectJtive,'Admir.istrative/Managerial 
(Exempt) 
02 Faculty (Exempt) 
03 Professional, Nonfaculty (Exempt) 
04 Secretarial/Clerical (Nonexempt) 
05 Tec~nical/Paraprofessional (Nonexempt) 
06 Skilled Crafts (Nonexe~pt; 
07 Service Maintenance (Nonexempt) 
The Office of Personnel Services 
Dec>artment Chair/Office Director 
and the 
shall 
ope:at~ ~nde= the following provisions: 
A. ~ew Hire. The normal entry rate of pay 
for a newly-hired staff e~?loyee shall be 
:be miniffium of the firsc auartile for the 
grade. Under certain conlitions, a staff 
employee may be started at a rate higher 
than the entry rate but not greater than 
the salar·j permitted for the grade. The 
Job Evaluation Cornn:1ttee shall review and 
:scommend to the President any salary 
greater than the entry level. Written 
just if 1cation for a starting rate higher 
than the entry rate shall accompany the 
:equest from the ~ir!n; adrninistrati~e 
unit head to the Director of Personnel 
Services. ;ihen requesting an exception, 
sufficient lead tine shall be given to 
assess t!"le j:Jstificat1on and make a 
recommendati..:in to the Job Evaluation 
Committee and obtain a final decision by 
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the President. Justification shall -
, clearly establish the following: 
1. No other qualified applicant is 
available for hire at the entry rate. 
2. A definite need exists for the 
position to be filled by an 
individual possessing the skills, 
education, and experience beyond that 
normally required to perform 
satisfactor Uy the duties of the 
position. 
3. The des ired applicant does in fact 
have conclusive suppcrt that he/she 
possesses the skills, education, and 
experience beyond tha~ required of 
the position. 
•• Employment of tne desired applicant does not :esul:. ln C1£c:~;r.1:-iation 
against, nor have an adverse impact 
upon members of any race, sex, or 
ethnic group. 
B. Promotion and Reclassification. Gpon 
prorootion or reclassification to a highe= 
grade, an employee's ne~ rate of pay will 
be the entry rate of the new grade. I~ 
the entry rate is less than the 
employee's current rate, the employee's 
new rate roay be increased up to 5 percent 
higher than the current rate with the 
approval of Personnel services and the 
hiring unit. 
For employees in positions which are 
reclassified individually, ':he pay rate 
shall become effectiv~ on t~e first day 
of the month following final approval of 
the reclassification. For employees 
reviewed as part oE a serioes review, pay 
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rates shall become ·effective at the 
beginning of the next fiscal year. 
A pay increase upon pro:::otion shall not 
jeopardize an employee's eligibility for 
annual increases. 
Retroactive poy adjustments shall net be-
::i.ad'?. 
C. Acting, Interim, or Temporary 
Appointments. If an employee se!:"•.res in 
an acting, interim, or temporary capacitz 
for at least one (1) month, the employee 
shall receive the entry rate of pay for 
the position in which he or she is 
serving in an acting, interim, or 
temporary capacity. If the entry rate is 
~elow the employee's current rate and 
with the approval of Personnel Services 
and the hiring unit, the rate may be 
increased up tc 5 percent, or JP ':.o 10 
percent if the employee continues duties 
in the former position, higher than the 
emplcyee' s current rate. When ::eturned 
to t!ie former position, the employee 
shall revert to the former rate of Fay 
with any annual increases awarded during 
the absence from the former position. 
D. Demotion. A demotion is the movement of 
a staff employee to a lower grade level. 
A demotion shall not jeopardize an 
employee's eligibility for annual 
increases, The no::;ual adjusted salar:,· 
for a demoted staff member shall be 
determined by Personnel Services 
acceding to the follo..,ing: 
l. An individual who voluntarily accepts 
a position in a lower grade shall 
retain his or her current rate of pay 
for the remaining portion of the 
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At lhe 
begfnnin_g of the new fiscal 
employee· sha 11 he pa id at 
year, the 
the entry 
Annual cate · of the lower .grade, 
increases shall be calculated 
on the lower pay cate. 
based 
2. An ind·fvidual who is invalunt,Hilz• 
assigned to a lower grade levei fOr 
cause, or for financial exige!"IC'.f, 
shall be immediat':!ly paid at the 
entry rate of the lolo'er =rade. 
Bowe,•er, the employee shall retain 
his or her current tate for the 
~emaining portion of the current 
fisCal year if the invol:.mta:-y 
assignment resulted from 
reclassificat1on due to nonbudgetary 
organizational changes, At t:Je 
beg inn in; ·of the new fiscal yea!, the 
e:nploye~ shall be paid a_t the .e:nt.:-y 
rate of the l0wer 3rade, Annual 
increase shall be calc·Jlated b,:;sed on 
the lower p~y rate. 
E., Late rel rransfe:. A latei:al t:ansfer 1s 
the movement by an employee to another 
position of equivalent grade. In t.he 
case Qf a lateral transfer, the employee 
shall retain his· or her current pay rate. 
Lateral transfer shall not jeopardize an 
e~ploye~•s eligibility for annual 
increases. 
F. Reinstatement or Recall. The normal :ate 
of pay for a reinstated or recalled staff 
employee, within one year, shall be the 
fernier rate or the entry ra.te whichever 
is greater, 
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overtime o c Conpensa t ocy T111e. 
pay and/or compensatory time 
granted under the condi tions of 
the Per sonne l Policy Man ual. 
Classifica tion Changes. 
Evaluation Committee se~t ion on 
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• ·, iitlCTED FC!lD 
~-<PLOYMEli! : 
Res,: .clej [und 'c"lllployees .H" these emploj'el!s 
hired in positions fot ;,ro;ec ts funded froro 
external sc.urces. Prc1ect :li rectors shal l 
gu>oRAIU' 
\.RT-TINE 
.,.o> LOTIIBRT : 
use the Ur.1 verslty's ·pay schedule!; wben 
develo ping budgets for pro:ects. The 
Onive:sit} does no t assume any obligation to 
supplemen t .ages and salat ies o f exter nal l y-
Cunded employees vho are no t compensated at 
levels estat l1shed 1n this pol lcy. 
Fixe~-,erm II and wage Payroll appointments , 
full-time for less t ~. an ~i x months or less 
tnan 50 ;,ercent t1111e f o r U? to one 1ear, 
shal l have a pay rate o f at least the federal 
111ni?1u11 vage but not more than t he entry rate 
f o r the position and grade of the duties 
~e.ng per' ~: -r.ed. The follow!n<; exceptions 
apply oni, fo r temporar y or part - time 
employment of reti red ffiembers of Kent ucky 
Teachets' Retirement Syste::i (RTRS) and 
Kentucky Employees Retirement System ( RERS) 
2. 
Under KTRS, a retired member may be 
:ee.i?;-lo:,,ed for up t o forty ( 4 0 ) 
percent ~f :ime during any fiscal 
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a retLred :Oc!mber may be 
in ac=ordance "ith the 
earn;.ngs ~imitatio n 
b y KERS. 
